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Executive Summary 
 
The Academy for Urban School Leadership (AUSL) is seeking to become a Lead Partner for 
Turnaround school (i.e., “Restart model”) school interventions, both in Chicago and elsewhere in 
the Illinois Partnership Zone.  AUSL’s model for intervention involves a whole-school 
transformation for schools in which performance is significantly and persistently unacceptably 
poor, based on criteria established by the district.  The school turnaround process is a dramatic 
reform intervention to comprehensively reset failing schools. 
 
AUSL, founded in 2001 and based in Chicago, is an established and nationally recognized 
Educational Management Organization which has implemented and refined the Turnaround 
school model for intervening in the most poorly performing Chicago Public Schools.  AUSL’s 
mission is to improve student achievement in Chicago’s high-poverty, chronically failing schools 
through its disciplined transformation process, built on a foundation of specially trained AUSL 
teachers. 
 
AUSL currently manages 14 elementary and secondary schools in Chicago, serving more than  
7,500 students.  Eight of these schools are “Turnaround schools” in which AUSL and CPS have 
partnered to intervene, using the model that AUSL describes in this proposal.  AUSL also runs a 
Teacher residency training program to provide a pipeline of talent for Turnaround schools.  
AUSL believes that its models can be implemented successfully outside Chicago, and would 
welcome the opportunity to participate in Turnaround school interventions elsewhere in Illinois. 
 
In the Turnaround school model, the district closes the school at the end of a school year and re-
opens it after the summer under AUSL’s management.  Admission is open to any former student 
who wishes to attend, as well as all students in the school’s geographic boundary area.  AUSL 
replaces the principal with an individual selected by and accountable to AUSL as well as the 
district, and also brings in a cohort of specially trained new teachers from AUSL’s Teacher 
residency program.  AUSL evaluates all incumbent teachers and staff before re-hiring any who 
are interested in remaining. We expect that more than half of the school’s incumbent teachers and 
staff would be replaced. 
 
Service area/capacity:  AUSL proposes to be a Lead Partner with the Chicago district to 
continue to transform schools in Chicago.  AUSL has already proposed, and received CPS Board 
approval for, a contract to manage six additional Turnaround schools in Chicago to re-open in 
2010 (four elementary plus two high schools).  Our proposal to CPS for 2010 Turnaround schools 
dated July 2009 is attached to this proposal.   
 
We also propose to export our model to become a Lead Partner with other Illinois districts for 
elementary Turnaround schools to open in fall 2011.  Toward this end, we are open to partnership 
discussions with any interested district in the state except those located in Regions V and VI, due 
to the challenge of their distance from AUSL’s central office in Chicago. 
 
Record of effectiveness.   Since 2002 AUSL has launched eight Turnaround elementary schools 
plus one Turnaround high school in Chicago.  AUSL is still managing all of these schools, and all 
but one have made steady year-to-year gains in student achievement (see appendix).  For AUSL, 
the performance metric that matters most is student achievement, and the goal is to narrow and 
ultimately erase the “achievement gap” between a Turnaround school’s students and students in 
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well-performing schools.  AUSL’s expectations for Turnaround elementary school performance 
gains are: 

• Turnaround Intervention (years 1 to 3):  Narrow pre-turnaround achievement gap by one-
third (e.g., reduce a 60 percentage-point gap to a 40-point gap) 

• Continued Improvement (years 3 to 5):  Narrow remaining achievement gap by half (e.g., 
improve by 20 points more) 

• Sustain change (ongoing):  Students achieve greater than 1 year of growth per school 
year, until the achievement gap is closed. 

 
The table below summarizes the performance gains of AUSL’s elementary Turnaround schools in 
Chicago.  Dodge Renaissance Academy has reached Phase 3; Sherman and Harvard are close to 
Phase 2; and AUSL’s Turnaround schools started since 2008-09 are still in Phase 1.  In 2009-10, 
AUSL has launched three additional elementary Turnaround schools (not shown), with the first 
test results since AUSL’s management to come in mid-2010. 
 

 
*Percentage of students meeting or exceeding the state standard.  AUSL has been managing the 
schools above since:  Dodge 2003, Sherman 2006, Harvard 2007, Howe 2008, Morton 2008. 
  
Fiscal and Management Capacity:  AUSL has diversified sources of funding, including 
individual and foundation donors, government grants, and management fees from the Chicago 
Public Schools.  AUSL’s senior management team includes highly experienced urban educators, 
including former principals of highly successful schools in high-poverty neighborhoods.  AUSL’s 
five-year plan calls for growth in its network from 14 schools in 2009-10 to 38 schools in 2013-
14. 
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Service Area and Capacity Limitations 
 
Service Area.  AUSL seeks to continue to serve the City of Chicago district (Region I-A), and to 
expand our scope to serve up to two elementary schools in one additional district in any of the 
following regions: 
West Cook County (Region I-B-B) 
South Cook County (Region I-B-C) 
North Cook County (Region I-B-D) 
Northwest Illinois (Region II) 
West Central Illinois (Region III) 
East Central Illinois (Region IV) 
 
Capacity Limitations.  An essential element of AUSL’s elementary Turnaround school model is 
that 50 percent or more of the core classroom teachers employed to serve in new Turnaround 
schools are graduates of AUSL’s teacher residency training program.  Because of this, there is a 
long lead time for implementing the Turnaround school model; for example, the teachers who 
will serve in Chicago Turnaround schools that we will launch in Fall 2010 were recruited in 
spring 2009 and are currently in our training program during the 2009-10 school year.  If we 
started tomorrow to recruit “state residents” to train for later placement in a district outside 
Chicago, these teachers would be in training during the 2010-11 school year and would not be 
ready for employment in a Turnaround school until summer 2011. 
 
Therefore, AUSL has the capacity to apply as a Lead Partner to implement the Turnaround school 
model as follows: 
 
Within the City of Chicago:  four Turnaround (Restart model) elementary schools, plus two 
Turnaround high schools, to launch in Fall 2010. 
 
PLUS 
 
Outside the City of Chicago:  Up to two Turnaround elementary school(s) to restart in Fall 2011. 
 
If a Lead Partner or school district outside the City of Chicago is interested in an intervention for 
school year 2010-11 rather than for 2011-12, or to plan for additional turnaround schools for 2012 
and beyond, see AUSL’s Supporting Partner application for how AUSL would be able to support 
and assist by making its knowledge and experience with Turnaround school management 
available to others.   
 
Priority for services.  If there is more demand than supply for AUSL’s Lead Partner Turnaround 
management services outside the City of Chicago, the priority for delivering our services will be 
determined based on these criteria: 
 

• School(s) must be significantly and persistently underperforming relative to the 
expectations of the district and the state. 

• District must be willing to offer autonomy for AUSL to implement substantial changes in 
people and programs, including replacing the principal and half or more of the school 
staff. 
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• District must arrange for financing for the turnaround intervention,  including fees to 
AUSL as well commitments to make other one-time and ongoing district expenditures 
through the intervention period. 

• District’s proximity to the Chicago metro area, which will facilitate recruitment and 
placement of new teachers who will be trained in AUSL’s Chicago Training Academies, 
and make it easier for AUSL’s central office staff to simultaneously support schools both 
in and outside Chicago. 

• Degree to which the district is urban or suburban (preferred) vs. rural (not as good a fit 
for AUSL’s model). 
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Work Plan  
 
Needs assessment - Describe how you will analyze a school’s current programs. 
 
AUSL Turnaround school model.  An AUSL-managed school is not a charter school, but a 
district school with autonomy for AUSL as the contract manager on staff hiring decisions and on 
curricular and budgetary policies.  School-based employees are union members (if there is a 
union in the district).  AUSL Turnaround schools continue to use district services for many 
operational supports (e.g., facilities project management, transportation, food service).   
 
AUSL’s model for school improvement involves replacing programs and many employees in a 
failing school with new leadership, people, and programs.  AUSL will visit the school, review 
data, and analyze school programs to assess their effectiveness and to determine which should be 
retained or replaced.  AUSL would replace a school’s principal, and would require the autonomy 
to observe, evaluate, and potentially replace any teachers or staff applying to continue.  AUSL 
would expect to release half or more of the school’s pre-turnaround teachers and staff. 
 
Planning and implementation timelines.   AUSL submitted its proposal to Chicago Public 
Schools in July 2009 for additional Turnaround schools to open in 2010, and AUSL was 
authorized at the October 28, 2009 Chicago Board of Education meeting to be the manager of 
four elementary plus two high school Turnaround schools.  The specific schools are to be 
announced in early 2010.  Key milestones for AUSL’s timeline for Chicago Turnaround schools 
opening in fall 2010 are: 
 
October 2009 Principal recruitment begins 
January 2010 Principals hired to begin full-time incubation work 
January 2010 District announcement recommending specific schools for turnaround, 

followed by public hearings 
February 2010 Final district approval of schools and of AUSL as operator 
March 2010 Begin advertising and screening for new teachers and staff; hire Assistant 

principal; develop plan for facility upgrades 
April-May 2010 Community and parent meetings to introduce AUSL and principal, and to 

listen to community and parent desires for their school 
July 2010 Summer Professional Development (6 weeks) begins for teachers and 

staff 
August 2010 Facilities work completed 
Late August Community outreach:  open house picnic, teacher and staff calls on 

parents at their homes 
September 2010 School re-opens with upgraded facilities, new staff 
 
For a partnership between AUSL and one or more districts outside Chicago, the timeline would 
be moved back by one year with a September 2011 date for school to re-open under AUSL 
management.  The reason for this is that AUSL-trained teachers are a critical ingredient for an 
AUSL Turnaround school, and the teachers who would serve in a district outside Chicago need to 
be recruited in spring 2010, trained in 2010-11, and not available for placement until summer 
2011. 
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The timeline for an elementary Turnaround school partnership between AUSL and a new district 
partner outside Chicago is below. 
 
December 2009  AUSL is approved as Lead Partner and engaged by district 
December 2009-
January 2010 

District leaders visit to observe AUSL Turnaround schools in Chicago, 
meet key AUSL staff, and begin joint planning  

January 2010 AUSL begins recruiting State Residents to train during 2010-11 for 
placement as teachers in fall 2011 

January 2010 Joint planning between AUSL and senior district leaders begins, to 
develop the implementation timeline and to work on gaining key 
agreements needed for autonomy, e.g., collective bargaining agreement 
waivers 

May 2010 District confirms its final approval of needed autonomies and of AUSL as 
an operator to manage school(s) as of fall 2011, including confirmation of 
funding for state residents beginning in June 2010 

June 2010 State residents begin their residency training in Chicago 
Summer 2010 Principal recruitment begins;  AUSL hires District Officer and continues 

planning with district staff 
January 2011 District announcement recommending specific schools for turnaround, 

followed by public hearings 
January 2011 Principal(s) hired and begin full-time incubation work with District 

Officer and AUSL team 
February 2011 Final district approval of schools and of AUSL as operator 
March 2011 District Officer, new principal, and AUSL staff begin evaluations of 

incumbent teachers and staff to determine which employees will be 
renewed  

March 2011 Begin advertising and screening for new teachers and staff; AP(s)hired; 
develop plan for facility upgrades 

April-May 2010 Community and parent meetings to introduce AUSL and principal, and to 
listen to community and parent desires for their school 

July 2011 Summer Professional Development (6 weeks) begins for teachers and 
staff 

August 2011 Facilities work completed 
Late August 2011 Community outreach:  open house picnic; teachers visit families at their 

homes 
September 2011 School re-opens with upgraded facilities, new principal and many new 

staff (including state residents), and new AUSL programs 
September 2012 Summer Professional Development (2 weeks) begins for teachers and 

staff 
 
Community Involvement and Engagement - Describe how you will involve parents and 
community members.   
 
AUSL’s community engagement experience.  AUSL has accumulated experience engaging 
with parents and the local community through its management of Chicago public schools located 
in various communities in the south and west sides of Chicago.  AUSL manages these elementary 
Turnaround schools, listed by the year AUSL took over management and indicating the school’s 
neighborhood: 
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2006:  Sherman School of Excellence (Englewood) 
2007:  Harvard School of Excellence (Auburn-Gresham) 
2008:  Howe School of Excellence (Austin), Morton School of Excellence (East Garfield Park), 
and Orr Academy High School (Humboldt Park) 
2009:  Dulles School of Excellence (Greater Grand Crossing) Bethune School of Excellence 
(East Garfield Park), and Johnson School of Excellence (North Lawndale) 
 
In all of our experiences, initial objections by parents and community members to the turnaround 
of their school did not persist long after the new school opened.   Parents from each of these 
communities have volunteered to speak in public about their appreciation of what the new 
Turnaround school has meant for them and for their children, and these testimonials have been 
helpful in forums with parents of prospective new Turnaround schools.  In the course of engaging 
the community in a new district, AUSL would expect to bring some of these voices from Chicago 
to key share their experiences with non-Chicago community audiences, if the district thinks this 
would be helpful.  
 
Roles and responsibilities for community engagement.  A school’s principal has a key 
leadership role to play in engaging the community, and AUSL puts the principal of new 
Turnaround schools in front of community and parent audiences as soon as the school’s 
turnaround is approved.  AUSL also supports its newly designated principals by providing an 
AUSL staff member who can introduce and coordinate the principal’s interactions with the 
community.  In Chicago, this is AUSL’s Community Engagement Coordinator; in a new district, 
it would be AUSL’s District Officer.  This person is responsible for identifying and building 
relationships with individuals in the community who can influence the community’s view of 
AUSL and school leadership, and/or who can help the school’s principal make connections in the 
local neighborhood to better support the needs of the children and youth who attend the school.  
Examples of helpful connections to make:  school’s parent organization leaders, leaders of local 
businesses, management of retail/food service establishments in the vicinity of the school, 
pastors, leaders of community-based organizations, social service organization offices, elected 
officials, and law enforcement personnel. 
 
AUSL also works closely with district central office communications and community relations 
staff, communicating very frequently at critical points in the calendar to coordinate public 
announcements about Turnaround schools.  For example, in a new district, AUSL’s District 
Officer, local school district staff, and AUSL home office communications staff would work 
closely together to plan for the announcement of a new Turnaround school, strategize about who 
would attend public hearings and meetings, etc.  
 
Community engagement strategies at each phase of the Turnaround school process.  In our 
experience, some families, members of the community, and older students react very 
negatively to the announcement that their school will be turned around.  They do not trust 
“the system,” they resent being labeled as “failing,” and they do not appreciate how 
poorly the failed school has been serving its students.  A further challenge is the presence 
of incumbent teachers and staff, who continue to work in the school for several months 
after a turnaround is announced.  Both the district and AUSL need to be aligned and 
prepared to listen to these objections, build relationships and trust, and make a firm, but 
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compassionate, case for the need for dramatic change to serve the best interests of the 
children.  Examples of some of our strategies: 
 
Establish and maintain relationships with key influencers in the community, in advance of 
Turnaround school announcements.  During the planning period, AUSL staff members and the 
new principal reach out to set up in-person meetings with community leaders in areas with poorly 
performing schools (e.g., elected officials, pastors, leaders of community-based social services 
organizations, etc.).  At these meetings, we introduce ourselves and listen to what the community 
wants for their school. 
The District Superintendent/Board, not AUSL, announces the decision to intervene to 
transform an underperforming school.  When a Turnaround school is first named and 
announced, it is the local district (not AUSL) who engages with the community to make the case 
for change.  In Chicago, the school district leadership has set policies for objective, published 
criteria for specifying how poorly, and for how long, a school needs to perform in order to be 
subject to turnaround intervention.  The announcement is followed by a public comment period 
(about 1 month) and public Board of Education hearings prior to a final vote to approve the 
Turnaround and AUSL as the school’s operator.   AUSL is careful not to presume approval (for 
example, by starting to recruit teachers) during this time. 
Prompt visibility for AUSL and new school leaders.  As soon as possible after AUSL is 
approved to operate a Turnaround school, AUSL announces and hosts public events on “neutral 
territory” in the community (i.e., not at the school, but at a facility in the community like a church 
or other public space).  The Turnaround school’s new principal and representatives from AUSL 
leadership attend to introduce ourselves and to describe our vision and plans.  At these meetings, 
we ask parents what matters to them, what they have been disappointed with in the school, and 
other questions which give us valuable information to use in designing the school and 
determining priorities for investments in programs and facilities.  These interactions set an early 
tone for school-community collaboration and planning; in the past, parents’ suggestions have 
guided AUSL’s choices about facilities improvements and after-school programming. 
References and testimonials.  Parents, community leaders, and even older students with 
experience at prior AUSL Turnaround schools have been willing to speak out with testimonials 
about their positive experiences.   Our Community Engagement Coordinator helps organize these 
individuals and enlarge their ranks.  Parent testimonials are very effective with prospective 
parents, elected officials, and prospective donors.  AUSL organizes periodic “See our Schools” 
events to display successful turnaround schools. 
Outreach by teachers and school leaders.  During the summer before school begins, the new 
Turnaround school’s teachers and school leaders call on families personally, going door-to-door 
to introduce themselves.  A community picnic and Open House shortly before school opens 
allows us to show off renovations to the facility. 
Engaging parents to support their children’s success.  Once school is open, AUSL 
communicates clearly to parents what is expected from them to help their child succeed.  Our 
mantra is, “this is not a choice – you must be involved in the academic life of your child.”  
Parents are expected to support good attendance every day, ask their children what has happened 
at school; ask what homework needs to be done daily; help their children set aside time for work 
to get done at home; continually support and challenge their children to strive for success in all 
areas of study; encourage their children to join in after-school sports, arts, and school clubs; set 
aside time to discuss each child’s individual progress with the principal and teachers; use the 
school’s “open door policy”; telephone and visit the school when questions or concerns arise; 
attend monthly meetings with the principal to offer suggestions; report topics of interest; and 
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receive information about school matters.  In each school community, AUSL enlists willing 
parents to interact with other parents to promote understanding the role parents play in advancing 
the academic lives of their children.  
Many events and initiatives to connect parents with the school.  Leaders within individual 
schools also reach out to their communities, especially to parents and families, in many ways.  
For example: 

• Regular monthly meetings of the principal with a parent advisory committee  
• Parent and student satisfaction surveys (building on whatever the district already does) 
• Assigned Teacher Assistant or other staff member as the Parent Involvement Coordinator 

to network with families and plan programs 
• Establishing a “Parent Patrol” of volunteers to greet students and create a positive, well-

supervised environment during morning entry and afternoon dismissal 
• Publishing a school handbook, monthly newsletter, and calendar with a strong emphasis 

on school policies, programs, curriculum and instruction  
• Making parents feel welcome by providing a space in the school where they can meet and 

have access to a telephone, a computer and other supplies and equipment 
• Using the school as a “lighthouse” for the community, providing GED courses and 

parenting training for adults 
• Using  the exterior message board to share information with local residents 
• Open invitation for parents to visit and participate in activities such as the Student of the 

Month Luncheon, after school tutorial programs, field trips, sports and all other extra-
curricular activities 

• Encouraging parents to share their skills and experiences with students as part of 
classroom activities 

• Quarterly programs designed especially for parents such as Math Workshops, Literacy 
Nights, Open Houses, Increasing the Role of Fathers, Parenting Skills, Learning at Home, 
Decision Making, Family Fitness and other events focusing specifically on parents 

• Inviting parents to attend AUSL special events, such as meetings with parents of 
prospective Turnaround schools. 

 
Intervention Plan – Address transformation criteria from Appendix A of the RFSP 
 
In Chicago, AUSL’s proposes to be a Lead Partner in intervening in both elementary schools 
(PK-8) and high schools (9-12).  The broad outlines of the intervention approach are similar for 
both types of schools; see AUSL’s July 2009 proposal to Chicago Public Schools for more 
details. 
 
Outside Chicago, AUSL proposes to be a Lead Partner in intervening in one or two elementary or 
middle school(s), encompassing any or all of grades PK-8. 
 
AUSL is prepared to accept the school(s) assigned by the district(s).  We have a preference, but 
not an absolute requirement, for schools with enrollment of at least 400 students.  In AUSL’s 
prior experiences with interventions using its Turnaround school model, school enrollment 
following the intervention was typically similar to, or slightly greater than, enrollment prior to the 
intervention. 
 
In Chicago, AUSL has already completed a detailed proposal for 2010 Turnaround schools.  A 
copy of AUSL’s proposal and the CPS October 2009 Board Report approving AUSL as a 
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contract manager are enclosed with this proposal.  This detailed proposal addresses many of the 
same topics as are included in the RSFP Appendix A questions, so it should be reviewed along 
with our responses below.  The balance of this section will supplement the CPS proposal, 
responding to the Appendix A Transformation Criteria and other work plan questions.  Responses 
below will supplement the Chicago proposal by focusing on additional information needed to 
describe how AUSL would work with an Illinois district other than the Chicago district.   
 
Turnaround school model.  An AUSL-managed school is not a charter school, but a district 
school with autonomy for AUSL as the contract manager on staff hiring decisions and on 
curricular and budgetary policies.  School-based employees are maintained as union members (if 
there is a union).  AUSL Turnaround schools continue to use district services for many 
operational supports (e.g., facilities project management, transportation, food service).   
 
With a new district partner, AUSL would use the Chicago Performance School model as a 
baseline for a discussion about roles and responsibilities across AUSL, the individual school’s 
leaders, and the local district staff, but would be open to negotiating mutually agreeable variations 
from that model.  See above, for the high-level timeline for planning and implementation of 
AUSL’s Lead Partner collaboration with a district to undertake a new Turnaround school. 
 
AUSL has launched new elementary Turnaround schools each school year since 2006, and our 
senior AUSL central office staff has recruited principals and coached them through the school 
planning process in four successive school years.  This same team, supplemented by a full-time 
District Officer, would perform the same selection and coaching roles with new non-Chicago 
principals as they have and will with Chicago principals. During the incubation period, all of the 
principals of upcoming turnaround schools work together with AUSL’s full-time coach, 
collaborating with and assisting one another and building lasting relationships, while benefiting 
from the experience and guidance of AUSL central office staff who have supported Turnaround 
school incubation in previous years. 
 
Research foundations for the Turnaround school model.  Mass Insight Education and 
Research Institute’s 2007 work The Turnaround Challenge distinguishes between marginal 
efforts and the whole school transformation efforts needed to improve the nation’s lowest 
performing schools.  According to this study, successful turnarounds: 

• Are much more challenging than school improvement 
• Require whole school transformation 
• Produce achievement improvement within two years 
• Are empowered to make decisions about staff, schedule, budget, etc. 
• Require new partners and structures within the state and district 

 
PASSAGE:  AUSL’s unique approach to developing high-performing schools.   Building on 
research from Mass Insight and others, as well as from our own experience, AUSL has codified 
the key components of our work to provide a “roadmap” for each Turnaround effort.  Our 
PASSAGE framework summarizes and makes memorable what characterizes an AUSL school.  
New principals and all school staff learn about the PASSAGE framework and use it to guide their 
detailed planning. The PASSAGE framework is very similar to the Transformation Criteria 
required in the RSFP.  Therefore, we will refer to the various elements of PASSAGE in the 
responses below. 
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1. Transformation Criterion:  School culture and climate  
a. Establish a safe, orderly environment 
b. Create a climate of high expectations 
c. Staff commitment to mission and goals 
d. Parents understand and support school 
e. Provide social, emotional services for low-income students 

 
For a new AUSL Turnaround school, ensuring a positive school culture begins months before the 
school re-opens.   
 
Facilities upgrades.  All too often, facilities in underperforming schools have been neglected.  
Turnaround school buildings must signal high expectations to students and families by being safe, 
in compliance with codes, clean, in good repair, and adequately equipped.  Also, AUSL needs the 
flexibility to evaluate and, if necessary, replace any or all of the school’s on-site facilities staff. 
 
As soon as a school is identified for turnaround intervention, and no later than six months prior to 
the opening of school, AUSL staff (including the new principal) and district representatives walk 
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through the facility together to develop an agenda for needed repairs and improvements.  The 
agreed-upon projects are funded and implemented speedily, over the summer, by the district’s 
facilities organization.  When school opens in the fall, these noticeable improvements to the 
physical plant create a more positive learning environment and signal to students, parents and the 
community that “times have changed.” 
 
The extent and cost of needed improvements will vary depending on the initial condition of the 
facility, but they can be considerable.  In Chicago, CPS’s expenditures for AUSL turnaround 
school facilities have ranged from $750,000 to $2 million or more.   
 
Additional discretionary capital projects.  In some AUSL turnaround schools, AUSL’s 
Development office has assembled donors to fund major capital projects, which provide a further 
boost to the programming options and image of the school.  For example, in previous Chicago 
Turnaround schools, donors from the local business community funded upgrades ranging from 
new classroom whiteboards, to a new playground, to a brand-new $2.6 million high school 
athletic field.  
 
Clear, highly detailed checklists for how AUSL schools and classrooms should look, and clarity 
on key policies and processes (e.g., entry/exit procedures, uniforms, silent and orderly lines in the 
hallways during class transitions, etc.).  See AUSL’s July 2009 Chicago proposal, Exhibit 21 for 
AUSL’s school and classroom environment checklist.  Principals, teachers and staff receive a 
copy of “The AUSL Way” with detailed guidelines for Day 1 routines and procedures.  To ensure 
accountability, AUSL’s central office team conducts a fall “audit” of every school and every 
classroom to provide feedback to principals and teachers about whether AUSL’s expectations are 
being met. 
 
School-wide practices to reinforce a culture of high expectations and success.  School leaders 
specify hallway posters and create bulletin board displays to communicate expectations, build 
school spirit, and celebrate success. All teachers receive training on, and use, AUSL’s “Signature 
Strategies” for classroom management and instruction.  Beginning with summer professional 
development, and also reinforced by the presence of a cohort of AUSL residency graduates, 
teachers and all school staff are expected to be consistent, positive, and respectful with students, 
and to expect such behavior in return. 
 
Summer professional development is required for all school leaders, teachers, and staff 
(including all school support staff such as security, lunchroom, etc.).  This investment in common 
planning and preparation time ensures that all adults in the building are aligned, committed, and 
well prepared for Day 1 and beyond.  Six weeks of Summer PD before the turnaround school 
reopens includes time for the team to discuss and gain alignment about what the school’s mission 
and policies will be, and to plan in detail how they will together set a new tone of high 
expectations.  Summer PD also includes training for teachers on AUSL’s curriculum and 
assessment tools and protocols.  See AUSL’s July 2009 Chicago proposal, exhibit 22 for the 
AUSL 2009 Turnaround Training Academy summer schedule.   
 
The AUSL turnaround school model also calls for two weeks of Summer PD prior to the opening 
of the Turnaround school’s second year of operation under AUSL management.  This investment 
realigns all adults in the building to review and refresh school expectations and procedures, and 
also includes some professional development for teachers. 
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Action Against Adversity is part of AUSL’s framework because the poorest-performing schools 
are almost always in high-poverty, high-mobility communities.  AUSL welcomes the challenge 
for the school to provide and to coordinate the extra supports that poor and sometimes homeless 
children need, such as: 

• Well-organized, non-bureaucratic procedures for welcoming and quickly enrolling new 
students throughout the school year 

• School uniform policy, including a supply of “loaner” uniforms so kids who show up 
without theirs will not miss school time 

• Supplemental services from nearby social service providers.  Chicago partners include 
Youth Guidance, UCAN.  AUSL has partnered with City Year to provide after-school 
tutoring in most AUSL elementary schools 

• Donated school supplies 
• Breakfast for all children 
• Frequent communication from multiple media to keep parents and guardians informed 

 
As described above, AUSL’s new principal and teachers reach out to parents and the community 
before school starts, and continue to engage them throughout the year.  Some of these 
community-building strategies also contribute to our “action against adversity.”  Some creative 
examples of how AUSL schools enlist parent and community support to create a better school 
experience for the children include: 

• “Parent Patrol” of parent volunteers to mingle with and offer positive greetings to 
children as they wait to enter school in the morning.  Fighting is less frequent and 
students enter school calmer and ready to learn 

• Agreement by near-school food retailers to suspend sales of unhealthy snacks during 
certain times of the day. 

 
After-school arts and sports programs are another AUSL “Action Against Adversity” strategy.  
Parents in AUSL school communities consistently ask for programming to keep their children 
supervised and learning after the school day.  Also, after-school arts and sports activities can 
inspire and develop students with different talents, and motivate them to come to school and 
behave well in order to keep the privilege of participating.  For example, in the first year of its 
turnaround, the 8th grade boys’ wrestling team at AUSL’s Howe School of Excellence won the 
Chicago city championship – a huge source of pride for the boys involved and the school, neither 
of whom had felt like “winners” for a long time.   
 
AUSL employs two full-time staff in Chicago, one to coordinate Visual and Performing Arts 
programs and another for sports.  These individuals would work with the District Officer and 
local district staff in a new district to arrange for teaching artists, coaches, buses, etc. and to seek 
funding for these enrichment activities.   
 

2. Transformation Criterion:  Developing teacher and school leader effectiveness  
a. Designate a principal who is the instructional leader 
b. Transition to distributed leadership 
c. Evaluate teachers and leaders performance 
d. Provide high quality professional development 
e. Recruit, place and retain high quality staff 
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District Officer.  Soon after AUSL and a non-Chicago district agree to work together, AUSL 
would recruit a District Officer to be the project manager and leadership coach for the 
Turnaround school(s) in a new district.  This position would report to Dr. Jarvis Sanford, AUSL’s 
Managing Director – Elementary Schools.  The District Officer would coordinate AUSL senior 
management and central office staff interactions with district and school staff throughout the 
planning and implementation of each new Turnaround school, and would be responsible for 
ensuring that the district and schools follow the AUSL model closely, including any agreed-upon 
deviations from it. 
 
Principal and Assistant Principal.  In AUSL’s Turnaround school model, the principal of the 
poorly-performing school is always replaced by a new principal hired by AUSL.  AUSL recruits 
locally and nationally for principals, using New Leaders for New Schools and other sources.  
Principals are expected to have some experience in school leadership, but AUSL emphasizes 
leadership qualities over length of experience in its selection criteria.   AUSL principals typically 
also have at least some prior experience in school leadership in a school with a high-needs student 
population.   
 
An AUSL Turnaround school principal is an employee of the district, but AUSL requires that the 
position be an “at-will” employment arrangement, not a multi-year contract.  (In Chicago, this is 
accomplished by having AUSL principals be “Interim principals” appointed by the district CEO.).   
AUSL has, in the past, replaced principals when the performance of their schools did not meet 
AUSL’s expectations.  AUSL elementary principals will report to AUSL’s Managing Director – 
Elementary Schools. 
 
AUSL also requires that all of its schools have a full-time, non-teaching Assistant Principal to 
support the principal in both operational and instructional leadership.  A school’s Assistant 
principal is hired by the principal, subject to approval by AUSL senior staff.  One of the teachers 
in each grade-level team is also designated as the grade level team leader, but this role does not 
include extra compensation and could be shared or rotated among team members. 
 
The principal is hired to begin full-time work in January or February prior to the opening of 
school, and the Assistant principal is hired to begin full time in April.  Sometimes the school 
clerk/business manager is also hired early if the right person is available.  These individuals are 
coached, trained, and supported by the District Officer and by AUSL’s Director of Special 
Projects, an experienced former elementary school principal who has partnered with each of the 
principals to plan for all of AUSL’s previous Turnaround elementary schools. 
 
Principal evaluation and compensation.   In AUSL schools, principals and teachers are 
formally evaluated and compensated according to the district’s collective bargaining agreement.  
However, AUSL’s model includes variable incentive compensation for principals (only), in the 
range of about $5,000 to $11,000 annually.  It is paid in two installments and calculated 
according to a “balanced scorecard” review of school and individual performance, including 
weighting achieving academic growth targets at 25 percent.  See Exhibit 18 of AUSL’s Proposal 
for Chicago Public Schools 2010 Turnaround schools. 
 
School organization structure and staffing model.  The staffing models for AUSL schools vary 
depending on school size, numbers of students requiring special education, etc.  All school staff 
report to the principal.  If this is typical in the district, staff in some support service areas (e.g., 
food service) may report to central district or third-party operators.  In such cases, however, 
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AUSL would expect that the principal would have the opportunity to evaluate and potentially 
reject a proposed new or continuing employee to be placed in the building by the central district 
office or a third party. 
 
Selection of teachers and staff.  Teachers for AUSL schools are recruited from two sources:  
AUSL teacher residency training program graduates, and all other sources (including those 
returning teachers and staff who are invited to stay).  New graduates of the AUSL program 
typically make up 50% or more of a Turnaround elementary school’s core classroom teachers (K-
8, not including “specials” like PE, Art, Special Education etc.). 
 
In a new district, AUSL would recruit “State residents” to train during 2010-11 for positions in a 
new 2011 Turnaround school.  Please see AUSL’s Supporting Partner proposal, for a more 
complete description of AUSL’s teacher residency program and its results  
 
AUSL’s teacher residency graduates are a critical and distinctive component of AUSL’s 
Turnaround school human capital strategy because they are: 

• Rigorously screened and selected (fewer than 10 percent of applicants to the residency 
program are accepted) 

• Trained for a full year, full time, and prepared with a Master’s degree (M.A.T or M. Ed.) 
• Trained as a resident in an AUSL-managed school and intimately familiar with AUSL 

school processes, including expectations for school culture and climate, tools for using 
formative assessment data, teaching strategies, etc. 

• Well known to their “cohort” of fellow trainees, and already the nucleus of a professional 
learning community even before they are hired for their first teaching position 

• Available to be hired in time for pre-turnaround Summer PD, and committed by a 
contract to work at an AUSL school for four years following their training year. 

 
Turnaround school principals observe and interview residents in March and extend offers in 
April.   
 
Incumbent teachers and staff in a Turnaround school would also be evaluated early in the hiring 
season.  All may re-apply, or opt out if they choose.  The new principal interviews, observes, and 
selects only those who the principal believes are well qualified and prepared to adjust to the 
dramatic changes that will be made to the school’s programs, policies, processes, and culture.   
 
Finally, the principal and district recruiting staff recruit any remaining people to complete the 
team, if desired with support (at the district’s discretion and expense) from a recruiting specialist 
partner such as The New Teacher Project.   
 
AUSL Coaches.  To supplement and support school-based staff, AUSL employs a team of 
talented former teachers to serve as full-time coaches in Turnaround schools.  The typical 
allocation for a 500-student elementary school would be two full-time coaches, who would be 
hired by July 1 prior to the school’s re-opening.  A school’s AUSL coaches observe and coach all 
teachers, with particular emphasis on providing induction support to newer teachers.  Coaches 
report to AUSL’s central office Coaches Team Leader, not to the school’s principal. 
 
AUSL professional development.  AUSL believes, and this is supported by research, that 
whether a student’s classroom teacher is effective or ineffective is the single most critical factor 
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affecting student achievement growth.  AUSL has high expectations for teachers and invests 
heavily to help every teacher develop rapidly.  AUSL’s programs for teacher development 
include: 
Summer PD (described above) prior to the start of school.  Every adult who will work in the 
school attends six weeks of summer PD together before the school re-opens, and becomes a new 
and cohesive school team during that time.  Before Year 2, two weeks of all-staff summer PD 
include additional time for teacher skill-building, grade level and school-wide analysis of the 
prior year’s data, and joint planning. 
One hour per week of paid, after-school time for all teachers.  This time is programmed by the 
AUSL coach, and sometimes includes all-school gatherings but is more often used for grade-level 
team time for joint planning and analysis of student data. 
A menu of 90-minute PD modules, designed and led by AUSL coaches across the network, to 
disseminate our key frameworks:  Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching rubric, and 
AUSL “Signature Strategies” for instruction and classroom management.  See appendix for a list 
and brief descriptions of these strategies.  These modules are typically delivered to teachers 
during Professional Development Days built into the school calendar (typically three days prior to 
the start of school, plus about one day per quarter through the year). 
Structured, regular observations and “verbal feedback” for every teacher from the school’s 
principal, Assistant principal, and AUSL coach.  An AUSL norm is that the principal/AP gives 
specific, Danielson-based feedback to a teacher at least once a day, and that the AUSL coach does 
this at least twice a day.  These conversations create a regular drumbeat of feedback, goal-setting, 
and practice that support teachers as they work to continuously improve their craft. 
Danielson Dialogues, which are meetings held twice a year during which a school’s principal, 
AP, coaches, the District Officer, and an AUSL facilitator meet to discuss and rate the teacher’s 
proficiency in each of Danielson’s four domains:  Planning and Preparation, the Classroom 
Environment, Instruction, and Professional Responsibilities.  This process, which is 
developmental, is conducted in addition to whatever evaluation processes are mandated by the 
district’s collective bargaining agreement. 
Review of student performance data by teacher.  Using AUSL’s Linkit! reporting system, 
school leaders and the school’s coach review and discuss the student achievement levels and 
growth rates of each teacher’s students.   
 
Because AUSL teachers are participants in district collective bargaining agreements, their formal 
evaluation and compensation policies are governed by those agreements.  Aside from the ability 
to review and replace teachers and staff when the school is initially turned around, AUSL’s model 
operates within the district’s existing human capital polices.  However, collective bargaining 
agreements usually include some provisions favorable to management, such as:  ability to specify 
non-standard employment conditions as part of the teacher’s initial hiring offer.  For example, 
AUSL’s offer letters to Turnaround school teachers includes provisions (such as participating in 
paid summer and after-school professional development) that are not part of the collective 
bargaining agreement, but that may be made mandatory as a condition of their acceptance of their 
offer. 
 
Attention to probationary teachers.  Most collective bargaining agreements grant more 
flexibility to replace a poorly performing teacher early in the teacher’s career, so AUSL 
principals can act when necessary when a junior teacher does not perform up to their potential. 
Attention to the continuing professional development of all teachers and staff.  AUSL’s 
summer PD, coaching, regular feedback, and professional development throughout the year are 
designed to support all teachers and to help them improve their practice.  Also, AUSL’s systems 
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for providing data on student achievement progress (described in more detail below) give 
teachers and coaches the data they need to monitor progress, differentiate instruction, and employ 
strategies to help students accelerate their learning.  We believe the overwhelming majority of 
teachers want to grow and succeed for their students, and that supportive systems, structures, 
staff, and tools will help them do so even in the absence of performance-based financial 
incentives.   
 
Participation in the AUSL network of schools.  AUSL principals, teachers, and staff are 
members of the AUSL community of practice as well as of the teams of their school and district.  
AUSL reinforces this community through regular (monthly) meetings of all principals, all APs, 
all Coaches, and all home office staff, and by hosting an annual three-day planning summit in 
June for all of these groups together.  Teachers also benefit from AUSL’s network scale; for 
example, PD sessions on teaching strategies assembled teachers from across the network, and 
were very well received (see appendix).  AUSL schools in a new district would be included in as 
many AUSL network activities as travel and calendar constraints would allow. 
 
Serving the needs of all students.   All AUSL schools have special education teachers, and 
comply with all requirements for special education supports and services.  AUSL’s home office 
curriculum and assessment experts would work with district leadership and staff to tailor our 
curriculum and assessment approach to adapt to any special requirements of the new district.  
AUSL Turnaround elementary schools in Chicago do not typically have large ELL student 
populations, but we are prepared to work with a new district to put appropriate supports in place 
if a school designated for Turnaround needs them. 
 

3. Transformation Criterion:  Comprehensive instructional reform strategies 
a. Use data to identify implement instructional programs 
b. Differentiate instruction  
c. Integrate programs that impact instruction 

 
AUSL’s curriculum and assessment programs.  AUSL will apply the curriculum and 
assessment programs used in its existing Turnaround schools in Chicago to new Turnaround 
schools added to the network, both in and outside Chicago.  AUSL schools use a rigorous, 
standards-based curriculum, with frequent formative and summative assessments.  AUSL’s two 
Directors of Curriculum and Assessment (one each for elementary and high schools) lead teams 
for network teachers and coaches to develop common network-wide standards-based pacing 
guides, assessment tools, and assessment calendars.  Teachers in all AUSL schools receive 
training and coaching support to use the network’s resources (coaches, data, etc.) to ensure that 
their planning and instruction are informed by standards and by frequent feedback about progress 
of each student.   
 
Network-wide curriculum for elementary Turnaround schools.   Beginning in 2009-10, all 
new AUSL elementary Turnaround schools are using a common curriculum.   Curriculum design 
teams, composed of experienced teachers from schools across our network and led by home 
office curriculum coordinators, design curriculum tools specifically for new Turnaround schools, 
in which it is often necessary to adapt the pacing of instruction and provide for more 
differentiated instruction to support a student population that is significantly further behind grade 
level than is the case in a non-Turnaround school. 
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For published resources, K-5 uses Everyday Math from the University of Chicago. Most schools 
use Math Thematics for grades 6-8.  Each of our current elementary schools uses a different set of 
publisher materials for literacy; one commonality is the implementation of balanced literacy 
following a Fountas & Pinnell or a Calkins model.  Lucy Calkins delivered a week of PD in 
summer 2009 to several teams of teachers and coaches to strengthen AUSL teachers’ ability to 
teach Literacy.  All new Turnaround elementary schools use the basal reading series Reading 
Street by Pearson. 
 
Formative and summative assessments.  All AUSL elementary schools administer the NWEA 
(Northwest Evaluation Association) MAP (Measure of Academic Progress).  AUSL schools also 
administer the ISAT, but we have added NWEA to provide summative data more frequently than 
once a year, and to use a recognized, nationally normed test.   All AUSL elementary schools will 
give the NWEA assessments three times per year – September, December, and May.  These 
summative (Computer Adaptive), nationally normed assessments give rich, specific, real-time 
data that allows teachers to target instruction to student needs, and have been shown to be strong 
predictors of ISAT performance.  See appendix for a sample of an NWEA teacher report. 
 
Classroom Diagnostic Assessment System (CDAS)TM.   AUSL schools also use the Classroom 
Diagnostic Assessment System (CDAS) for Math and Reading.  This system for data-driven 
instruction, developed for AUSL with the support of consultants from Lifelong Learning, 
provides for frequent formative assessments (every few weeks) to enable teachers to closely 
monitor the progress of their students and to re-teach as needed to appropriately differentiate 
instruction and leave no children behind.  Each assessment system consists of interrelated 
components:   

• Unpacked benchmarks to clarify and align the learning targets implied in the state 
benchmarks between grades, and to identify learning targets at different levels of 
cognitive rigor, namely knowledge, skills & understanding, and reasoning. 

• Benchmark assessments, which are sets of forced-choice diagnostic questions which 
test student attainment of the learning targets at the 3 levels of cognitive rigor. 

• Pacing guides indicating how to modify published materials (by supplementing or 
deleting lessons) in order to adequately address the benchmarks, and how to pace 
instruction throughout the year. 

• Diagnostic assessments comprised of the diagnostic questions rearranged into sets 
according to the level of cognitive rigor of the benchmarks taught during a given time 
period, as specified on the pacing guides. 

 
The CDAS assessment tools for Math were complete and fully implemented in all schools in 
2008-09, in 2009-10, Literacy CDAS are being rolled out network-wide while teachers will pilot 
and revise Science tools.  Teachers receive PD on how to use the information from CDAS to 
target their lesson planning and re-teaching priorities. 
 
Strong gains in Math ISAT scores across the board in AUSL schools (see appendix) give 
testimony to the usefulness of these tools for teachers.  We are also beginning the practice of 
maintaining portfolios of student writing and interim assessments that will follow students from 
grade to grade, to allow teachers to examine students’ writing development across school years. 
 
Linkit!   Teachers in all AUSL schools use Linkit!, a web-based software package for managing 
and reporting student progress on assessments at the student, classroom, school, and network 
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level.  CDAS, NWEA, and ISAT assessment data are loaded into Linkit!, and teachers use its 
flexible, easy-to-use reporting tools to inform analysis and planning sessions involving teachers, 
coaches, and school leaders.  Sample Linkit! reports are in AUSL’s July 2009 proposal for 
Chicago, Exhibit 13. 
 
Power of 5 tutoring.  An AUSL elementary school employs at least one, ideally two, 
instructional assistants to work with small groups of students (about five, thus the name) to 
provide extra practice and more focused attention to specific small groups with common needs 
for re-teaching as identified by the CDAS or other assessments.  Tutors would be school 
employees, with training provided by AUSL’s home office curriculum team and by the AUSL 
school-based coaches. 
 
High school curriculum and assessment.  Beginning in 2009-10, all AUSL high schools will 
follow a common curriculum map that outlines the specific ACT College Readiness Standards to 
be taught and assessed (Interims and CDAS) each quarter in all English, Math, Science, and 
History courses.  This represents a transition from the CPS High School Transformation 
Instructional Delivery Systems materials, in order to align our curriculum more closely with the 
ACT standards (rather than the Illinois Learning Standards).  Also, the ACT College Readiness 
Standards for Reading are embedded across all content areas at AUSL high schools. 
 
High schools are continuing to use the EPAS system (Explore, PLAN, ACT) and quarterly 
Interim Assessments, and capturing data using the LinkIt! system.   AUSL high schools will also 
use our Class Diagnostic Assessment System (CDAS) beginning in 2009-10 to assess student 
progress on the English, Reading, Math, and Science ACT College Readiness Standards.  
 
AUSL school educational programs are attentive to the needs of our many at-risk high school 
students who are achieving below grade level.  The following supports are in place: 

• High schools use the Freshmen Watch Lists from CPS to identify incoming freshmen 
who enter high school needing extra academic supports. 

• Throughout the year, when new students arrive to enroll in AUSL high schools they will 
take an entry assessment (NWEA) in reading and math to determine their current 
performance level. These scores, generated within 24 hours, will allow schools to place 
students with low performance levels in classes with additional academic supports. 

• We offer online courses to students for credit recovery. 
• Students who fall behind in two or more academic classes receive in-school interventions 

during the regular school day.  
• Quarterly Student Success Reports from CPS are used to identify students at-risk for 

ending the year “off-track” for promotion and/or graduation. 
 
College readiness.   Each AUSL high school has a post-secondary coach to engage all students 
and families in the necessary components related to getting into and paying for college.  AUSL 
high school students have seminar classes at each grade level: study skills for high school (9th); 
individual learning styles (10th); preparation for high-stakes college entrance exams (11th) and 
career and college preparation through projects and internships (12th).   
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4. Transformation Criterion:  Extending learning time 
a. Provide more time for students to learn content 
b. Provide more time for teacher to collaborate 
c. Provide more time for student enrichment 

 
AUSL has in some cases extended the instructional day at our turnaround schools.  The purpose 
of this additional instruction is to close the achievement gap more quickly.  However, since this 
requires a significant investment by the district, we do not make this a standard component of our 
turnaround model.  AUSL will work with the district team, school principal, parents and 
community to determine if this step is necessary in each school. 
 
AUSL does always provide one hour per week of extended time to provide additional weekly 
professional development for teachers.  See the description of professional development in 
transformation criteria #2. 
 
Finally, AUSL invests in programs in the fine arts, music, dance and sports – both during the 
school day and after school - to provide additional enrichment opportunities for students.  See the 
description of these programs in transformation criteria #1. 
 

5. Transformation Criterion:  Providing operating flexibility 
a. Authority to select and assign school staff 
b. Control over school calendar and scheduling 
c. Control over financial resources 

 
School calendar.  While AUSL is prepared to work with a new district using the district’s 
standard calendar, we would like to discuss the possibility of modifying the calendar for 
Turnaround schools in years 2 and beyond.  In Chicago, AUSL elementary Turnaround schools 
all operate on either the standard CPS calendar (early September to mid-June, for 169 school 
days) for their first year, since the summer prior to the opening of school is needed to complete 
facilities improvements and for school team PD and planning.   Beginning in Year 2, AUSL 
Turnaround schools switch to the CPS “Track E” calendar, which provides for the same number 
of total school days but has a school start date in mid-August with longer breaks during the 
school year.  AUSL prefers an extended calendar for Turnaround schools after their first year to 
reduce the loss of learning momentum over the summer break, and to create meaningful windows 
for mid-year planning, professional development, and renewal for administrators and staff.  
 
School day.  In Chicago, AUSL schools operate with the standard instructional day of 6 hours 
and 15 minutes.  For a Turnaround school in a new district, we would seek flexibility for a longer 
school day than this (as appropriate and funded by the district), and possibly even a longer school 
day than is standard for the district, to give the children the additional instructional time they need 
to close the achievement gap.  In addition to the regular school day, AUSL Turnaround schools 
include supplementary programs to increase children’s supervised learning time, for example: 

• After-school arts and sports programming 
• Power of 5 tutoring (pull-out instruction for small groups of students, during the school 

day; see below for a description) 
• Tutoring provided by City Year program members 
• SES and other community programs.   
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Operating flexibility related to staffing and scheduling.  As described above, AUSL would 
have the authority as Lead Partner to replace the school’s principal and to select the school’s 
teachers and staff (including evaluation of all interested incumbents with the option to release 
them).  AUSL would work within the district’s standard school calendar, although we would like 
to discuss flexibility for an extended calendar after year 1.  Other elements of operating flexibility 
include Summer PD, a longer instructional day if possible, one hour per week of paid teacher PD 
time, and a handful of paid, required teacher professional development days throughout the 
school year. 
 
Financial resources necessary to implement the intervention model.    Over and above a 
district’s regular budget for a school, the costs of implementing AUSL’s model for dramatic 
transformation of a school include one-time and annual fees to AUSL, plus commitments on the 
part of the district to make special investments in the school’s people, programs and facilities in 
accordance with the AUSL model’s design.  The main types of expenses are summarized in the 
table below; also see the Cost Proposal for this RFSP. 
 
 Included in fee to AUSL as Lead 

Partner 
Covered by district/school budgeting 
(including supplemental funds 
raised) 

One-time planning 
period costs 

Recruiting state residents 
Salary, stipend, insurance, and 
mentor costs for state residents 

Summer PD compensation for all 
staff (6 weeks before year 1 plus 2 
weeks before year 2) 
Principal and AP compensation 
during planning period 
Facility repairs and upgrades 
Costs to recruit teachers and staff 
(other than residents) 

Annual costs for 
five years 

Full-time District Officer 
compensation 
Full-time AUSL coach(es) 
compensation 
Part-time services and oversight 
from AUSL senior management and 
central office staff 

One hour per week paid PD for 
teachers 
Power of 5 tutor 
Principal incentive pay 
Extended daily instructional time (if 
possible) 
After-school arts and sports 
programs 

 
For AUSL’s proposal to be a Lead Partner for one or two elementary Turnaround schools outside 
Chicago, we have not included any fee to contribute to covering the costs of AUSL’s home office 
staff and services or residency program leadership.  Historically, AUSL has not used Chicago 
district funds for these costs, but has raised funds from individuals, foundations, and other 
government sources to cover them. These services include: 

• As Lead Partner, coordinate services and manage the Turnaround school project  
• Recruit, train, and manage District Officer and Coach(es) 
• Teacher residency program overhead (indirect costs of training state residents)  
• Delivery of PD to teachers by AUSL home office coaches 
• Data analysis and reporting tools, frameworks and systems, including from AUSL’s 

vendor Linkit! 
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• AUSL home office staff support to facilitate Data Dialogues and Danielson Dialogues, 
and to capture data 

• Intellectual capital:  PASSAGE framework, PD content, checklists 
• Quality control and performance management activities:  School visits from AUSL senior 

staff; District Officer and principal performance management 
• Other AUSL home office indirect costs:  Development/communications team; Recruiting 

staff and marketing expenses (residents and experienced teachers); Human Resources; 
Finance; IT; professional services; insurance; and office administrative expenses.  AUSL 
staff offices are housed rent-free in AUSL schools. 

• School and district staff access to participation in the AUSL network of schools:  
network-wide convening and PD, exchange of best practices. 
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Building Capacity for Sustained Improvement - Describe how the Lead Partner intends to phase 
out the need for its services  
 
AUSL network of schools.  AUSL has, at this point in its history, never been phased out of any 
school that it has begun to manage.  With the exception of Dodge Renaissance Academy, 
AUSL’s Chicago Turnaround school interventions are all less than five years old.  Dodge 
Renaissance Academy has become an AUSL teacher residency training site, under AUSL 
management without an expiration date.  The growing network of AUSL-managed schools within 
the Chicago district supports our model of increasing teacher training capacity for new 
Turnaround schools, with a vision that AUSL-managed schools which have moved through the 
critical early years of turnaround could potentially become teacher training sites and remain in the 
network. 
 
Phase-out plan.  Outside Chicago, AUSL would not necessarily seek to remain engaged with a 
district and one or two AUSL-managed school(s) beyond five years. It would not be difficult for 
AUSL to disengage; the only AUSL staff proposed to be dedicated to a non-Chicago district 
would be the District Officer and one or two coaches.  These employees could be hired by the 
district or school, or be redeployed to serve other districts, or leave.  All other employees working 
in and supporting the Turnaround school (including the principal) are employees of the local 
school district, not AUSL, from the outset of AUSL’s intervention. 
 
After five years, a Turnaround school’s local school leadership and staff will be experienced and 
confident with the implementation of AUSL’s PASSAGE elements, and the school should be a 
stable and high-performing school.  If AUSL’s involvement is to be phased out, AUSL will work 
with the local school staff and the district to ensure a smooth transition to district and school staff 
for other AUSL supports such as coaches, recruitment support, vendor relationships (e.g., 
Linkit!), PD programs for teachers, and ongoing leadership development for principals and other 
administrators.   Or, AUSL could continue to provide selected services and/or advice as a 
Supporting Partner. 
 
Options for longer-term AUSL involvement.   If a district (perhaps in combination with other 
nearby districts) decided to build its own network of AUSL schools by creating a residency 
teacher training program and/or more Turnaround schools in school years after 2011, then AUSL 
could remain involved for a longer time.  Such an extended relationship would, as is the case in 
Chicago, require both ongoing district support and funding for AUSL’s overhead and home office 
expenses from philanthropy and grants.   
 
Outcomes-Based Measurement Plan – Describe development of 5-year measurement plan 
 
Turnaround phases as defined by student achievement progress.   For AUSL, the 
performance metric that matters most is student achievement, and the primary goal of our 
Turnaround school intervention is to narrow and ultimately erase the “achievement gap” between 
a Turnaround school’s students and students in high-performing schools.  AUSL’s expectations 
for Turnaround elementary school performance are: 

• Turnaround Intervention (years 1 to 3):  Narrow pre-turnaround achievement gap by half 
(e.g., to 30 percentage points from 60) 

• Rapid Improvement (years 3 to 5):  Narrow remaining achievement gap by half again 
(e.g., improve by 15 percentage points more) 
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• Sustain change (ongoing):  Students achieve greater than 1 year of growth per school 
year, until the achievement gap is closed and the school is high-performing. 

 
As described above, Dodge Renaissance Academy has reached Phase 3; Sherman and Harvard 
are close to Phase 2; and AUSL’s Turnaround schools started since 2008-09 are still in Phase 1.   
 
Performance management systems and structures.   A cornerstone of AUSL’s performance 
management approach is the Data Dialogue, which is a discussion involving a school’s 
administrative leadership team plus the AUSL Managing Director responsible for the school.  
(Outside Chicago, the District Officer, who will report to AUSL’s Managing Director for 
Elementary schools, would also attend.)  These meetings are held at least six times per year.  
Before each meeting, AUSL’s home office Knowledge Management staff creates a report of the 
school’s performance on a number of indicators, including student achievement, student and 
teacher attendance, disciplinary incidents, and school culture and climate.  During the meeting, 
the Managing Director and school leaders review and commit to action plans for improving 
performance.  These conversations establish the agenda for continuous improvement and 
adjustments to the school’s plans, and monitor progress. 
 
Collegial visits.  These are day-long visits to AUSL schools are coordinated by the school 
management team.  A group of AUSL employees and some invited guests visit the designated 
school from 7 AM until 6 PM.  They are briefed about the school’s progress and challenges.  
They visit classrooms and interview teachers and staff.  At the end of this observation, the group 
compiles their findings and shares the feedback with the school leadership team.  These visits are 
a powerful way to share best practices across the AUSL network of schools. 
 
Nonoperational Support Functions - If applicable, describe any non-operational support 
functions  
 
Not applicable. 
 
Fiscal Status Reporting - Describe the plan for how the applicant will report on the fiscal status 
of the implementation to ISBE and the school district 
 
AUSL’s Chicago-based Finance and Administration team is prepared to work with partner 
districts and ISBE to meet their requirements for fiscal reporting.  Also, each individual AUSL 
school complies with all reporting requirements of the school’s district. 
 
See Fiscal Management plan below. 
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Demonstrated Record of Effectiveness  
 
Research behind turnarounds.  Mass Insight’s 2007 work The Turnaround Challenge 
distinguishes between marginal efforts and the whole school transformation efforts needed to 
improve the nation’s lowest performing schools.  According to this study, successful turnarounds: 
Are much more challenging than school improvement 
Require whole school transformation 
Produce achievement improvement within two years 
Are empowered to make decisions about staff, schedule, budget, etc. 
Require new partners and structures within the state and district 
 
AUSL was involved in the study outlined above.  Sherman and Harvard, AUSL’s first two 
turnaround schools were studied by the research team to draw conclusions about the turnaround 
model.  The study has become a call to action to states and districts to effect change in 
chronically failing schools.   
 
AUSL’s Record of Academic Improvement.  The table below summarizes “before and after” 
student achievement performance for all of AUSL’s Turnaround elementary schools.  Also see 
appendix for detailed performance data for each AUSL school.   
 
AUSL has launched, and still manages, eight Turnaround elementary schools.  The first, Dodge 
Renaissance Academy, was closed for an entire school year (2002-03) and re-opened under 
AUSL management.  For subsequent Turnaround schools beginning with Sherman School of 
Excellence in 2006, AUSL has used a turnaround model that does not disrupt students.  Students 
finish a school year at their failing school, and when the same students return in the fall, they are 
greeted by a new principal, staff, curriculum and renovated facilities.  This model has been 
implemented at the other four turnaround elementary schools listed below. 
 
Sherman School of Excellence was AUSL’s first turnaround school under the new 
model of whole school transformation over summer break.  In 2006, before AUSL 
managed the school, only 28.9% of students met the Illinois state standard on the ISAT 
composite metric.  In 2009, after three years of AUSL management, Sherman has over 
51% of students meeting the state standard.   
 
Harvard School of Excellence was AUSL’s second turnaround school.  In 2007, only 
31.8% of students met the state standard, ranking Harvard as one of the four worst 
elementary schools in Illinois.  After just two years, 56.4% of students are meeting the 
state standard. 
 
Howe School of Excellence’s student achievement scores have improved by over seven 
percentage points in just one year. 
 
Morton School of Excellence’s student achievement scores dipped during the first year 
of AUSL’s turnaround.  We have been disappointed by Year 1 results, and we are 
committed to getting the school’s performance on track.  For 2009-10, we have changed 
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the school’s principal and AP, as well as five of the school’s teachers.  We are confident 
that academic performance will be much stronger this year, and we already see a 
dramatic improvement in the school climate and culture at Morton. 
 
Bethune, Dulles and Johnson Schools of Excellence are the three elementary 
Turnaround schools that AUSL has begun managing in the 2009-10 school year. 
 
Parents in our Turnaround schools appreciate the impact of our people and programs, not 
just on their children’s academic success but on the culture and climate of the school, 
where incidents of misconduct and violence are reduced.  Today, Harvard, Sherman, 
Howe and Morton have positive school cultures and high expectations (see parent 
testimonials in appendix). 
 
Record of Establishing Partnerships. AUSL has a long track record of success in developing 
and strengthening strong collaborative partnerships to support our mission.  We continually seek 
ways to deepen the impact of these partnerships in four ways:) to expand services from existing 
partnerships to more students through AUSL-managed schools; 2) to expand partnerships to 
include more organizations that could offer services to our students; 3) to utilize existing and new 
partnerships for more targeted recruiting of highly qualified candidates for the residency program; 
and 4) to facilitate collaboration among existing and forthcoming urban residency programs in 
Illinois and nationally. 
 
Key partners include: 

• Chicago Public Schools (CPS).  CPS is AUSL’s primary partner in delivering the 
turnaround school model.  

• Serve Illinois (AmeriCorps). AUSL is a new AmeriCorps program and joins the Serve 
Illinois network of more than 30 programs in the state.  Through the residency program, 
AUSL’s AmeriCorps members have the opportunity to earn an education award while 
serving in AUSL’s network schools.  

• New Leaders for New Schools.  AUSL uses a variety of sources for leadership talent, 
with New Leaders for New Schools as one such source.  We have worked closely with 
New Leaders to prepare principals to specifically work in our turnaround schools.  New 
Leaders has also shared data-driven instruction resources with AUSL. 

• City Year. City Year (also an AmeriCorps program) corps members serve at all AUSL 
elementary turnaround schools to implement essential school-based interventions in order 
to: 1) provide literacy tutoring for underperforming children and youth in grades 1-3; 2) 
establish a positive school climate for students, and 3) operate a skills-and civics-based 
after-school program.  

• UCAN.  AUSL also started a neighborhood-specific pilot project with UCAN (a social 
service organization that focuses on healing trauma, educating children and families, and 
preventing violence), for a cluster of schools (two elementary high-need schools and one 
training academy).  UCAN provides a range of programs, such as in-class violence 
prevention workshops, a youth leadership development institute, and in-home services for 
families of students at-risk for dropout or expulsion due to truancy, academic or 
behavioral problems.  AUSL and UCAN plan to expand the program to all new AUSL-
network schools. 
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• Urban Teacher Residency United (UTRU).  AUSL is a founding partner of UTRU and 
has been active participants in the sharing, analysis, and codification of best practices in 
teacher residencies.  AUSL participates in UTRU’s Residency for Residencies Program, 
by participating in panel discussions and hosting site visits for school district’s seeking to 
start a residency program. 

• University Partners – National Louis University, Erikson Institute, and the University of 
Illinois at Chicago.  All university partners support AUSL by co-developing and 
delivering innovative and tailored programs and calendars to align university master's 
degree coursework with in-school apprenticeship experiences; supporting AUSL 
residents financially with discounted tuition and assistance in securing financial aid; and 
assisting AUSL in our processes to select and provide orientation to new residents, and to 
evaluate their performance. 

 
References. 
 

• Andre Cowling, Principal of the Harvard School of Excellence 
Email:  accowling@cps.k12.il.us 
Phone:  773-535-3045 
Address:  7525 S. Harvard Ave, Chicago, IL 60620 

• Keisha Campbell, Principal of the Howe School of Excellence 
Email:  ksrobinson@cps.k12.il.us 
Phone:  773-534-6060 
Address:  730 N. Lorel Ave, Chicago, IL 60634 

• Barbara Eason-Watkins, Chief Education Officer, Chicago Public Schools 
Email:  bewatkins@cps.k12.il.us 
Phone:  773-553-1485 
Address:  125 S. Clark St, Chicago, IL  60610 

• Ron Huberman, Chief Executive Officer, Chicago Public Schools 
Email:  huberman@cps.edu 
Phone:  773-553-1510 
Address:  125 S. Clark St, Chicago, IL  60610 

• Melissa Megliola-Zaikos, Performance Schools Officer, Chicago Public Schools 
Email:  mzaikos@cps.k12.il.us 
Phone:  773-553-2902 
Address:  125 S. Clark St, Chicago, IL  60610 

 
Fiscal and Management Capabilities  
 
Organization Description. AUSL is a tax-exempt organization under section 501(c)(3)  and 
classified as a public charity under 509(a)(1) and 170(b)(1)(A)(vi) of the Internal Revenue Code 
(see appendix for tax-exempt determination letter and Illinois determination letter).  AUSL is 
incorporated in the state of Illinois.   
 
AUSL was founded in 2001 by Mike Koldyke, venture capitalist and philanthropist.  AUSL was 
founded as a teacher training organization, started one of the first residency programs in the 
country.  Since then AUSL has trained over 310 new teachers and managed 14 schools.  Eight of 
these schools are turnaround schools.  The Executive Director of AUSL is Dr. Don Feinstein, an 
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18-year veteran of Chicago Public Schools and former principal of AUSL’s first school, the 
Chicago Academy. 
 
Staff Qualifications.  AUSL’s staff consists of highly qualified educators and business people.  
Executive Director, Dr. Don Feinstein, is a school principal of over 20 years in Chicago Public 
Schools and led the first residency training academy.  Managing Director of Elementary Schools, 
Dr. Jarvis Sanford, served as a teacher and principal in CPS for over 15 years.  As the principal of 
Dodge, Dr. Sanford was responsible for the highest achievement gains in the state.  Managing 
Director of High Schools, Brian Sims, opened the first high school training academy in Chicago.  
Managing Director of Finance and Administration, Tim Cawley, left a 30 year business career 
with a Fortune 500 company to join AUSL.  See appendix for resumes of all key staff. 
 
Executive Director, Dr. Don Feinstein earned a Ph.D. in Foundations of Education in 1984 
from Loyola University.  In 2001, Dr. Feinstein stepped down as Principal of R. Nathaniel Dett 
Elementary School after seventeen years to become Principal of The Chicago Academy, the 
Academy for Urban School Leadership’s first teacher training academy.  Prior to serving in the 
role of Principal, Dr. Feinstein worked for five years in Chicago Public Schools’ central office as 
the City-wide Administrator of Programs for Emotionally Disturbed Students.  At the beginning 
of his career, Dr. Feinstein taught grades four, six, and special education.  Since 2003, Dr. 
Feinstein has served as Executive Director of AUSL. 
 
Managing Director of Elementary Schools, Dr. Jarvis Sanford began his professional career 
in 1993 as a Student Development Coordinator for the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee.  
Promotion to several other administrative positions enabled Dr. Sanford to consistently 
demonstrate his outstanding leadership skill and ability. Dr. Sanford’s administrative career with 
the Chicago Public Schools began after he successfully completed the prestigious New Leaders 
for New Schools Program.  In 2003, Jarvis became principal at Dodge Renaissance Academy. By 
the end of 2004-05 school year, Dodge was recognized locally and nationally for the highest 
academic achievement gains in the state of Illinois. In 2007 Dr. Sanford was promoted to oversee 
all 11 AUSL elementary schools. 
 
Managing Director of High Schools, Brian Sims, joined AUSL in 2003 with responsibility for 
designing and launching AUSL’s first training high school, which opened in the fall of 2004. He 
served as principal of the Chicago Academy High School from 2004-2007. Prior to joining 
AUSL, Brian was an assistant principal at an award-winning charter high school in San 
Francisco.  Brian began his career in education as a middle and high school social studies and 
English teacher in Lafayette, Louisiana and Newark, New Jersey. He has Master’s degrees in 
History and Education from Stanford University and a B.A. from Dartmouth College.  Brian 
received his Principal Certification from National-Louis University and is a graduate of New 
Leaders for New Schools. 
 
Managing Director of Finance and Administration, Tim Cawley, left a 30 year business 
career with a Fortune 500 company to join AUSL.  He is responsible for the oversight of finance, 
accounting, development, information technology, human resources, communications, teacher 
recruitment, and physical infrastructure improvements.  Most recently, Cawley served as senior 
vice president of Global Logistics and Fulfillment for Motorola’s Integrated Supply Chain, which 
comprised all transportation, storage, and distribution fulfillment for all of Motorola’s businesses 
worldwide.  Prior to joining Motorola in 2001, Cawley held management positions with 
SBC/Ameritech Inc., beginning in 1993 as vice president of marketing and later as president of its 
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Small Business Services unit.  Cawley was appointed president of SBC/Ameritech International 
in 1997, and was based in Brussels, Belgium, where he served on the boards of several European 
telecom companies.  Cawley also served as chief executive officer for Revell-Monogram, world 
leader in hobby model kits.  He began his career with Procter & Gamble, the world’s largest 
consumer packaged-goods company. 
 
Financial Resources.  AUSL’s programs are funded by private donors, foundations, management 
fees from the Chicago Public schools, and government grants.  In FY 2009 ended June 30, 
AUSL’s revenues were $12.2 million, of which $6.1 million were from sources other than 
Chicago Public Schools.  AUSL currently has a surplus of $2.9 million, sufficient to run 
operations for six months prior to receiving partnership funds.  See appendix for audited 
financials and tax filings.  AUSL is audited by Mann.Weitz & Associates L.L.C on an annual 
basis.  Our fiscal year runs from July 1 until June 30. 
 
Organizational Resources. In 2007, using funds from a Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 
grant, AUSL undertook a  strategic review with Bridgespan, a highly regarded non-profit 
consulting firm.  This strategic review set out growth goals and corresponding organizational and 
financial needs.   AUSL has built financial and management capacity in line with the 
recommendations of that review, and is now operating in accordance with a five-year plan that 
anticipates that AUSL will steadily grow its capacity to manage schools from a network of 14 
schools in 2009-10 to a network of up to 38 schools by 2013-14.  See appendix for current five 
year financial plan. 
 
After this strategic review, AUSL hired new staff to take on the complexities of managing a 
network of schools.  Since 2007, AUSL’s central staff has almost doubled.  This added capacity 
also brought much needed skills including financial and human resource expertise.  The result is a 
skilled and experienced team capable of managing a large network of schools. 
 
The current central office organization is sufficient for the added schools proposed here.  As 
described above, we would add three additional positions if we are selected to manage schools in 
a district other than Chicago.  Below is our proposed organization chart (for central staff, school 
principals report directly to the managing director of elementary schools or high schools).  Blue 
indicates current positions, red indicates new positions.  These positions are detailed in the budget 
and work plan. 
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Our implementation timeline for hiring and training new staff (including school staff) is detailed 
in the work plan above. 
 
Exceptions to RSFP 
 
AUSL will ask for the following exceptions to appendix F, attachment 10: 

1. Section 4a. AUSL would like ISBE to agree not to unreasonably withhold consent to the 
use of a qualified subcontractor. 

2. Section 6.  AUSL would like to reserve the right to retain copies of custom work product, 
embedded software and generic components. 

3. Section 7b.  AUSL requests the covenant to keep information confidential be qualified to 
allow any disclosures required by any applicable laws. 

4. Section 8.  AUSL requests exception to correct any defective or deficient services of 
which Contractor has been notified. 

5. Section 9.  AUSL requests exception to the 10 days termination notice requirement to 
limit termination for cause.  If a short termination notice is required, AUSL would like 
ISBE and/or the district to fulfill financial commitments already agreed upon. 

 
Contracts with ISBE 
 
AUSL was awarded an Induction Coaching Pilot grant from ISBE for the period of April 1 
through August 31, 2009.  The grant award number is ISBE 09-3982-00-65-108-0790-51.  AUSL 
currently has no other contracts with ISBE. 
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Appendix  
 

1. Existing performance data worksheet (RSFP Appendix E) 
2. 2008 IRS 990 
3. 2007 IRS 990 
4. 2009 audited financials 
5. Illinois Articles of Incorporation 
6. Illinois Tax-Exempt Status 
7. Resumes 

a. Tim Cawley 
b. Laura Couchman 
c. Don Feinstein 
d. Jarvis Sanford 
e. Brian Sims 
f. Michael Whitmore 

8. Parent testimonials 
9. AUSL “Signature Strategies” 
10. Example of NWEA teacher report 
11. AUSL’s CPS Turnaround School Proposal 
12. AUSL’s CPS Turnaround School Proposal Exhibits 13, 18, 21 and 22 
13. AUSL’s CPS Turnaround School Pre-Qualification 
 

 



School Year SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09
Summary
School Name: Chicago Academy Dodge Tarkington Sherman Harvard
School District/Location:1 Chicago District 299 Chicago District 299 Chicago District 299 Chicago District 299 Chicago District 299
Year Opened: 2001 2003 2005 2006 2007
Current Grades Served: PK-8 PK-8 PK-8 PK-8 PK-8
Current Enrollment: 590 471 1111 520 466
School Model 
(Public/Charter/Other): Public Public Public Public Public
School Type (New 
Start/Turnaround): New Start Turnaround (Closed FY03) New Start Turnaround Turnaround
Current Status (Academic Early 
Warning Status (AES), Academic 
Watch Status (AWS), 
Restructuring): None None None Restructuring Restructuring

Demographic & Socio-Economic
% Students Eligible for 
Free/Reduced Lunch: 65.0% 86.0% 94.0% 94.0% 97.0%
% Students Limited English 
Proficient: 9.3% 0.0% 26.0% 0.3% 0.0%
%Students with Disabilities: 16.3% 11.9% 10.2% 11.0% 6.7%
% Students Eligible for 
Free/Reduced Lunch: 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7%
% Students Limited English 
Proficient: 15.1% 15.1% 15.1% 15.1% 15.1%
% Students with Disabilities 12.2% 12.2% 12.2% 12.2% 12.2%
State Assessments
Assessment Name (Reading, 
Math): ISAT ISAT ISAT ISAT ISAT
% Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading: 82.7% 85.1% 83.7% 62.8% 69.7% 72.4% 61.9% 68.5% 65.2% 33.2% 40.3% 46.5% 31.8% 36.2% 51.8%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math: 91.6% 91.6% 92.1% 74.3% 79.4% 84.4% 70.2% 74.2% 74.9% 39.1% 46.4% 58.8% 33.9% 47.4% 64.2%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Composite 86.2% 88.3% 90.0% 64.9% 72.5% 77.2% 65.7% 69.6% 72.3% 34.9% 40.2% 51.0% 31.8% 40.1% 56.4%
 % Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading: 60.9% 66.7% 67.8% 60.9% 66.7% 67.8% 60.9% 66.7% 67.8% 60.9% 66.7% 67.8% 60.9% 66.7% 67.8%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math: 68.6% 70.5% 73.6% 68.6% 70.5% 73.6% 68.6% 70.5% 73.6% 68.6% 70.5% 73.6% 68.6% 70.5% 73.6%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Composite 64.1% 67.8% 69.8% 64.1% 67.8% 69.8% 64.1% 67.8% 69.8% 64.1% 67.8% 69.8% 64.1% 67.8% 69.8%
% White Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Reading: 93% 94%
% White Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Math: 95% 93%

ACADEMY FOR URBAN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP - EXISTING PERFORMANCE DATA WORKSHEET
AUSL Elementary Schools
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School Year SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09
% Black Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Reading: 62% 78% 69% 72% 57% 58% 40% 46% 36% 51%
% Black Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Math: 70% 85% 79% 84% 60% 63% 46% 59% 47% 64%
% Hispanic Students Scoring 
“Meets” or above – Reading: 83% 87% 74% 75%
% Hispanic Students Scoring 
“Meets” or above – Math: 96% 95% 82% 82%
% Asian Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Reading: 91% 91%
% Asian Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Math: 90% 90%
% ELL Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading: 85% 13% 31%
% ELL Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math: 94% 34% 31%
% IEP Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading: 20% 55% 3% 24% 15% 7% 14% 8%
% IEP Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math: 45% 50% 40% 29% 33% 12% 18% 18%
% Low Income Students Scoring 
“Meets” or above – Reading: 78% 85% 65% 71% 67% 68% 32% 42% 35% 51%
% Low Income Students Scoring 
“Meets” or above – Math: 88% 90% 78% 84% 73% 75% 47% 59% 38% 64%

Student Attendance Rates: 95% 96% 96% 93% 96% 96% 91% 92% 92% 93%

Teacher Retention Rates: 90% 93% 90% 84% 95% 93% 80% 90% 90% 96%

Student Attendance Rates 
(includes elementary & high school) 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%

Teacher Retention Rates: NA
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School Year SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09
Summary
School Name: National Teachers Academy Howe Morton
School District/Location:1 Chicago District 299 Chicago District 299 Chicago District 299
Year Opened: 2007 2008 2008
Current Grades Served: PK-8 PK-8 PK-8
Current Enrollment: 427 548 279
School Model 
(Public/Charter/Other): Public Public Public
School Type (New 
Start/Turnaround): Other Turnaround Turnaround
Current Status (Academic Early 
Warning Status (AES), Academic 
Watch Status (AWS), 
Restructuring): Corrective Action Restructuring Restructuring

Demographic & Socio-Economic
% Students Eligible for 
Free/Reduced Lunch: 98.0% 97.0% 92.0%
% Students Limited English 
Proficient: 0.6% 0.0% 0.5%
%Students with Disabilities: 11.3% 13.5% 13.1%
% Students Eligible for 
Free/Reduced Lunch: 82.7% 82.7% 82.7%
% Students Limited English 
Proficient: 15.1% 15.1% 15.1%
% Students with Disabilities 12.2% 12.2% 12.2%
State Assessments
Assessment Name (Reading, 
Math): ISAT ISAT ISAT
% Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading: 45.0% 56.5% 56.2% 33.6% 49.6% 48.9% 36.2% 39.9% 31.1.%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math: 55.5% 56.6% 64.1% 40.2% 40.2% 58.8% 32.4% 42.8% 37.7%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Composite 48.4% 55.9% 59.7% 36.7% 42.8% 50.6% 32.8% 41.0% 33.2%
 % Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading: 60.9% 66.7% 67.8% 60.9% 66.7% 67.8% 60.9% 66.7% 67.8%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math: 68.6% 70.5% 73.6% 68.6% 70.5% 73.6% 68.6% 70.5% 73.6%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Composite 64.1% 67.8% 69.8% 64.1% 67.8% 69.8% 64.1% 67.8% 69.8%

ACADEMY FOR URBAN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP - EXISTING PERFORMANCE DATA WORKSHEET
AUSL Elementary Schools
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School Year SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09
% White Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Reading:
% White Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Math:
% Black Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Reading: 56% 56% 49% 48% 39% 29%
% Black Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Math: 56% 64% 40% 58% 42% 37%
% Hispanic Students Scoring 
“Meets” or above – Reading:
% Hispanic Students Scoring 
“Meets” or above – Math:
% Asian Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Reading:
% Asian Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Math:
% ELL Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading:
% ELL Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math:
% IEP Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading: 15% 6% 10% 10%
% IEP Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math: 12% 15% 17% 14%
% Low Income Students Scoring 
“Meets” or above – Reading: 54% 55% 47% 31%
% Low Income Students Scoring 
“Meets” or above – Math: 56% 64% 58% 38%

Student Attendance Rates: 93% 93% 93% 93% 92% 92%

Teacher Retention Rates: 60% 86% 82% 65%

Student Attendance Rates 
(includes elementary & high school) 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%

Teacher Retention Rates:
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School Year SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09
Summary
School Name: Chicago Academy High School Collins Academy High School Orr Academy High School
School District/Location:1 Chicago District 299 Chicago District 299 Chicago District 299
Year Opened: 2004 2007 2008
Current Grades Served: 9-12 9-11 (will be 9-12 in 2010) 9-12
Current Enrollment: 497 350 1139

School Model (Public/Charter/Other): Public Public Public

School Type (New Start/Turnaround): New Start Phase-Out Turnaround

Current Status (Academic Early 
Warning Status (AES), Academic 
Watch Status (AWS), Restructuring): None None Restructuring
Demographic & Socio-Economic
% Students Eligible for Free/Reduced 
Lunch: 81.0% 98.0% 95.0%
% Students Limited English 
Proficient: 2% 0% 4%
%Students with Disabilities: 18% 21% 29%
% Students Eligible for Free/Reduced 
Lunch: 82.7% 82.7% 82.7%
% Students Limited English 
Proficient: 15.1% 15.1% 15.1%
% Students with Disabilities 12.2% 12.2% 12.2%
State Assessments

Assessment Name (Reading, Math): PSAE PSAE PSAE
% Students Scoring “Meets” or above 
– Reading: 32.0% 32.0% 14.0%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or above 
– Math: 33.0% 28.0% 2.0%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or above 
– Composite
 % Students Scoring “Meets” or above 
– Reading: 30% 34% 30% 34%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or above 
– Math: 28% 27% 28% 27%
% Students Scoring “Meets” or above 
– Composite
% White Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading: 47% 54%
% White Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math: 43% 27%
% Black Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading: 23% 29% 14%
% Black Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math: 23% 12% 3%

ACADEMY FOR URBAN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP - EXISTING PERFORMANCE DATA WORKSHEET
AUSL High Schools
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School Year SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09 SY07 SY08 SY09
% Hispanic Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Reading: 28% 22% 16%
% Hispanic Students Scoring “Meets” 
or above – Math: 30% 35% 0%
% Asian Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading:
% Asian Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math:
% ELL Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading:
% ELL Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math:
% IEP Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Reading: 10% 11% 0%
% IEP Students Scoring “Meets” or 
above – Math: 1% 0% 0%
% Low Income Students Scoring 
“Meets” or above – Reading: 32% 30% 14%
% Low Income Students Scoring 
“Meets” or above – Math: 32% 27% 2%

Student Attendance Rates: 90% 93% 89% 89% 73%

Student Graduation Rates (1 year): 96% 98% 71%

Student College Attendance Rates: 95%

Teacher Retention Rates: 91% 100% 73% 33% 89%

Student Attendance Rates (includes 
elementary & high school) 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%
Student Graduation Rates (5 year): 55% 54% 55% 54% 55% 54%
Student College Attendance Rates:
Teacher Retention Rates:
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EXH]BIT 6 '  2

nrl1rJil*4i5u- f

Fi le Humber 5142-100-9
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Ftats or gllinuis
@flice o[
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?[hr Ferrstsrg nf Ftate
iflfl h anon *
rUUlILtLuB, ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF

CENTER FOR URBAN SCHOOL LEA-DERSHTP
INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF ILIJINOIS HAVE BEEN
FIIJED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE AS PROVIDED BY THE
GENERAL NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ACT OF IITLINOIS, IN FORCE
.TANUARY }, A. D . 1987 .

Now Therefore,  I ,  Jesse White,  Secretary of  $tate of  the $tate of
I l l inois, by vir tue of the powers vested in me by law, do hereby issue
this cert i f icate and at tach hereto a copy of  the Appl icat ion of  the
aforesaid corporat ion.

Bn @egf imong Whtrtol ,  I  hereto set  my hand and cause to be
aff ixed the Great Seal  of  the $tate of  I I l inois,

at the City of Springf ield, this
day of rAtnrARy A.D. 2ooL and of
the Independence of  the Uni ted States the two
hundred and

2 5TTI

c-?12.3
Secretary of State



: \

NFp402.10 ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

W
Payment must be made by certified check,
cashier's check, illinois attorney's check, lllinois
C,P.A. 's che6k or money order,  payable to
"Secretary of Stale."

DO TIOT SEND CASHI

(Do Not Write in lhrs Space)

Date ,/-./7'a/
Filing Fee $50

Approved *aZt

T
JN 1 7?001

JE55E WHITT
SECRFTARY OF STATE

TO; JESSE WHITE, Secretary of State

Pursuant to the provisions of "The General Not For Profit Corporation Acl of 1986,' the undersigned incorporator(s) hereby
adopt lhe following Articles of Incorporation.

Article 1, The name of the corporation is: ceneer f g.-r- U54qn S--c"ItooI lisadership

Article 2. The narne and address of the initiat registered agent and registered office are:

Registered Agent MarEin 'f . Koldvke
First Name Middle Name Last Name

Registeredoffice l-S00 N- Lrake Shore Drive, uniE 9A
Number Street (Do nol use P.O. Box)
chicaco lL 60610 cook
City ZIP Code County

Article 3. The first Board of Directors shall be in number, their names and residential addresses being as
follows: (Not less than three)

Director's Narnes Number Street
Address

City State

Mart in J. l tcldy!:e : .50C l f .  Lakc Shcre Dr ive,  Uni i '  9- f r  Ch:ca. 'c,  I I l . i ; . ro is 50610

Bettv Cascor Nacional Board for Professiona! Teqq!1qS,9qel4e-!qF,, 1525 wilson Blvd

Hobson Ar ie l  CaoicaL Inc. ,  20 ?.anColph Dr,  ,  Sui t .e 2900

Bruce V. Rauner Golder.  Thorna, Cressey, Rauner,  Inc. ,  4100 Sears Tower,  Chicago,
I I l inois 50506-6402

Article 4. The purposes for which the corporation is organized are:

See at tached

Article 5,

sJF [1363r F.l

ls this corporation a Condominium Association as established under the Condominium Property Act?
I ves E t'to (Check one)

ls this corporatlon a Cooperative Housing Corporation as defined in Section 216 of the Internal Revenue Code
of '1954? [ ves B No (Check oneJ

ls this a Homeowner's Association which administers a common-intereslcornrrunity as defin€d in subsection
(c) of Section 9-102 of the code of Civil Procedure? [ Ves E Uo

Other provisions {please use separate page):
See aBLached



Article 6. NAME$ & ADDRESSES OF INGORPORATORS

The undersigned lncorporator(s) hereby declare(s), und'erpenalties of perjury, that the statements made in the foregoing
Articles of
Dated

& Day)

POST OFFICE ADDRESS
l.Three First  NaE. ional"  Plaza sEe, 4300

Street
chicaqo Ll]-inois 60.5_-92
Cityffown State ZIP

7.
Signature

Name tplease pfint) Cityffown State

Signature Ske€t

Name {please print) Cityffown

Signature

Name (pleas6 print) City/Town State z1P

Signature

Name (please print) Cityflown Slate ZIP

(Signatures tnusf be tn BLACK INK on original document. Carbon copied, photocopied or rubber stamped signatures may
only be used on the true capy.)
. lf a corpofalion acts as incorporator, the name of the corporation and the state of incorporation shall be shown and the

execution shall be oy its President or Vice-President arrd verified by him, and attested by ite Secrslary cr an Assistant
Secretary.

r The registered agent cannot be the corporalion itsetf.
. The registered agent may be an individual, resident in this State. or a domestic or foreign corporation, authorized to act

as a registered agenl.
. The registered office may be, but need not be, the $ame as its principal office.
r  Acorporat ionwhichistofunct ianasaclub,asdef inedinSect ionl-3.24st the"LiquorControl  Act 'of  1934,musl insert

in its purpose clause a statement that it wil l comply with the State and local laws and ordinances relating to
alcohol ic l iquors.

FOR INSERTS _ USE WHITE PAPER - SIZE 8112 x 11
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ATTACI{MENT TO ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION FOR
CENTER FOR UREA$ SCEOOL LE.SDERSIIP

ARTICI,E 4
PIIRPOSES

j

This corporation is organized and shall at all times be operated exclusively for
educational puqposes, or such otJrer purposes as rray be provided in section 501(c!(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or corresponding provisions of subsequent
federal tax lawsl.

ARTICLE 5
OTHER PROVTSIONS

No part of the net eamings of the corporation shall inure to the bene6t of or be
distributable to its directors, ollicers, members, or other private persons, except that
the corporation shall be authorized and empowered to pay reasonable compensation
for senrices rendered and to make payments and distributiorrs in furtherance of the
purposes set forlh in Article 4. No substantial part of the activities of the corporadon
shall be the carrying on of propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation,
and the corporation sha-Il not participate in or intervene in {including t}re publishing or
distribution of statements) any political campaign on behaLf of (or in opposilion to) any
candidate for public ofhce,

Notwithstanding any other provision of these aiLicles, the corporation shall
neither have nor exercise ary power, nor shall it engage directly or indirectly [n any
activity, that would adversely affect its stgtus as an organiaation described in section
Stll{c)(3) or as an organizalion to which contributions are deductible under section
170(cX2) of the lnternal Revenue Code of f986 (or tJre corresponding provisions of
subsequent tax larvs),

Upon dissolution or t iquidation of the corporation, after payment or provision
for its debts and liabilities, ali of its assets {except arly assets conveyed to .-this
corporation upon condition requiring return, lransfer, or conveyance, which condition
occurs by reason of the dissolution of this corpora[ion] shatl be transferred or
conveyed pursuant to law to one or more orgarizations described in section 50 1(c)(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or correspond.ing prouisions of any subsequent
federal tax laws) for one or more of the purposes described in Article 4, as the directors
of this corporation shall determine,



Illinois Department of Revenue
EXH]BIT 5.3

Off ice of  Local  Governrnent Services
Sales Tax Exemption Sect ion,  3-520
10i W. Jefferson Street
Spr ingf ie ld,  i l l inois 627A2
217 782-8881

November 21. 2008

ACADEI'IY FOR URBAN SCHOOL LEADERSITIP
34OO N AUSTIN AVE

CHICAGO IL 60634

We have received your recent let ter ;  and based on the informat ion you furnished. we bel ieve

ACADE}TY FOR URBAN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
of

cHrcAGo, lL

is organized and operated exclusively for  educat ional  purposes.

Consequent ly.  sales of  any k ind to th is organizat ion ar€ exernpt f rom the Retai lers 'Occupa-
t ion Tax. the Service Occupat ion Tax (both state and local) ,  the Use Tax, and the Service
Service Use Tax in l l l inois.

We have issued your organizat ion the fol lowing tax exemption ident i f icat ion number:
E9940-5512-02. To claim the exemption, you must provide this.nurnber to your suppl iers
when purchasing tangible personal  property for  organizat ional  use. This exemption may not
be used by indiv idual  members of  the organizat ion to make purchases for their  indiv idual
use.

This exemption wi l l  expire on December 1,2A13, unless you apply to the l l l inois Depart-
ment of  Revenue for renewal at  least  three months pr ior  to the expirat ion date.

Off ice of  Local  Governrnent Services
t l l inois Department of  Revenue

sTs*49 (R-ztgg',)
tL-492-3456

11*000012r



DAVIN LESLIE AUBLE 
 

2209 West 18th St. 
Chicago, IL  60608 

(312) 315-5466  
 

 
EDUCATION 

 
August 2001   Concordia University, Teaching MA 
June 1991   University of Chicago, Divinity (Religion and 

the Human Sciences) 
MA 

August 1988 Northwestern University, Speech 
(Interdepartmental Studies) 

BS 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
2007-present Academy for Urban School Leadership, Chicago IL, Elementary Coach Team 

Leader 
2006-2007 Academy for Urban School Leadership, Chicago IL, Field Coach 
2001-2006 Chicago Public Schools, Francisco I. Madero Middle School, Chicago IL,  

Classroom Teacher 
1999-2001 Chicago Public Schools, Walter Reed Elementary School, Chicago, IL, 

Classroom Teacher 
1996-1999 Cooney and Conway, Attorneys at Law, Chicago IL, New Case Department 

Manager 
1996-1999 Cooney and Conway, Attorneys at Law, Chicago IL, Project Manager 
Spring 1995 Cooney and Conway, Attorneys at Law, Chicago IL, Personal Assistant to 

Senior (Founding) Partner 
1988-1990 C.G. Jung Institute for Analytical Psychology, Evanston IL, Educational 

Audiotape Coordinator and Librarian 
 

WORKSHOPS AND PRESENTATIONS 
 

Auble, D. L. (January, 2004)  Teaching Big Idea Projects. Presented at GEARUP Teacher 
Leadership Conference.  
 
Auble, D.L. (2006 and 2007) Taking Care of Yourself: Avoiding teacher burnout. Presented at 
AUSL Summer Academy.  
 
Auble, D.L. (March, 2007)  Utilizing Popular Song Lyrics Intelligently in your Classroom. 
Presented for for AUSL graduates. 
 



Auble, D.L. (2007) Getting Ready for the First Day of School. Presented at AUSL Spring 
Academy.   
 
Auble, D.L. (August, 2007)  Introduction to Cognitive Coaching.  Presented for new AUSL 
mentor teachers and coaches. 
 
Auble, D.L. (June, 2009)  Signature Strategies: Strong Voice and Positive Framing.   Presented 
for AUSL network lead and mentor teachers. 
 
Auble, D.L. (2009)  An Overview of Engaging and Personalized Instruction for the 2009-10 
School Year.    Presented at AUSL Leadership Summit.  
 

 



TIMOTHY J. CAWLEY 
 

700 Blackthorn Rd. 
Winnetka, IL 60093 

(T) 847-501-5226 
 

 
EDUCATION 

 
1977 University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN BBA 
1994 University of Michigan, Global Leadership 

Program, Ann Arbor, MI 
Cert. 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
2008-present Managing Director, Finance & Administration, The Academy for Urban 

School Leadership, Chicago, IL 
2006-2007 Senior Vice President, Global Logistics, Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, IL 
2005-2006 Senior Vice President, Mobile Devices Supply Chain, Motorola, Inc., 

Schaumburg, IL 
2003-2004 Senior Vice President and General Manager CDMA Product Line, Personal 

Communication Sector, Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, IL 
2001-2002 Corporate Vice President and General Manager North America, Personal 

Communications Sector, Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, IL 
1998-2001 President, Ameritech International 
1995-1997 President, Ameritech Small Business Services 
1993-1995 Vice President, Marketing, Small Business Services, Ameritech International 
1991-1993 Chief Executive Officer, Board of Directors, Revell-Mongram, Inc., Morton 

Grove, IL 
1990-1991 Senior Vice President, Marketing, Revell-Mongram, Inc., Morton Grove, IL 
1988-1989 Vice President, Sales & Marketing, TEKNA, Redwood City, CA 

 
ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
1987 Co-Manager, San Francisco Mayoral Campaign for Roger Boas 

 
COMMUNITY AFFILIATIONS 

 
2003-present Board of Advisors, University of Notre Dame, Nanovic Institute for European 

Studies 
1996-present Board of Directors, Northwestern University Settlement Association 
2006-2007 Board of Advisors, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Leaders for 

Manufacturing Program 
2003-2007 Board of Directors, The Wireless Foundation 
1998-2001 Board of Trustees, International School of Brussels 
1998-2001 Board of Directors, United Fund for Belgium 



1996-1998 Co-Chairman of Small Business Council, Chicagoland Chamber of Commerce 
 



LAURA D. COUCHMAN 
 

1245 W. Wellington Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60657 

(T) 773-534-0146 
(F) 773-283-0903 

 
 

EDUCATION 
 

1983 Harvard Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Cambridge, MA 

MBA 

1979 Yale University, Economics, New Haven, CT BA 
 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 

2008-present Director of Recruiting and Human Services, The Academy for Urban School 
Leadership, Chicago, IL  

1983-2008 McKinsey & Company, Inc., Chicago, IL 
Director of Administration and Client Service Support, Midwest Office 
Director of Professional Development, Midwest Office 
Administrative Principal 
Senior Engagement Manager 
Associate 

 
SERVICE TO THE PROFESSION 

 
1999-present Member, Board of Trustees, Finance Committee, Frances Xavier Warde 

School, Chicago, IL  
 



DONALD FEINSTEIN 
 

245 Lockwood Avenue 
Northfield, IL 60093 

847-910-9399 
 

 
EDUCATION 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
2004 – present Executive Director, Academy for Urban School Leadership 
2001 – 2006 Principal, The Chicago Academy (PK – 8) 

The first Teacher Training Academy at Chicago Public Schools 
1984 – 2001 Principal, R. Nathaniel Dett Elementary School 
1979 – 1984 Central Office Administrator, Program for ED/BD, Chicago Public Schools 
1976 – 1979 District Supervisor in Special Education, Chicago Public Schools 
1968 – 1976 Teacher, Chicago Public Schools 

 
SERVICE TO THE PROFESSION 

 
2001 - present Helped support the opening of 14 CPS/AUSL schools 
2000 – 2001 Probation Manager for West Park Academy 
1996 – 2001 Mentored new CPS principals 
1979 -1984 Administered development of 2 CPS schools for special education students 

Formulated first CPS programs for autistic children 
Established citywide BD/ED school programs 

 
AWARDS 

 
2009 New Schools Venture Fund – Entrepreneur of the Year Award 
2005 CPS Outstanding School Partnership Award 
2001 Phi Delta Kappa (Northeastern Illinois University) Principal Award 
1992 CPS Principal Excellence Award 
 

1982 Loyola University, Foundations in Education PhD 
1973 Northeastern University, Special Education MA 
1968 University of Illinois, Business Administration BS 



JARVIS T. SANFORD 
 

14500 Harper Ave. 
Dolton, Illinois 60419 

(708) 841-7669 

 
EDUCATION 

 
2002 Northern Illinois University, Curriculum and 

Instruction 
EdD 

1993 Northern Illinois University MBA 
1991 Morehouse College BS 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
2003-present Chicago Public Schools, Wendell Smith Elementary School, Chicago, IL, 

Principal 
2002-present Chicago Public Schools, Burnham Anthony Mathematics and Science 

Inclusive Academy, Chicago, IL, Principal Intern – New Leaders for New 
Schools 

1994-present Anti-Defamation League, Chicago, IL, Cultural Diversity Consultant 
2001-2002 Chicago Public Schools, Chicago, IL, Fifth Grade Teacher 
2000-2001 District 148, Dolton Public Schools, Dolton, IL, Eighth Grade Teacher 
1998-2000 Chicago Public Schools, Chicago, IL, Middle School Teacher 
1996-2002 Elgin Community College, Elgin, Illinois, Part-Time Instructor 
1993-1996 Concordia University, Mequon, Wisconsin, Instructor 
1995-1996 University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee, Milwaukee,  WI, Equal Opportunity 

Specialist 
1993-1995 University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI, Coordinator of Student 

Development 
 

PRESENTATIONS 
 

Sanford, J.T. (Fall, 2002)  Testing, Data and Student Achievement.  Presented at Burnham 
Anthony Academy Faculty In-service, Chicago Public Schools, Chicago, IL. 
 
Sandford, J.T. (Summer, 2002)   No Child Left Behind.  Presented at Burnham Anthony 
Inclusive Academy Faculty In-service, Chicago Public Schools, Chicago, IL. 
 
Sanford, J.T. (June, 2002) The Power of Pray.  Presented at Christian Education Department, 
Progressive Baptist Church, Chicago, IL. 
 



Sanford, J.T. (September, 2001)  Serving Jesus Is da’ Bomb. Presented at Christian Education 
Department, Progressive Baptist Church, Chicago, IL. 
 
Sanford, J.T.  (June, 1994)  Mary’s Maya’s, Martin’s, and Malcolm’s are still being Made: Catch 
the Vision.  Presented at Annual ACUHO-I Conference, San Antonio, TX. 
 
Sanford, J.T.  (1994)   Keynote Address. Presented at Grant Towers South 1994 Leadership and 
Academic excellence Awards Program; Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL. 
 
Sanford, J.T. (February, 1993)  Strategic Business Plans and There Impact on Small Business 
Development. Presented at Northern Illinois University Business Symposium, DeKalb, IL. 
 
Sanford, J.T. (1993)  Ethnocentrism. Presented at Spring Training Conference, Northern Illinois 
University, DeKalb, IL. 
 
Sanford, J.T. (Fall, 1991) The Challenge of Entering Graduate School. Presented at request of 
faculty, served as co-presenter on African American males entering graduate school. 
 



BRIAN D. SIMS 
 

3400 N. Austin Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60634 

(T) 773-534-0146 
 

 
EDUCATION 

 
2003 National-Louis University - New Leaders for 

New Schools 
Cert. 

1999 Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, 
American History and Social Sciences in 
Education 

MA 

1993 Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, History BA 
 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 

2004-present Principal, Chicago Academy High School, Chicago Public Schools, Chicago, 
IL 

2003-present Director of High School Programs, The Academy for Urban School 
Leadership, Chicago, IL  

2001-2003 Dean of Studies, Dean of Students, Teacher, Project Week Director, Gateway 
Charter High School, San Francisco, CA  

1999-2001 Teacher, Summer Semester Director, Scheduler, Advisor, The Link 
Community School, Newark, NJ  

1998-1999 Consultant, Bill Traylor Foundation, Evanston, IL 
1994-1997 Teacher, Assistant College Counselor, Coach, The Episcopal School of 

Acadiana, Lafayette, LA 
 

SERVICE TO THE PROFESSION 
 

2003-present Director of High School Programs, The Academy for Urban School 
Leadership: Part of leadership team of this nonprofit organization that trains 
new teachers and runs six Chicago public schools. In 2003, led AUSL’s effort 
to launch Chicago Academy High School (CAHS), the high school model for 
its unique teacher-training program. Wrote successful school design proposal 
that was awarded start-up funds from the Gates Foundation and the Chicago 
High School Redesign Initiative. Worked with Executive Committee to 
develop three-year strategic plan for overall organization, including budget, 
recruitment, training, and placement. Currently oversee secondary education 
operations for AUSL, including replication of CAHS and operations of 
teacher-training program. Partner with National-Louis University to refine and 
implement residency-based teacher training program at CAHS. Also currently 
co-leader of an extensive assessment project involving thirteen high schools in 
the city using data to inform instruction. 

 



OTHER 
 

 Endorsed by the Illinois State Board of Education with a Type 75 General 
Administrative Certificate 

 Invited presenter at major conferences organized by the Gates Foundation, 
New Leaders for New Schools, New Schools Venture Fund 

1998-1999 School assessment consultant at San Francisco’s Leadership High School 
1998-1999 College and SAT prep counselor at Achieva College Prep Centers 
1997-1999 Tutor and communications consultant for African-American youth 

development program (R.I.S.E.) at Menlo Atherton (CA) High School 
1998 Consultant to Vice President at Score@Kaplan, San Francisco 

 



MICHAEL WHITMORE 
 

2310 N. Monticello Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60647 

773-384-7464 
 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
2006 - present Academy for Urban School Leadership 

Director, Urban Teacher Residency Program 
1993 – 2006 District 201, J. Sterling Morton East High School 

(Four Small Schools - Business and Finance, Science and Technology, Health 
and Human Services, and Arts and Communications) – approximately 800 
students, 40 teachers, and one assistant principal per school. 
 
Assistant Principal/Director of Health and Human Services Small School 
(2004 – 2006) 
Served as Small schools restructuring coordinator, SIP committee chairman, 
and Dean’s Office Director. Roles included Operations, Teacher evaluation 
and professional development, Special Education IEP, and 
Parent/community coordinator 
 
Director of English, History, and Fine Arts Departments for all four 
schools (2004–present) 
Roles included Department Coordination, Master Schedule creation, Staff 
Development, Budget Creation, and grant writing 
 
English Department Coordinator (2002-2004) 
Developed curriculum and technology (Including Textbooks, E-Technology, 
and Literacy). Roles included test-prep development and programming, Post-
secondary planning, Professional Development, and literacy training and 
development 
 
English Teacher (1993-2004) 
Taught Senior AP English and Humanities to all grade and ability levels 
 
Senior Trip Advisor (1999-2002) 
Successfully completed four student tours: England, Greece and Rome, Spain, 
and Mexico 
 
Club Advisor and Athletic Sponsor (1999-2001) 
Served as advisor and sponsor for Morton East Gay and Straight Alliance and 
Intramural basketball 

 
SERVICE TO THE PROFESSION 

 



2002 – 2004 Organized The Chicago Area Reading and Writing Workshop 
1999 – 2002 Golden Apple Scholars Committee, Academy Committee 

Evaluated, interviewed, and selected aspiring teachers 
Helped determine the philosophical direction of the Golden Apple Foundation 

1999 – 2003 Golden Apple Foundation Summer Scholars Program, DePaul University 
and Elmhurst College 
Designed and taught Reflective Seminar in teaching to future teachers 
Observed and evaluated Golden scholars at local Chicago Schools 
Provided advanced instructional training to graduating Scholars 

1991 – 1993 University of Illinois at Chicago, Teaching Assistantship 
Taught two sections of Research writing and the American Mythos 
Taught Introduction to Composition 

 
EDUCATION 

 
2009  National-Louis University EdD Candidate 
2003 University of Illinois at Chicago, Education (Leadership and 

Administration) 
MA 

1996 University of Illinois at Chicago, English Literature MA 
1990 Wheaton College, History and Secondary Education BA 

 
AWARDS 

 
1998 Golden Apple award for excellence in teaching 
 



 

Catonya Withers, mother of four children at Harvard, chairperson of the Local Advisory 
School Council: 

I opposed the turnaround. I’d made friends with the teachers and had a bond with them. Then we 
had a meeting with the AUSL people and they said, “If we don’t do this right, you let us know.” 
They gave me their business cards, and said to contact them directly. I emailed Dr. Feinstein and 
he got back to me. By July of the turnaround year, I was sold because of the interaction, and how 
they said “Hold us accountable.” Before the school opened the staff walked through the 
neighborhood and the first stop was my house. Our children only have one chance at education. 

Before the turnaround, every day there was a police paddy wagon, a fire truck or an ambulance 
at the school. Kids would throw books out the third story window. Seventh and eighth graders 
ran the school. On a daily basis you’d see blood. 

The change, it seemed like overnight. It was amazing. 

My daughter on a daily basis used to get put out of the classroom. The first week after the 
turnaround she got detention, but since then I haven’t had any problems and she’s more of a 
leader now.  She couldn’t make up her mind, there’s so much stuff to do here now. Basketball, 
reading after school, girl scouts, college-bound clubs, science club.  Before she was only in pee 
wee cheerleading. That was all there was. 

When my eighth grader was in fourth grade, she was struggling, but was passed into the next 
grade.  I asked the school, “Why not hold her back?” and they said, “She’s too nice.” After the 
school turned around, and she was in seventh grade, she got extra help after school. The teachers 
worked with her and she went up 20 percent on her scores.  

 



 

Wanda Wilburn, mother of three children at Harvard 

I thought they might as well tear Harvard down and make it a parking lot. It was a war zone. I 
was afraid to bring my babies here. I actually put it an application for them to go to another 
school, and they had been accepted.  

(The new principal) Mr. Cowling did it for me. It just seemed a more caring atmosphere. The 
administrators and teachers said, “We care, let’s join together and come up with the solution.” 

In just two short months, a miracle was performed here. When I walked in the first day of school 
I was like a little child on Christmas. I was “Oh, wow, look what they did!” It was so beautiful.  
And the kids, said “Oh man we got new everything!” They had new desks, new chairs, 
computers, they had a science lab, computer lab, they had art, music, basketball. Our kids were 
like “Yeah yeah yeah! We’re Harvard Cougars!”  

My baby was in first grade and couldn’t read. In second grade, she was embarrassed because she 
wasn’t where the other children were. I explained this to the teacher and she guaranteed me, 
“Don’t worry, we know where she’s at, and she’ll get there. She’s going to be fine.” For the first 
time this year, my baby sat down beside me and said, “Momma, can I sit down and read to you?” 
She blew me away. And I said, “Of course you can!” I was cleaning, but I put down the rag and I 
sat down and she read to me.  

 

 



 

Andre Cowling, principal, Harvard School of Excellence 

I was here a few times before Harvard turned around and it was disturbing. The building was in 
total chaos.  It was OK for the kids to get up and walk out of class when they felt like it, to talk 
back to the teacher. It was troubling to witness. I don’t like chaos or noise. The only thing I want 
to hear is the chatter of minds. I wanted to restore order.  There was no order. I let students know 
if there’s a problem, I’ll walk you home to your front door. I’ll show up at 8 at night to see your 
parents. I’m going to see someone who cares for you. We hold students accountable. We hold 
their parents accountable. Our parents know that we are in their corner. We are not around the 
corner. 

The parents tell me the police used to be at the school almost every single day.  After the 
turnaround, the beat officer said he thought that they had closed the building because the police 
never received calls. The police never have to come to this school anymore. 

We’re seeing the academic gap lessen every year.  Before the turnaround, 28 percent of students 
were meeting the state standard. In the first year of the turnaround, 40 percent met the standard. 
Our goal was just to get order in the school, and we found that we were able to start teaching. 

We visited a lot of suburban and successful out-of-state schools. I wanted to see what were the 
differences in our schools. We sweat the small stuff – kids wearing uniforms, no trash on the 
floor or outside, no kids chewing gum, no cell phones in school. We sweat the small stuff to get 
to the big stuff.   

What makes Harvard special is the staff. They really care about the kids sitting in front of them 
every day. We have staff members who, if I would let them, would work seven days a week. 

 



 ~ AUSL “Signature” Instructional Strategies ~ 
 
 
 

 
Think-Pair-Share 

A collaborative learning structure to increase engagement, student-to-student 
interaction and accountability in every classroom. 

• Teacher pairs students intentionally and provides a question prompt 
• Students are given individual thinking time 
• Students share thinking with designated partner 
• Teacher cold-calls students to share their own and their partners’ ideas with the class 
 

Chunk-Chew-Check for Understanding 
A model for planning and delivering instruction to improve student engagement, 
comprehension and retention of new material. 

• Teacher inputs ideas, skills or other information  for students in “chunks” of no more than 8-10 
minutes 

• After every chunk, students are given opportunities to “chew” on, work with, and process new 
information 

• Chewing activities may be designed for individuals, partners or small groups of students 
• Teacher checks for understanding before moving on to new chunks 
• Broad variety of techniques employed at all three stages 

 
Socratic Questioning 

An approach to structuring classroom discussion and interaction to build student 
accountability, active listening, and higher order thinking skills. 

• Teacher  begins discussion with a rich, open-ended question which requires rigorous thinking 
from students 

• Teacher allows wait time and maintains neutrality while multiple students answer question and 
extend thinking 

• Probing and follow-up questions are utilized  
• Teacher or students regularly summarize one another’s contributions 
• May be formally utilized in the structured activity “Socratic Seminar” 

 
Talking to the Text 

A literacy strategy which supports students in developing deep, interactive thinking 
about text, and metacognitive “conversation” with the materials they read. 

• Teacher introduces concept of “making thinking visible” and helps students analyze their own 
reading processes 

• Students annotate or code text in a variety of ways, often using journals or post-it notes 
• A scaffolded approach that may be utilized in any subject/content area 
 

List-Group-Label 
A categorization activity for pairs or small groups of students to build reasoning skills 
at the levels of application, analysis, and synthesis of ideas. 

• Teacher prepares an assortment of words or phrases on note cards or post-its for each group 
• Students discuss then make decisions about how to group the terms into categories, moving 

cards and post-its to experiment with different possibilities 
• Students select a label for each category then create a chart or other artifact to share 

thinking with the class 
 



 ~ Essentials of AUSL “Signature” Management Strategies ~ 
Adapted with permission from the network of Uncommon Schools 

 
 

“100%” – The only acceptable percentage of 
students in compliance with a teacher’s 
classroom communications 
 

• Proceeding with less than 100% 
engagement sends the message that 
compliance is optional 

• Continuum of interventions  
• Non-confrontational, calm finesse 

 

What to Do  - Giving directions to students in a 
way that provides clear and useful guidance 
 

• Give students SOCS:  sequential, 
observable, concrete, specific directions 

• Non-compliance is usually the result of 
confusion or incompetence, not defiance 

• If necessary, repeat directions with even 
more specificity 

• Don’t tell students what not to do 
 

Strong Voice – Confidence and poise to 
establish who is in control of the classroom 
 

• Economy of language: less is more 
• Do not talk over 
• Do not engage 
• Square up/ stand still: nonverbal messages 
• Quiet power:  slow down, drop volume 

 

Do it Again – Setting the expectation for 
excellence, practicing every detail until 
perfect; do it again, better! 
 

• Provides immediate feedback 
• Group accountability:  class must work 

together to meet expectations 
• Ends with success: we are finished when 

we get it right 
• Logical consequences 

 
Positive Framing – Don’t ignore misbehavior; 
always correct consistently and positively 
 

• Live in the now: don’t dwell on negatives 
• Assume the best 
• Allow plausible anonymity: recognize 

good-faith efforts 
• Build momentum/narrate the positive 
• Challenge students to always do better 
• Talk expectations and aspirations 

 

Call and Response – An energizing, 
motivational tool for classroom interactions 
 

• Academic review and reinforcement 
• High energy fun 
• Behavioral reinforcement: great practice 

for 100% 
• Not simplistic echoing:  students can 

repeat, report, reinforce, review, or solve 
• Teacher uses consistent cues and signals 

 
Cold Call – Students know that teacher may 
call on anyone to answer any question at any 
time 
 

• Increases engagement and accountability 
while checking for understanding 

• Quickens the pace of instruction 
• Systematic, not punitive 
• All students know their input is valued 
 
 

No Opt Out-  Not participating is not an 
option! Teacher finds ways to allow every 
student to contribute 
 

• Every student’s participation is important 
• Scaffolded support including follow-up 

questions,  think time then try again, 
building on peer comments and questions 
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ACADEMY FOR URBAN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP (AUSL) 
Campus/School Level Summary – Elementary schools 
July 2009 
 
1.  Summary:  Provide a high-level overview of the campus/school, including the 
proposed grade structure, community, and any new themes or design components.  
 
AUSL is applying to operate four elementary (PK-8) schools for CPS as 2010 
Turnaround schools.  The schools would be CPS Performance schools, using the same 
model as has been used for previous AUSL Turnaround schools.   
 
We are prepared to accept the schools selected by CPS for reconstitution on the basis 
of their prior poor performance.  However, in light of the significant per-school costs and 
effort for both AUSL and CPS, AUSL would expect that each elementary school 
designated for turnaround by AUSL have enrollment of at least 300 students. 
 
2.  Education Program:  Provide a brief summary of the planned education program for 
the proposed campus/school.  If the plan will be the same as other schools within your 
portfolio (i.e., curriculum, assessments, PD, etc.), include a statement that confirms this. 
 
AUSL’s education plan will be the same for new Turnaround schools as it is for the other 
turnaround elementary schools in the AUSL network: 
 
Sherman School of Excellence (2006) 
Harvard School of Excellence (2007) 
Howe School of Excellence (2008) 
Morton School of Excellence (2008) 
Bethune School of Excellence (2009) 
Dulles School of Excellence (2009) 
Johnson School of Excellence (2009)   
 
3.  Performance Goals:  Include a table that details the campus/school’s achievement 
goals, including targeted ISAT/PSAE scores, attendance levels, operational goals and 
additional metrics for each of the school’s first five years of operation. 
 
During the first two years of our elementary Turnaround schools, as a result of all of the 
strategies described elsewhere in this proposal, we expect to perform better on the ISAT 
than comparable schools, with the specific targets delineated in the table below. In 
Years 3 through 5, we expect to exceed the district average on the ISAT. We plan for 
continued growth beyond year five as we look to become a leader in the state. 
 
Five-Year ISAT Performance Goals for AUSL Turnaround Schools 
Percent of students meeting or exceeding standards 
 Year 1 Year 2 Years 3-4 Year 5 
ISAT scores at meet or exceed in 
reading, math, and science 

40% 50% 70% 80% 

ISAT composite scores at exceed for 
reading, math, and science 

5% 5% 15% 25% 

ISAT composite scores at exceed for 
the highest grade level 

5% 5% 15% 25% 
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AUSL expects significant and sustained improvement in performance on all key 
academic and operational metrics from all new turnaround schools.  The specific gains 
to be expected from any particular school would depend on the school’s baseline and 
historical pre-turnaround performance.  AUSL also expects all of our network schools, 
including AUSL Training academies, to continue to improve their performance year over 
year.   
 
See Exhibit 1 for a summary of the preliminary ISAT composite results for AUSL 
elementary schools through the 2008-09 school year, and Exhibit 2 for more detailed 
results. 
 
4.  Community Involvement:  Provide a brief rationale for the community you seek to 
serve.  Describe your outreach strategy to engage parents and community partners in 
the development and ongoing success of the proposed campus/school. 
 
AUSL seeks to serve the community by giving the students in persistently failing CPS 
neighborhood schools an opportunity for a substantially better school experience without 
having to change to a different school.  However, reconstituting a school is bold and 
controversial.  Our experience suggests that it is likely that some families, members of 
the community, and even students will not appreciate how poorly the failed school has 
been serving its students, and will object to CPS’s decision to reconstitute and turn 
around their school.  In the most recent season, these objections were organized, 
supported by displaced teachers, and resulted in reversals of some decisions to 
reconstitute schools.  
 
In all of our experiences, however, parent and community objections to the turnaround of 
their school do not persist long after the new school opens.  As in the past, we will use 
the following strategies in each community to help each community come to terms with 
the transformation of their school. 
 

• Prompt visibility for AUSL and new school leaders.  As soon as possible after 
AUSL is approved to operate a Turnaround school, we announce and host public 
events on “neutral territory” in the community (i.e., not at the school, but at a 
facility in the community like a church or other public space).  The Turnaround 
school’s new principal, AUSL leadership, and parents from previously turned 
around AUSL schools attend to introduce ourselves, and describe our vision and 
plans.  We also bring parents from previous Turnaround schools, who give 
testimonials to our effectiveness with their children.  Importantly, we also listen to 
the community and invite their ideas and participation in our planning for the 
school. 

• References and testimonials.  A growing number of parents, community 
leaders, and even older students with experience at prior AUSL Turnaround 
schools have been willing to speak out with testimonials about their positive 
experiences in previously turned-around schools.   Our Community Engagement 
Coordinator helps organize these individuals and enlarge their ranks.  Parent 
testimonials are especially effective with prospective parents. 

• Outreach.  During the summer before school begins, the new Turnaround 
schools’ teachers and school leaders call on families personally, going door-to-
door to introduce themselves.  A community picnic shortly before school opens 
allows us to show off renovations to the facility. 
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• Media relations.  The Turnaround model has received a lot of press, both locally 
and even nationally.  AUSL has engaged professional public relations advisors to 
assist us with communications.    

• Government relations.  In early 2009, with support from an organized group of 
displaced teachers, the Soto bill (HB 303) was put before the Illinois legislature.  
This bill proposed a moratorium on Turnaround schools.   AUSL enlisted parents 
and other supporters to mount a challenge, resulting in the passage of a bill with 
much less adverse impact on the prospects for our model than the one originally 
proposed.  

 
We also look forward to benefiting from continuing efforts by CPS to help communities 
experience a smoother transition when their failing schools need to be reconstituted and 
turned around.  
 
5. School Level Committees:  Describe any advisory councils or committees you plan 
to have at the new campus/school.  Explain the role, planned membership, and reporting 
structure of these councils or committees as they relate to the Governing Board and 
school leadership. 
 
Each Turnaround school will have a traditional Local School Council, advisory in nature. 
 
6. Partnerships.  Discuss any unique partnerships (community, philanthropic, etc.) or 
resources that will be secured for the new campus/school.  Provide context for how such 
partnerships and resources will effectively support the school’s mission, vision and long-
term sustainability. 
 
AUSL’s partnership with CPS brings significant resources to the CPS schools operated 
by AUSL, through AUSL’s experienced staff and financial support from foundations, non-
CPS government funds, and individuals. 
 
In addition, individual AUSL Turnaround schools have benefited from targeted 
community and philanthropic support.  Examples of community partnerships include 
UCAN, City Year, YMCA, and After School Matters.  We will continue to seek 
opportunities to develop similar sources of support for new Turnaround schools, once 
they are identified.  We require that all such programs or facilities improvements are fully 
funded by donor pledges before they are started. 
 
7.  School Leadership.  Identify the Principal candidate(s), if known, and explain why 
this individual is well qualified to lead the new school.  If selected, attach and label the 
Principal candidate’s resume in the appendix.  If the candidate is unknown at this time, 
describe the strategy and timeline for recruiting, hiring and developing the proposed 
Principal(s).  If school leadership characteristics/qualifications are different than prior 
campuses/schools, please describe; if not please indicate that there are no changes. 
 
New principals for AUSL 2010 Turnaround elementary schools will be recruited to begin 
full-time work by February 1, 2010.  The qualifications/characteristics for principal 
candidates are the same as for principals previously selected for AUSL Turnaround 
school leaders. 
 
See the business plan, page 19 for more on AUSL’s principal recruitment process. 
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8. Student Enrollment:  Describe any enrollment preferences that will be granted at the 
new campus/school.  Indicate whether you propose an Overlay or Citywide boundary, 
and include a description of the proposed boundary.  If you are proposing an Overlay 
boundary, identify the other CPS schools within that boundary with a similar grade 
structure.  Please see page 15 of the Round VI RFP for definitions of Overlay and 
Citywide boundaries. 
 
AUSL Turnaround schools are neighborhood schools, open to all in their attendance 
boundaries.   
 
9. Facility.  (question language omitted to save space). 
 
AUSL-operated Turnaround schools are located in CPS facilities.  As in the past, CPS 
and AUSL will collaborate to develop plans for renovations and investments at each 
school, which will be funded and implemented by CPS. 
 
10.  Fiscal Management:   Complete the 5-year Financial Forms for the proposed 2010-
11 campus/school (Appendix C).  Include a budget narrative detailing how revenues and 
expenditures will be distributed at the new school.   ONS will also accept site-level multi-
year financial forms in the organization’s existing format to the extent it addresses the 
same criteria found in sample forms. 
 
See selected pages from AUSL’s 5-year plan, Exhibit 3, and AUSL’s 2009-10 budget, 
Exhibit 4. 
11.  Additional Addendum Items:  Please include the following in your appendix. 
 

a. Audited Financial Statements.  See Exhibit 5. 
b. RSF Funding.  Not applicable 
c. Bylaws, Articles of Incorporation and 501(c)3 status.  See Exhibit 6. 
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ACADEMY FOR URBAN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP (AUSL) 
Campus/School Level Summary – High schools 
July 2009 
 
1.  Summary:  Provide a high-level overview of the campus/school, including the 
proposed grade structure, community, and any new themes or design components.  
 
AUSL is applying to operate two secondary (9-12) schools for CPS as 2010 Turnaround 
schools.  The schools would be CPS Performance schools, using the same model as 
has been used for previous AUSL Turnaround schools.   
 
AUSL would consider adapting the grade level structure of a Turnaround high school to 
grades 7 through 12, if that is suitable for the situation of the particular school chosen for 
reconstitution.  This is not a requirement, however. 
 
We are prepared to accept the schools selected by CPS for reconstitution on the basis 
of their prior poor performance.  However, in light of the significant per-school costs and 
effort for both AUSL and CPS, AUSL would expect that each high school designated for 
turnaround by AUSL have enrollment of at least 800 students.  Also, if possible we 
would welcome the opportunity to add a South Side high school (or two) to enable 
Sherman, Harvard, Dulles, and other potential South Side elementary schools to be part 
of a K-12 cluster of AUSL schools. 
 
2.  Education Program:  Provide a brief summary of the planned education program for 
the proposed campus/school.  If the plan will be the same as other schools within your 
portfolio (i.e., curriculum, assessments, PD, etc.), include a statement that confirms this. 
 
AUSL’s education plan will be the same for new Turnaround schools as it is for the other 
high schools in the AUSL network: 
 
Chicago Academy High School (new start, 2006) 
Collins Academy High School (new start, 2007) 
Orr Academy High School (Turnaround, 2008) 
 
The program will also build on AUSL’s experience with seven elementary Turnaround 
schools previously undertaken by AUSL: 
 
Sherman School of Excellence (2006) 
Harvard School of Excellence (2007) 
Howe School of Excellence (2008) 
Morton School of Excellence (2008) 
Bethune School of Excellence (2009) 
Dulles School of Excellence (2009) 
Johnson School of Excellence (2009)   
 
3.  Performance Goals:  Include a table that details the campus/school’s achievement 
goals, including targeted ISAT/PSAE scores, attendance levels, operational goals and 
additional metrics for each of the school’s first five years of operation. 
 
AUSL expects significant and sustained improvement in performance on all key 
academic and operational metrics from all new turnaround schools.  The specific gains 
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to be expected from any particular school would depend on the school’s baseline and 
historical pre-turnaround performance. 
 
AUSL also expects all of our schools, including Turnaround schools from earlier years 
and AUSL Training academies, to continue to improve their performance year over year.   
 
The academic performance goals for Orr Academy High school are attached as Exhibit 
7.  Academic achievement results are not available yet; but attendance and other 
measures show improvement relative to prior years and relative to comparable CPS 
neighborhood high schools (Exhibit 8). 
 
Also see Exhibit 1 for a summary of the preliminary ISAT composite results for AUSL 
elementary schools, and Exhibit 2 for more detailed results. 
 
4.  Community Involvement:  Provide a brief rationale for the community you seek to 
serve.  Describe your outreach strategy to engage parents and community partners in 
the development and ongoing success of the proposed campus/school. 
 
AUSL seeks to serve the community by giving the students in persistently failing CPS 
neighborhood schools an opportunity for a substantially better school experience without 
having to change to a different school.  However, reconstituting a school is bold and 
controversial.  Our experience suggests that it is likely that some families, members of 
the community, and even students will not appreciate how poorly the failed school has 
been serving its students, and will object to CPS’s decision to reconstitute and turn 
around their school.  In the most recent season, these objections were organized, 
supported by displaced teachers, and resulted in reversals of some decisions to 
reconstitute schools.  
 
In all of our experiences, however, parent and community objections to the turnaround of 
their school do not persist long after the new school opens.  As in the past, we will use 
the following strategies in each community to help each community come to terms with 
the transformation of their school. 
 

• Prompt visibility for AUSL and new school leaders.  As soon as possible after 
AUSL is approved to operate a Turnaround school, we announce and host public 
events on “neutral territory” in the community (i.e., not at the school, but at a 
facility in the community like a church or other public space).  The Turnaround 
school’s new principal, AUSL leadership, and parents from previously turned 
around AUSL schools attend to introduce ourselves, and describe our vision and 
plans.  We also bring parents from previous Turnaround schools, who give 
testimonials to our effectiveness with their children.  Importantly, we also listen to 
the community and invite their ideas and participation in our planning for the 
school. 

• References and testimonials.  A growing number of parents, community 
leaders, and even older students with experience at prior AUSL Turnaround 
schools have been willing to speak out with testimonials about their positive 
experiences in previously turned-around schools.   Our Community Engagement 
Coordinator helps organize these individuals and enlarge their ranks – for 
example, by energizing parent volunteer opportunities like Orr’s Parent Patrol.  
Parent testimonials are especially effective with prospective parents. 
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• Outreach.  During the summer before school begins, the new Turnaround 
schools’ teachers and school leaders call on families personally, going door-to-
door to introduce themselves.  A community picnic shortly before school opens 
allows us to show off renovations to the facility. 

• Media relations.  The Turnaround model has received a lot of press, both locally 
and even nationally.  AUSL has engaged professional public relations advisors to 
assist us with communications.    

• Government relations.  In early 2009, with support from an organized group of 
displaced teachers, the Soto bill (HB 303) was put before the Illinois legislature.  
This bill proposed a moratorium on Turnaround schools.   AUSL enlisted parents 
and other supporters to mount a challenge, resulting in the passage of a bill with 
much less adverse impact on the prospects for our model than the one originally 
proposed.  

 
We also look forward to benefiting from continuing efforts by CPS to help communities 
experience a smoother transition when their failing schools need to be reconstituted and 
turned around.  
 
5. School Level Committees:  Describe any advisory councils or committees you plan 
to have at the new campus/school.  Explain the role, planned membership, and reporting 
structure of these councils or committees as they relate to the Governing Board and 
school leadership. 
 
Each Turnaround school will have a traditional Local School Council, advisory in nature. 
 
6. Partnerships.  Discuss any unique partnerships (community, philanthropic, etc.) or 
resources that will be secured for the new campus/school.  Provide context for how such 
partnerships and resources will effectively support the school’s mission, vision and long-
term sustainability. 
 
AUSL’s partnership with CPS brings significant resources to the CPS schools operated 
by AUSL, through AUSL’s experienced staff and financial support from foundations, non-
CPS government funds, and individuals.   
 
In addition, individual AUSL Turnaround schools have benefited from targeted 
community and philanthropic support.   Examples of community partnerships include 
UCAN, Youth Guidance, UMOJA, and Near North Development, plus additional 
partnerships supporting fine and performing arts.  Also, private philanthropy funded the 
$2 million cost of the new field at Orr Academy High School.  We will continue to seek 
opportunities to develop similar sources of support for new Turnaround schools, once 
they are identified.  We require that all such programs or facilities improvements are fully 
funded by donor pledges before they are started. 
 
7.  School Leadership.  Identify the Principal candidate(s), if known, and explain why 
this individual is well qualified to lead the new school.  If selected, attach and label the 
Principal candidate’s resume in the appendix.  If the candidate is unknown at this time, 
describe the strategy and timeline for recruiting, hiring and developing the proposed 
Principal(s).  If school leadership characteristics/qualifications are different than prior 
campuses/schools, please describe; if not please indicate that there are no changes. 
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New principals for AUSL 2010 Turnaround high schools will be recruited to begin full-
time work by January 1, 2010.  The qualifications/characteristics for principal candidates 
are the same as for principals previously selected for AUSL Turnaround school leaders. 
 
See the business plan, page 19 for more on AUSL’s principal recruitment process. 
 
8. Student Enrollment:  Describe any enrollment preferences that will be granted at the 
new campus/school.  Indicate whether you propose an Overlay or Citywide boundary, 
and include a description of the proposed boundary.  If you are proposing an Overlay 
boundary, identify the other CPS schools within that boundary with a similar grade 
structure.  Please see page 15 of the Round VI RFP for definitions of Overlay and 
Citywide boundaries. 
 
AUSL Turnaround schools are neighborhood schools, open to all in their attendance 
boundaries.   
 
9. Facility.  (question language omitted to save space). 
 
AUSL-operated Turnaround schools are located in CPS facilities.  As in the past, CPS 
and AUSL will collaborate to develop plans for renovations and investments at each 
school, which will be funded and implemented by CPS. 
 
10.  Fiscal Management:   Complete the 5-year Financial Forms for the proposed 2010-
11 campus/school (Appendix C).  Include a budget narrative detailing how revenues and 
expenditures will be distributed at the new school.   ONS will also accept site-level multi-
year financial forms in the organization’s existing format to the extent it addresses the 
same criteria found in sample forms. 
 
See selected pages from AUSL’s 5-year plan, Exhibit 3, and AUSL’s 2009-10 budget, 
Exhibit 4. 
 
11.  Additional Addendum Items:  Please include the following in your appendix. 
 

a. Audited Financial Statements.  See Exhibit 5 
b. RSF Funding.  Not applicable 
c. Bylaws, Articles of Incorporation and 501(c)3 status.  See Exhibit 6.  
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ACADEMY FOR URBAN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP (AUSL) 
Invited Operator Proposal for 2010 Turnaround Schools 
July 15, 2009 
 
 
BUSINESS PLAN 
 
1.  Executive Summary 
 
In our 2008 proposals for new 2009 Turnaround elementary and high schools, we 
emphasized our commitment to CPS, capacity, experience with incubation and school 
management, and the unique human capital pipeline for teacher talent associated with 
our Urban Teacher Residency training program.  See the Executive Summary of our 
2008 proposals. 
 
AUSL’s 2009 results are encouraging.  A year later, we have more experience and 
more results.  Preliminary 2009 ISAT data show student achievement gains in seven of 
our eight elementary schools and three of our four turnaround schools (Exhibits 1 and 2).  
Our model seems to be working. 
 
2009 Preliminary ISAT Performance Results for AUSL Turnaround Schools (July 8) 
Table shows percentage for 2009, and change from pre-turnaround percentage 
 Sherman 

(Year 3) 
Harvard 
(Year 2) 

Howe 
(Year 1) 

Morton 
(Year 1) 

ISAT composite scores at meet or 
exceed  

   51.0% 
(+21.1) 

    56.4% 
(+24.6) 

  50.6% 
(+7.8) 

 33.2% 
(-7.8) 

ISAT composite scores at exceed       3.8% 
 (+2.3) 

    6.2% 
 (+4.8) 

   3.3% 
(+1.0) 

   1.3% 
(-1.5) 

 
We have been disappointed by Year 1 results at Morton School of Excellence, and we 
are committed to getting the school’s performance on track.  For 2009-10, we have 
changed the school’s principal and AP, as well as five of the school’s teachers, 
 
2008-09 academic performance results are not yet available for our high schools, but 
some important indicators show positive trends.   Also see Exhibit 8 for more details on 
how performance at these schools compares with comparable schools. 
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2008-09 Attendance and Misconducts results for AUSL High Schools 
Table shows percentage for 2008-09, and change from 2007-08 
 Chicago 

Academy 
HS 
(Year 5) 

Collins 
Academy 
HS 
(Year 2) 

 
 
Orr Academy HS 
(Year 1) 

Student attendance 93.2% 
(+2.7) 

89.3% 
(+0.0) 

 73.7% 
(+4.8) 

Teacher attendance   96.0% 
(-0.2) 

 97.0% 
(-0.6) 

  95.9% 
(+4.0) 

Level 4/5/6 misconducts     54 
(-29) 

   40 
    (0) 

  105 
 (-55)      

 
Finally, the non-turnaround elementary schools in AUSL’s network have all shown 
improved performance from 2007-08 to 2008-09. 
 
2009 Preliminary ISAT Performance Results for AUSL Turnaround Schools (July 8) 
Table shows percentage for 2009, and change from pre-turnaround percentage 
 Chicago 

Academy 
Elem. 
(Year 8) 

 
 
Dodge 
(Year 6) 

 
 
Tarkington 
(Year 4) 

 
 
NTA 
(Year 2) 

ISAT composite scores at meet or 
exceed  

  90.0% 
(+1.7) 

 77.2% 
(+4.7) 

  72.3% 
(+2.7) 

  59.7% 
(+3.8) 

ISAT composite scores at exceed     35.1% 
(-2.1) 

 18.3% 
(+6.4) 

   10.7% 
 (+0.5) 

     5.9% 
 (+1.2) 

 
In addition to the recently reported student achievement gains, we have experienced 
good support for our efforts from parents and in the media throughout the year. 
 
We continue to add capacity and systems.  During 2008-09, we have continued to 
invest in capacity and systems, and to build and extend our institutional knowledge 
through pilots and roll-outs of new network-wide supports and resources for our schools. 
Some examples: 
 

• PASSAGE (Exhibit 9).  This acronym defines for principals and all in the AUSL 
community what the AUSL model for a school requires, establishing a vision for 
network-level initiatives and a guide for the exchange of best practice.  Its 
themes are embedded in our network’s performance management tools and 
forums.  For the 2009-10 school year planning, our particular focus has been on 
“P” (Positive school culture), “G” (Guaranteed and viable curriculum), and “E” 
(Engaging and personalized instruction). 

• Data-driven instruction.  AUSL’s Classroom Diagnostic Assessment System 
(CDAS), which was completed for Math and in use in all AUSL elementary 
schools in 2008-09, will be developed for Literacy and Science in 2009-10.  
Notably, our biggest student achievement gains were in Math (Exhibit 2).  The 
CDAS approach (with high-school level content) will also be introduced at all 
AUSL high schools in 2009-10. 
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• Network supports for teaching excellence.  In 2008-09, AUSL enriched our 
Urban Teacher Residency program (UTR) curriculum, introducing Charlotte 
Danielson’s Framework for Teaching in combination with AUSL-developed 
“Signature Strategies.”   These tools and frameworks will be used to support the 
development of all teachers in all AUSL schools beginning in 2009-10. 

• Human capital.  AUSL added two full-time positions at the network level to 
support recruitment for turnaround schools.  While we did not need this much 
capacity for just our three elementary turnaround schools in 2009, we have built 
a team that is in place to help principals with the bigger recruiting challenge we 
expect for 2010, especially for high school teachers and staff.  Also, we added 
the Erikson Institute as a new university partner for our residency program 
beginning in 2008-09. 

• Development strategy.  We continue to broaden our outreach for funding, 
especially in light of the weak economy and its pressure on philanthropy.  We 
have received government funding as a new Americorps program and are 
seeking more through the Department of Education. 

 
Our teacher training and Turnaround school missions and programs are 
increasingly interdependent and mutually reinforcing.  Our Turnaround school 
results have convinced us more than ever that our UTR is a critical factor in our ability to 
deliver performance gains in our schools. 
 

• While we don’t have hard data linking student achievement results with teacher 
behavior (yet), we believe that AUSL-trained teachers make Turnaround 
schools more effective.  For example, all of the 18 AUSL-trained new teachers 
hired for Orr in 2008-09 have been renewed.  We will be continuing to expand 
our financial and mentor capacity to train additional residents, especially for 
secondary certification. 

• The human and intellectual capital we have developed in our staff of UTR 
Director, Mentor-resident coaches, and Induction coaches is being tapped to 
benefit all of AUSL’s teachers, not just UTR residents and new teachers.  
Without our UTR, we would not have this intellectual capital and professional 
development capacity. 

• CPS leaders are encouraging us to build capacity for more high school 
Turnarounds.  These involve hiring very large numbers of teachers, so having a 
pipeline of specifically trained, committed talent to cover part of the need helps 
ensure quality and cohesiveness of the entire new teaching staff. 

 
We thank ONS and CPS for their consideration of our proposal, and we look forward to 
continuing to serve the children and youth of Chicago. 
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2.  Vision and Theory of Change 
 

• What is the vision of your organization? 
• Define your organization’s desired impact on the city of Chicago in concrete 

terms, i.e.: 
o Additional seats in high performing schools 
o Student achievement 
o % of population served 
o College acceptance & graduation rates, etc. 

• If you are adding new school types, models or grades, please explain your 
rationale. 

• Identify targeted markets and criteria for choosing selected markets.  
 
Mission and vision.  AUSL’s mission and vision has not changed since our prior 
Turnaround school RFP submissions.  Our mission statement: 
 
“AUSL will improve student achievement in Chicago’s high-poverty, chronically failing 
schools through its disciplined transformation process, built on a foundation of specially 
trained AUSL teachers.” 
 
AUSL is focused on improving the performance of the lowest-performing Chicago Public 
Schools.  When CPS decides to reconstitute failing schools under its NCLB authority, 
AUSL seeks to partner with CPS to manage newly reconstituted schools.  Specific 
schools are selected by CPS; the scale of the potential opportunity for failing-school 
transformation is suggested by the facts below.   
 

• 86 elementary schools serving 38,241 students had fewer than 50 percent of 
students meeting or exceeding state standards on the 2008 ISAT composite. 

• 41 high schools serving 27,183 students had fewer than 10 percent of students 
meeting or exceeding state standards on the PSAE.  An additional 41 high 
schools serving 46,586 students had between 10 and 29 percent of students 
meeting or exceeding standards. 

 
 

• Please describe the organization’s proposed scope of growth over the next 5 
years (years, number and type of schools) 

 
5-year growth plan.  AUSL’s growth plan is to extend our impact by adding new CPS 
Turnaround schools to our network each year, while continuing to operate and improve 
the performance of all schools in our network.  We plan to add both elementary and high 
school Turnaround schools each year, but in response to CPS’s needs we will seek to 
add capacity to operate high school Turnaround schools at a faster rate.  See Exhibit 3 
for our 5-year forecast. 
 
AUSL operates four elementary Training academies to train new teachers for 
Turnaround schools.  We do not anticipate increasing the number of elementary training 
schools.  We may, however, seek to make future Turnaround high schools Training 
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academies following their first turnaround year, to allow us to increase our capacity to 
train high school teachers. 
 
AUSL’s growth plan is subject to regular review by our Board of Directors.  We have 
established a “greenlighting timetable” in recognition that AUSL must make decisions 
and commitments of resources to support a new Turnaround school beginning 18-24 
months before the new school opens.  A key cost of our Turnaround school model is the 
cost of recruiting and training about 50 percent of the teachers placed in Turnaround 
elementary schools and 15 to 30 percent (or more, ideally) of the teachers placed in 
Turnaround high schools.  See Exhibit 10. 
 
AUSL’s growth plan will also be affected by our ability to scale up our development of 
funding for the portion of our model’s costs that are funded by non-CPS resources 
(individuals, foundations, state and local government grants). 
 
 

• What are the key non-negotiables of your school model? 
 
AUSL school model.  AUSL will use the same school model for new 2010 Turnaround 
schools that has been used for the eight previous Turnaround schools launched over the 
past four school years.  See AUSL’s 2008 proposals to ONS for more detailed 
descriptions of our model.  The key non-negotiables of our model are: 
 

1. CPS Performance School.  All AUSL schools are governed and operated under 
the CPS Performance School model.  Teachers and staff are CPS employees 
subject to collective bargaining agreements; Principals are approved/appointed 
by the CPS CEO and accountable to AUSL’s leadership; CPS (not AUSL) 
departments support our schools in key areas like facilities, procurement, food 
service, etc. 

2. Whole-school transformation of failing schools.  AUSL specializes in 
launching and operating Turnaround schools, i.e., “re-birthing” schools which 
have failed and are being reconstituted by CPS.   Other schools in our network 
support our teacher training mission, but we anticipate that all new schools 
added to our network will be Turnaround schools. 

3. AUSL’s Urban Teacher Residency program (UTR) as a pipeline for 
Turnaround school teacher talent.  We launched our 2008-09 and 2009-10 
elementary Turnaround schools with about 50% of the teachers consisting of 
graduates of AUSL’s own teacher preparation program.  We are still ramping up 
our capacity to provide a similar complement of AUSL-trained teachers for future 
Turnaround high schools.  We are currently training 28 high school teachers in 
the UTR class of 2010 and expect them to fill 15% to 30% of the positions at 
2010 Turnaround high schools, depending on the size of the schools selected.   

4. AUSL-operated supports for schools, funded with both AUSL and CPS 
resources.  Turnaround school principals (selected by AUSL) and their teams are 
guided and supported by AUSL staff, experience, and resources through many 
phases of the re-birth of the school, including: 
• School incubation and planning support for new principals (e.g., with school 

design guidance, leadership coaching, AUSL resident placement/new teacher 
recruitment, community engagement support) 

• Summer start-up planning (Summer PD funding, design, and PD delivery) 
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• Extra staff and services as the school is operated (e.g., embedded AUSL 
coaches; PD for teachers; tutors to support differentiated instruction for 
children) 

• Curriculum and assessment structures and resources (common network 
curriculum and assessments; systems and tools for data-driven instruction; 
data analysis and transparency for multi-level performance dialogues; 
extended school day) 

• Funding and coordination for after-school arts and sports programming; 
special donor-funded facilities projects. 

5. Performance expectations of principals from AUSL, defined broadly by 
AUSL’s PASSAGE planning and accountability framework (See Exhibit 10 and 
page 7).   Expectations are reinforced by regular data-driven dialogues between 
each principal and their AUSL Managing Director, semi-annual principal 
evaluations, performance-based principal incentive payments, and AUSL’s ability 
to recommend changes in principals at any time, since they are all Interim 
principals appointed by the CPS CEO.   
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3.  Metrics and Milestones 
 

• Please complete the table in Appendix A outlining the organization’s short- and 
long-term academic, financial and operational goals and metrics 

• How will the organization track its progress toward goals, and how often will the 
organization formally assess this progress? 

• How will the organization and its Board of Directors leverage these targets to 
ensure readiness for replication? 

 
AUSL’s PASSAGE framework for school-level effectiveness.   Transforming a failing 
school, or continuing to improve a good one, is a complex endeavor.  “Improved student 
achievement” is a goal and it is measurable, but it is not a framework for action.  In 2008, 
AUSL’s Managing Directors introduced to our principals an AUSL-developed framework 
for what is expected from all AUSL schools.  This framework, made more memorable by 
the acronym PASSAGE, is in Exhibit 10.  Also see pages 26-27 of AUSL’s 2008 
elementary proposal for more information about the research, from Mass Insight and 
others, upon which this framework was based. 
 
During AUSL’s three-day Leadership Summit in 2008 and again in 2009, principals and 
their APs used the framework to structure their specific action plans.  In AUSL high 
schools, a “Targeted Outcomes Document” is a planning tool used by AUSL’s Managing 
Director and each principal that combines transparency about quantitative goals linked 
to several of the PASSAGE with clear guidance on what are the AUSL network “non-
negotiables.” See Exhibit 11 for an example.  
 
Monitoring progress.  Monitoring progress towards goals is represented by the first “S” 
in PASSAGE (Setting Goals and Getting it Done).  This happens all the time in AUSL 
schools.   At the student and classroom level, coaches and teachers collect and review 
(via our assessment reporting system Linkit!)  student achievement data from AUSL’s 
Class Diagnostic and Assessment System (CDAS) and interim assessments, and hold 
data-driven discussions at least monthly to adjust actions and strategies.  The data to be 
gathered using the Danielson tool will also support individualized feedback, coaching, 
and PD participation decisions for teachers.  Every administrator is expected to give 
constructive coaching and feedback to at least one teacher, every day. 
 
At AUSL’s home office, AUSL’s Knowledge Manager compiles monthly and quarterly 
reports for Managing Directors to review and discuss with each of their principals during 
monthly data dialogues.   On alternate months, “Dashboard” meetings focus on other 
school performance metrics including student attendance, teacher attendance, student 
misconducts, and student on-track rates.  Examples of reports used in these meetings 
are in Exhibit 12.    Before each of these meetings, principals review the data and work 
with their teams to develop recommendations for actions to improve performance. 
 
On months with no Dashboard meeting, AUSL’s Managing Director joints the school’s 
instructional leadership team (principal, APs, and coaches) for a “Data Dialogue” 
focusing on recent student achievement data from CDAS/NWEA (elementary) or 
CDAS/Interim/EPAS (high schools).  Linkit! reports are used, and the system allows 
flexibility for various comparisons to be displayed during discussions (Exhibit 13).  
Coaches may join Data Dialogue meetings, where their knowledge of teachers’ 
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strengths and development needs can be connected to results from specific teachers’ 
classrooms to help identify opportunities for improvement.   
 
AUSL’s Executive Director and three Managing Directors review summaries of this 
information, for all 14 AUSL schools, during their weekly meetings.  For the purposes of 
these discussions, results from each AUSL schools are compared to two or three 
“control schools,” which are other CPS schools located near our schools and serving 
student populations of similar size and student demographics to those of the 
corresponding AUSL school.  We expect every AUSL school to outperform its 
corresponding control schools.  See Exhibits 2 and 8 for examples of this reporting, 
which is also shared with AUSL’s Board of Directors.   AUSL’s Board, through its 
responsibility for annual “greenlighting,” has the final say about AUSL’s expansion plans 
(see Exhibit 10) 
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4.  Historical Performance and Priorities to Drive Further Success 
 

• Please explain any performance that did not meet the organization’s 
expectations, and how that underperformance was or is being addressed. 

• What are the key areas in which existing schools need to improve, and what are 
the priorities to drive further success? 

• What are the key areas in which the organization needs to improve, and what are 
the priorities to drive further success?  

 
Performance of AUSL schools.  Preliminary ISAT results were just released in early 
July, and we are very encouraged by our results and progress.  Three of our four 
Turnaround elementary schools, Harvard, Howe, and Sherman, had 50 percent or 
more of their students meeting or exceeding state standards on the composite test, an 
average gain of about 15 points.  Seven of AUSL’s eight elementary schools improved 
their performance.   See Exhibits 1 and 2. 
 
In AUSL’s 2008 elementary proposal, we were asked to set five-year performance goals 
for Turnaround schools.  Our response:   
 
“During the first two years of our elementary Turnaround schools, as a result of all of the 
strategies described elsewhere in this proposal, we expect to perform better than 
comparable schools on the ISAT, with the specific targets delineated in the table below. 
In Years 3 through 5, we expect to outperform the district average on the ISAT. We plan 
for continued growth beyond year five as we look to become a leader in the state.” 
 
Five-Year ISAT Performance Goals for AUSL Turnaround Schools 
Percent of students 
 Year 1 Year 2 Years 3-4 Year 5 
ISAT scores at meet or exceed in 
reading, math, and science 

40% 50% 70% 80% 

ISAT composite scores at exceed for 
reading, math, and science 

5% 5% 15% 25% 

ISAT composite scores at exceed for 
the highest grade level 

5% 5% 15% 25% 

 
This table, for comparison, shows the 2009 ISAT preliminary results of our four 
elementary Turnaround schools on the first two of these metrics.  The number to 
compare to the table above is first, followed by the school’s cumulative gain/loss from its 
pre-turnaround level. 
 
2009 Preliminary ISAT Performance Results for AUSL Turnaround Schools (July 8) 
Table shows percentage for 2009, and change from pre-turnaround percentage 
 Howe 

(Year 1) 
Morton 
(Year 1) 

Harvard 
(Year 2) 

Sherman 
(Year 3) 

ISAT composite scores at meet or 
exceed  

  50.6% 
(+7.8) 

 33.2% 
(-7.8) 

   56.4% 
(+24.6) 

    51.0% 
(+21.1) 

ISAT composite scores at exceed     3.3% 
(+1.0) 

   1.3% 
(-1.5) 

    6.2% 
 (+4.8) 

     3.8% 
 (+2.3) 
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At Morton School of Excellence, the first-year ISAT results showed a decline in 
performance.   We have had concerns about Morton for the past several months, which 
led to our decision to appoint a new leadership team as of July 1, 2009  Terrance Little 
will be principal, and Angel Turner will be Assistant Principal.   Both of these individuals 
have prior experience in their roles, and both have been part of AUSL for a year or more.  
We have also replaced several of Morton’s teachers.  We are committed to achieving 
significant improvements at Morton. 
 
While Sherman School of Excellence’s results are not yet at the ambitious 70 percent 
Year 3 target, the 10-point gain between 2008 and 2009 is encouraging, especially for a 
school with over 50 percent mobility.  Sherman’s “control schools” Holmes and Libby 
saw 2-point gains, and Parkman a 3-point decline. 
 
We do not yet have student achievement data for 2008-09 for AUSL’s high schools.  
Interim results, while helpful as formative assessments, do not typically align with EPAS 
gains because interims are designed to get progressively more difficult relative to 
standards as the school year goes on.  However, data on attendance and misconducts 
shows positive progress for our schools (see Exhibit 8).  Orr Academy High School’s 
agenda for improvement is described on pages 37 to 39 of this document.  
 
Performance improvement agenda for AUSL’s central organization.    In terms of 
supporting our schools, the emphasis for 2009-10 for AUSL’s leadership and central 
program staff is on “P” (Positive school culture), “G” (Guaranteed and viable curriculum), 
and “E” (Engaging and personalized instruction).   Specific initiatives are described in 
various places elsewhere in this document.  
 
Perhaps the biggest challenge we face at the AUSL network level relates to ensuring 
that we bring in enough high-quality talent, and that we develop people rapidly enough, 
to meet our challenging expansion targets.  We have been asked by CPS to accelerate 
the development of our capacity to accept Turnaround high schools.  Because trained 
residents are key to our model, we need to recruit and train future mentor teachers so 
they can in turn train more secondary residents.  In 2009-10, all of AUSL’s three high 
schools will be training sites for residents. 
 
Another challenge for AUSL is to generate new sources of non-CPS funding.  We are 
applying for a sizable federal grant for our UTR program, which would reduce our 
reliance on philanthropy to fund the growth of our teacher residency program.  
Foundations and individuals are enthusiastic about our model and performance, but as 
we get larger our needs will exceed the amounts they typically give to new, innovative 
ventures. 
 
AUSL’s central organization also needs to continue to develop its own systems and 
structures, in particular to get our technology infrastructure more codified to better 
support internal communications and access to information by multiple individuals and 
teams. 
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5.  Academic Plan 
 

• Describe the organizational assessment strategy.  Identify the organization’s plan 
for monitoring academic performance and progress. 

• For high schools:   please describe your “college readiness” program and 
standards. 

• Please describe any changes to the following school design proposal since your 
last school proposal.  If there are no changes to components below, please 
submit a statement confirming this. 

o Educational philosophy 
o Clarity on key, non-negotiable components of school design and on 

school-level autonomies 
o Any innovative features of model 
o Curriculum and standards 
o Class size, structure and school staffing model 
o Plans for monitoring, intervention and support (remediation) 
o Plans for meeting needs of advanced, accelerated learners 
o Extra-curricular programming and support 
o Non-academic supports 
o Parental and community involvement expectations 

 
AUSL’s academic plan for 2010 Turnaround elementary and high schools is not 
expected to change significantly, and will be aligned with plans in other Turnaround 
schools in our network.  Some key features of our plan, and some of the recent changes 
we have made, are described below. 
 
Overview.  AUSL’s academic plan uses a rigorous, standards-based curriculum, with 
frequent formative and summative assessments.  AUSL’s two Directors of Curriculum 
and Assessment (one each for elementary and high schools) lead teams for network 
teachers and coaches to develop common network-wide standards-based pacing 
guides, assessment tools, and assessment calendars.  The AUSL network’s approach to 
ensuring a “Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum,” is summarized in Exhibit 14 with pages 
from our recent Leadership Summit and described in more detail by a document 
prepared in early 2009 by our outside consultants, the Bridgespan Group. 
 
Beginning in 2009-10, all AUSL elementary schools will give the NWEA (Northwest 
Evaluation Association) MAP (Measure of Academic Progress).   AUSL piloted NWEA 
assessments at two schools in 2008-09, and they will be rolled out network-wide in 
2009-10. All AUSL elementary schools will give the NWEA assessments three times per 
year – September, December, and May. AUSL high schools will also use NWEA (as a 
diagnostic for all entering students).  These summative (Computer Adaptive), nationally 
normed assessments give rich, specific, real-time data that allows teachers to target 
instruction to student needs, and have been shown to be strong predictors of ISAT 
performance. 
 
Network-wide curriculum for elementary schools.  All AUSL elementary schools do 
not use precisely the same curriculum, but we are moving towards greater alignment, 
and new Turnaround schools will adopt common curriculum.   Curriculum design teams, 
composed of teachers from Training academies as well as Turnaround schools in their 
second year or beyond, design curriculum tools for general use across the network.  
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They also design tools specifically for new Turnaround schools, which usually involve 
suggestions for modifying the pacing of instruction for the first year of a Turnaround. 
 
We have decided to maintain the same expectations for all schools regarding the scope 
of the content and the cognitive rigor.  We are also working towards more common 
components between Turnaround schools and Training academies, so that residents are 
trained in these components in anticipation of using them in their own classrooms when 
hired at a new Turnaround school. 
 
For published resources, K-5 uses Everyday Math from the University of Chicago. Most 
schools use Math Thematics for grades 6-8.  Each of our current elementary schools 
uses a different set of publisher materials for literacy; one commonality is the 
implementation of balanced literacy following a Fountas & Pinnell or a Calkins model.  
Lucy Calkins herself has been engaged to deliver a week of PD in summer 2009 to 
several teams of teachers and coaches to strengthen AUSL teachers’ ability to teach 
Literacy.  
 
Beginning in 2008-09, new Turnaround elementary schools will all use the basal reading 
series Reading Street by Pearson.  Sherman has also elected to adopt this for 2009-10. 
 
 Class Diagnostic Assessment System (CDAS).   All AUSL elementary schools are 
continuing to use the Class Diagnostic Assessment System (CDAS) for Math and 
Reading, plus quarterly Interim assessments for Writing.  Each assessment system 
consists of interrelated components:   
 

• Unpacked benchmarks to clarify and align the learning targets implied in the 
state benchmarks between grades, and to identify learning targets at different 
levels of cognitive rigor, namely knowledge, skills & understanding, and 
reasoning. 

• Benchmark assessments, which are sets of forced-choice diagnostic questions 
which test student attainment of the learning targets at the 3 levels of cognitive 
rigor. 

• Pacing guides indicating how to modify published materials (by supplementing 
or deleting lessons) in order to adequately address the benchmarks, and how to 
pace instruction throughout the year, keeping the ISAT dates in mind. 

• Diagnostic assessments comprised of the diagnostic questions rearranged into 
sets according to the level of cognitive rigor of the benchmarks taught during a 
given time period, as specified on the pacing guides. 

 
The CDAS assessment tools for Math were complete and fully implemented in all 
schools in 2008-09, while Literacy and Science tools were being developed; in 2009-10, 
Literacy CDAS will be rolled out network-wide while teachers will pilot and revise 
Science.  Rollout plans also include PD for teachers on how to use the information from 
CDAS to target their lesson planning and re-teaching priorities. 
 
Strong gains in Math ISAT scores across the board in AUSL schools (Exhibit 2) give 
testimony to the usefulness of these tools for teachers.  We are also beginning the 
practice of maintaining portfolios of student writing and interim assessments that will 
follow students from grade to grade, to allow teachers to examine students’ writing 
development across school years. 
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Linkit!   In spring 2008, AUSL purchased Linkit!, a web-based software package for 
managing and reporting student progress on assessments at the student, classroom, 
school, and network level.  Beginning in 2008-09, all AUSL schools loaded CDAS and 
ISAT assessment data into Linkit! and used its flexible, easy-to-use reporting tools 
during data analysis and planning sessions involving teachers, coaches, and school 
leaders.  Chicago Academy Elementary and Harvard also used NWEA assessments in 
2008-09 and captured these results in Linkit! as well.  Sample Linkit! reports are in 
Exhibit 13. 
 
High school curriculum and assessment.  Beginning in 2009-10, all AUSL high 
schools will follow a common curriculum map that outlines the specific ACT College 
Readiness Standards to be taught and assessed (Interims and CDAS) each quarter in 
all English, Math, Science, and History courses.  This represents a transition from the 
CPS High School Transformation Instructional Delivery Systems materials, in order to 
align our curriculum more closely with the ACT standards (rather than the Illinois 
Learning Standards).  Also,  the ACT College Readiness Standards for Reading are 
embedded across all content areas at AUSL high schools. 
 
High schools are continuing to use the EPAS system (Explore, PLAN, ACT) and 
quarterly Interim Assessments,  and capturing data using the LinkIt system.   All AUSL 
high schools will also use our Class Diagnostic Assessment System (CDAS) beginning 
in 2009-10 to assess student progress on the English, Reading, Math, and Science ACT 
College Readiness Standards. Teachers will give CDAS diagnostics approximately once 
every two weeks.  
 
We are attentive to the needs of our many at-risk high school students who are 
achieving below grade level.  The following supports are in place: 
 

• High schools use the Freshmen Watch Lists from CPS to identify incoming 
freshmen who enter high school needing extra academic supports. 

• Throughout the year, when new students arrive to enroll in AUSL high schools 
they will take an entry assessment (NWEA) in reading and math to determine 
their current performance level. These scores, generated within 24 hours, will 
allow schools to place students with low performance levels in classes with 
additional academic supports. 

• We offer online courses to students for credit recovery. 
• Students who fall behind in two or more academic classes receive in-school 

interventions during the regular school day.  
• Quarterly Student Success Reports from CPS are used to identify students at-

risk for ending the year “off-track” for promotion and/or graduation. 
 
College readiness.   Each AUSL high school has a post-secondary coach to engage all 
students and families in the necessary components related to getting into and paying for 
college.  AUSL high school students have seminar classes at each grade level: study 
skills for high school (9th); individual learning styles (10th); preparation for high-stakes 
college entrance exams (11th) and career and college preparation through projects and 
internships (12th).   
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Also see page 7 plan for a description of how assessment results are reported and 
reviewed using Data Dialogues, as part of AUSL’s school-level performance 
management process.   For more background, see AUSL’s 2008 elementary proposal 
pages 28-34 and AUSL’s 2008 high school proposal pages 29-36. 
 
Engaging and Personalized Instruction is the “E” of our PASSAGE framework.  In 
addition to the services required by law (such as special education and resource 
support, speech, ESL/bilingual classrooms and resource), the strategies that we have 
used to support students in elementary schools are: 
 

• Power of 5.   Targeted by their ISAT, CDAS, and NWEA results, a group of five 
students from each class in grades 3 to 8 receives tutoring during the school day 
in Math and Reading that is targeted at their specific weaknesses.   AUSL 
employs, trains, and supervises one full-time tutor for each Turnaround school, 
and the school budget also provides resources for additional part-time tutoring 
support.  

• City Year.  At Turnaround schools, a team of 5 City Year program members tutor 
students in grades K to 2 on an individual basis in reading, with a focus on word 
solving, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. 

• Saturday School.   Small groups of students who scored at Academic Warning 
or Below Standards receive additional instruction in Math and Reading from 
certified teachers on Saturday mornings during specific months. 

• Coaches.  Each Turnaround elementary school has one FTE of a full-time coach 
(some proximate elementary schools share coaches who specialize by grade 
level cluster).  These coaches support all new teachers through biweekly 
observation and coaching, and also deliver workshops and PD network-wide.  
Orr Academy High School had 4.3 FTE of coaches in 2008-09, and will add a 
full-time special education coach in 2009-10.  We expect new Turnaround 
schools to be supported with coaches at similar levels. 

• Specially-trained AUSL residents as teachers.  See pages 21-22 for 
information about the special preparation that AUSL’s Urban Teacher Residency 
(UTR) provides for the individuals who hold many of the teaching positions at 
Turnaround schools. 

 
Besides the additional instruction, we also provide clear expectations and generate 
excitement about academic achievement. Schools also use different kinds of incentive 
systems to motivate students. 
 
Also see pages 22-23 of this business plan for a description of new 2009-10 initiatives to 
strengthen teachers’ instructional skills using the Danielson diagnostic tool. 
 
After-school arts and sports curricular enhancement programs.  AUSL employs full-
time Athletics and Fine/Performing Arts Coordinators (one of each) to develop resources 
to support after-school arts and sports programs, and to coordinate coaches, teaching 
artists, and partner program scheduling with our schools.   AUSL supports all the CPS 
elementary school sports programs such as basketball, girls’ volleyball and track and 
field.  AUSL sometimes runs AUSL leagues when the sport is not supported by CPS, 
such as for elementary football, baseball and lacrosse.  In the high schools we seek to 
ensure high-quality coaching, facilities (we have funded the upgrade of two synthetic turf 
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athletic fields and one natural turf football field), and attention to supporting satisfactory 
academic status of our student athletes. 
 
AUSL’s Fine and Performing Arts Coordinator has developed a large number of partners 
for our schools for after-school fine and performing arts programs.  Each principal may 
choose a mix that suits the interests of his or her students and that is complementary 
with the arts programming available through full-time or half-time teachers on the school 
staff.  See Exhibit 15 for activities and programs for 2008-09, including planned 
programming for AUSL’s three new Turnaround schools. 
 
Track E calendar.  Beginning in 2009-10, four additional AUSL elementary schools 
(Harvard, Morton, NTA and Sherman) will join Dodge in adopting the CPS year-round 
Track E school calendar.  More schools (e.g., Howe, Bethune, Johnson, Dulles) may 
follow in future years.  We do not expect new Turnaround schools to adopt Track E 
beginning in Year 1, due to facilities renovations and because summer planning time is 
so critical prior to the initial opening of the reconstituted school. 
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6.  Governance and Organizational Structure (including transition over time) 
 

• Describe the organization’s governance structure: 
o Composition of Board of Directors 
o Board’s roles and responsibilities 
o Key skill sets represented 
o Board’s relationship to schools 

• Specifically describe how the organization’s Board of Directors will support the 
organization’s proposed 5-year growth plan.  Identify any Board development 
requirements relative to the organization’s proposed growth and governance 
needs. 

 
Board of Directors.  Exhibit 16 lists AUSL’s Board of Directors, which currently includes 
22 diverse and highly qualified members from the Chicago business, philanthropic, and 
education community.   AUSL’s Board has only one member from AUSL’s management 
team, AUSL’s Executive Director.  AUSL’s full Board meets quarterly, with committee 
work between meetings. AUSL’s Board committees are:  Development and 
Communications; Executive; Finance; Governance; and School Performance.  
 
AUSL’s Board of Directors supports the organization in many ways.  Board members 
contribute financially to AUSL’s mission, providing $330,000 in FY 2009.  Some Board 
members and their firms have provided valuable in-kind pro bono services, and use their 
personal and professional networks to introduce others who have provided important 
advice and support to AUSL.    
 
 

• Provide the following organization charts: 
o Current 
o Vision for organization in three years 
o Vision for organization in five years 

• Identify the organization’s leadership team and their specific roles and 
responsibilities. 

• Please describe the services to be provided to the schools by the management 
organization and any pre-service goals.  How does the organization know 
whether it is successfully delivering these services? 

 
 
AUSL staff organization and leadership team.  See AUSL’s current staff organization 
chart and summary profiles of AUSL senior staff in Exhibit 17.   The last page of AUSL’s 
5-year plan (Exhibit 3) shows the expected growth of AUSL’s staff over the next several 
years.  We anticipate growth in our staff of coaches commensurate with growth in the 
number of new Turnaround schools, and more modest growth in home office and UTR 
program staff. 
 
Also see page 2 for more on how the AUSL central organization supports AUSL schools, 
and our PASSAGE framework in Exhibit 9.   
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• Please define school- and organization-level decision-making authority as it 
relates to key functions, including curriculum, professional development, culture, 
staffing, etc.  For a sample table, please see Appendix B. 

 
School and organizational decision-making authority.  AUSL school principals have 
the same authority to make decisions on behalf of their school and CPS as other CPS 
principals.  Principals make all school staff hiring decisions, and are responsible for the 
portion of their school budget funded by core CPS per-pupil funding.  AUSL’s Board of 
Directors and Managing Directors make decisions about how to invest funds received 
from public and private sources (including additional CPS funding) to benefit the schools.   
 
The autonomy afforded to AUSL principals is accompanied by accountability and 
performance management systems.  All AUSL principals are appointed by the CPS CEO 
as Interim principals, making them at-will employees (not employed via the typical 4-year 
contract with a Local School Council).   AUSL’s Managing and Executive Directors can 
ask CPS to replace an AUSL principal without waiting until a 4-year term ends.  On the 
positive side, AUSL principals are also eligible for incentive compensation paid by AUSL, 
based on their school’s results on a “balanced scorecard” of metrics (see Exhibit 18). 
This compensation, which has been in the range of $10,000 annually for each principal, 
is paid in addition to their annual compensation according to the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement. 
 
 

• Describe the organization’s approach to technology and data management: 
o What is the organization’s existing infrastructure related to technology?  

What infrastructure development is being planned? 
o How will technology support the organization’s 3-5  
o year growth plan? 
o What is the organization’s data management plan?  How is student 

information tracked across campuses? 
o Describe the organization’s staffing needs specific to technology, and 

describe how it will build additional capacity to support new growth. 
 
Technology.  AUSL schools use the CPS technology infrastructure and comply with all 
CPS requirements for capturing and tracking information.  We have also obtained 
access to some key systems (e.g., Oracle, downloads of REA data) for use by AUSL 
home office personnel supporting financial, HR/staffing, and performance management 
services for our schools and network.  We purchase laptops for our staff through CPS, 
and CPS systems provide the source data for many of the metrics we use to track 
whole-school performance. 
 
AUSL purchased the Linkit! system and began using it in 2008-09 in all schools to 
support data-driven instruction and performance management.  Linkit! is used to capture 
and report results from Classroom Diagnostic and Assessment System (CDAS) 
assessments, as well as high school interim assessments.  Linkit! reports are used in all 
AUSL schools to capture and manage information at the student, classroom, school, and 
network level.  As we adopt the NWEA interim assessments in 2009-10, results will also 
be captured in Linkit!.  This technology supports data-driven reflection and conversation 
for teachers, teacher teams, coaches, school leaders, and AUSL network leadership.  
Also see the Academic Plan section of this business plan beginning on page 11. 
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AUSL also uses a variety of other externally available technology-based supports for 
various aspects of our program, for example in teacher recruitment (Applitrack) and for 
collaboration between residents and mentors in our UTR program (Google Groups,  
Google Calendar, and Vimeo). 
 
AUSL’s staff currently includes one technology specialist, who is a contractor.  We are 
currently receiving pro bono assistance from a team at The Revere Group to advise us 
on our overall technology strategy as we seek to meet the infrastructure and 
communications needs of our growing staff, make our technology interfaces with CPS as 
efficient as possible, all while keeping our technology support costs low.  
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7.  Human Capital 
 

• Please complete the table in Appendix C indicating your projected staffing needs 
for the entire network over the next five years. 

• Please complete the table(s) in Appendix D outlining your school staffing roll-out 
plan for both a “typical” elementary school and a “typical” high school (as 
applicable) 

 
Projected staffing needs.  See Exhibit 3 for forecasted 5-year staffing needs for staff to 
be funded from AUSL’s budget (home office staff, UTR program staff, coaches, and 
extra APs).  
 
AUSL Turnaround schools use per-pupil funding and adapt the staffing model to the 
needs of each school’s student population.  See AUSL’s 2008 elementary proposal to 
ONS, page 40 for typical staffing for a Turnaround elementary school, and AUSL’s 2008 
high school proposal to ONS, page 44 for typical staffing for a Turnaround high school.   
 
 

• What is your process for identifying and developing leaders?  Who will lead this 
process?  What are its phases and associated costs? 

 
Identifying and developing school leaders.  AUSL uses a variety of sources for 
leadership talent, and we search nationally for principal candidates.  Past principals have 
come from positions within the AUSL network, from principal preparation programs 
including UIC and New Leaders for New Schools, from other CPS schools, and from 
non-CPS schools within and outside Chicago.  For example, one of the three 2009 
Turnaround principals was previously at another CPS school; the others were employed 
as principals outside the district. 
 
AUSL’s Director of Recruiting and HR, Director of Special Projects, and Manager of 
Recruiting – Schools collaborate to source and screen candidates, reaching out locally 
(e.g., CPS e-bulletin, networking) and nationally through leading education and general 
internet job posting services.  Final principal screening and selection is conducted by 
AUSL’s Executive Director and Managing Directors. 
 
Prospective principal candidates are interviewed year round, with particular emphasis on 
reviewing candidates in the fall.  High school principals are employed full-time as soon 
as possible after AUSL is approved by ONS as an eligible operator, and no later than 
January.  Elementary school principals are employed as of about February 1.  Our 
principals typically start working with us before they know the name of the school they 
will be leading, to ensure that we are ready to go as soon as Turnaround schools are 
announced. 
 
Principals are responsible for hiring their assistant principals, with support in generating 
candidates from the team above as well as from the team that supports teacher 
recruitment.  Assistant principals begin full-time incubation work after spring break. 
 
Elementary Turnaround school principals and APs are supported, coached and 
developed during the incubation planning period primarily by two senior AUSL staff:  
AUSL’s Director of Special Projects, an experienced former CPS principal who has 
provided incubation support to the principals of all of AUSL’s previous elementary 
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Turnaround schools; and AUSL’s Director of School Effectiveness – Elementary schools.  
New Turnaround high school principals are supported, coached and developed by 
AUSL’s Managing Director, High Schools and our Director of Performance Management, 
High schools.    Central program staff also support teacher and ESP recruitment, and to 
design and deliver a good portion of summer turnaround PD. 
 
 

• What is the organization’s approach to teacher recruitment and hiring? 
o What is managed at the school level?  At the organization level? 
o Who within the organization is responsible for managing the process? 
o What key partnerships will support the acquisition of staff?  Identify known 

sources of teachers and leaders. 
 
Teacher recruitment roles and responsibilities.  Principals and their APs are 
responsible for selecting teachers and staff for new Turnaround schools.  Elementary 
principals and APs work as a team to screen and evaluate candidates; they collaborate 
with one another and do not make competing offers.  To help ensure high quality, 
AUSL’s veteran Director of Special Projects meets (or observes) all elementary 
Turnaround teacher candidates before they receive offers.  All prospective teachers are 
observed teaching before they are hired.  We expect a similar model for high school 
teacher hiring for 2010. 
 
The Turnaround leadership teams are supported by members of AUSL’s home office 
staff and various recruiting partners who manage activities and advertising to generate 
applications and pre-screen candidates.  With overall leadership from AUSL’s Director of 
Recruiting and Human Resources, AUSL employs a full-time Manager of Recruiting for 
AUSL Schools, and in spring 2010 this individual will be assisted by a full-time recruiting 
intern plus temporary clerical help. 
 
Turnaround teacher offer letters are standardized and ensure that teachers accepting 
positions in Turnaround schools understand our expectations for their participation in 
paid summer PD and a paid one-hour extension of the school day for four days per 
week. 
 
Partnerships.  AUSL’s key partnerships for teacher and key staff recruitment are: 
 

• AUSL’s own Urban Teacher Residency program, which is expected to provide 
50% or more of elementary Turnaround teacher hires and 15% to 30% of high 
school teacher hires.  These teacher candidates are all observed and interviewed 
by principals during March, with final selections are made before spring break.  
This frees up principals and APs to focus on selecting their non-AUSL teachers 
and ESPs beginning immediately after spring break. 

• Chicago Public Schools.  We advertise in the CPS e-bulletin as soon as AUSL 
is officially confirmed as the operator for specified Turnaround schools.  We are 
represented at all CPS-sponsored job fairs.  TNTP staff have also worked to 
“mine” CPS’s databases of applicants to the district (12,000 annually) and 
displaced teachers to screen candidates and target AUSL’s recruitment outreach.  
For example, we were able to get names of schools where high-needs positions 
were being displaced in June, and we called these specific principals to ask for 
referrals.  
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• The New Teacher Project (TNTP).  CPS’s Department of Recruitment and 
Workforce Planning, along with AUSL, engaged TNTP beginning in 2008 to 
support recruitment for both CPS and AUSL Turnaround schools.  TNTP staff 
members screened hundreds of candidates and sent qualified prospects to AUSL 
for review.  Their advertising, Teacher Track database, access to CPS data, and 
capacity to review and screen candidates added to the size and quality of the 
pool available to us.  Also, they will bring lessons learned about high school 
hiring based on their experience supporting hiring for Orr (2008), Harper (2008), 
and Fenger (2009). 

• Others.  AUSL’s recruiting staff have made connections, reviewed resume 
books, and attended job fairs sponsored by a variety of organizations including 
the Illinois Network of Charter Schools, the U of Chicago School of Social 
Service Administration, Teach for America, and the Erikson Institute. 

 
Results.  As of July 1, two of the three 2009 Turnaround schools each have one 
teaching position left to fill, and the other is fully staffed.  Orr Academy High School’s 
hiring for 2009-10 is complete except for three special education vacancies for the 2009-
10 school year (total roster of 80+ teachers, over 25 of whom are special education).  
Other network Turnaround schools are all fully staffed.  We do expect the 2010 season 
to be more challenging, of course, with six schools rather than three and including two 
high schools. 
 
 

• What is the organization’s plan to meet professional development needs? 
o What is the school’s vs. organization’s responsibility with regard to 

providing professional development? 
o How will the organization provide professional development for new 

campus induction? 
o What is the process for identifying and coordinating ongoing common 

professional development needs across schools? 
o What is the method for determining the effectiveness of professional 

development at the organizational and school level? 
 
The “E” of AUSL’s PASSAGE framework stands for “Engaging and Personalized 
Instruction.”  AUSL’s core belief is that teachers make the difference in driving student 
achievement gains, and we invest substantial resources in initiatives to continuously 
strengthen the professional knowledge, skills, and dispositions of all of our teachers. 
 
Urban Teacher Residency as a talent pipeline.  We have mentioned the importance of 
our UTR to ensure adequate numbers of teachers for new Turnaround schools.  But of 
greater importance than their number is the quality and suitability of these teachers for 
Turnaround schools, because they bring knowledge, skills, and dispositions that are 
critical to the success and cohesiveness of Turnaround schools.  Specifically: 
 

• They competed for a spot in the AUSL program (fewer than 1 in 10 applicants 
were selected for the Class of 2010), and they have signed a contract to work for 
four years in a high-needs AUSL school. 

• They have spent a full year immersed in AUSL tools, frameworks, and language 
– e.g., Danielson, Signature Strategies (more below).  All residents understand 
AUSL’s expectations for a “turnaround-ready graduate,” which are linked to 
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Danielson components (Exhibit 19).  And all who are selected for Turnaround 
schools exhibit at least a “Basic” level of proficiency according to the Danielson 
performance continuum. 

• They have intensive, turnaround-focused preparation.  All have Master’s 
degrees; many will have special ed endorsements; and all those selected for 
Turnaround schools will train together with their new team and principal for 
several weeks prior to graduation (see Exhibit 19).  Also, beginning in 2008-09, 
AUSL will train residents for Type 04 early childhood certification with our new 
university partner, the Erikson Institute. 

• They know one another personally from their year training together, which 
predisposes them to help and support one another. 

 
Danielson and Signature Strategies as network-wide frameworks supporting 
teacher effectiveness.  In 2008-09, our UTR program team and external partners 
(Lifelong Learning, others) developed PD and coaching tools using some of the best 
available tools and frameworks (Danielson, Uncommon Schools, Marzano, Fred Jones, 
others) to give AUSL residents and their mentors common tools and frameworks to learn 
and practice together.  The Danielson framework (widely admired and also being piloted 
elsewhere in CPS) is used for diagnosing teacher effectiveness.  Thirteen “Signature 
Strategies” borrowed and synthesized by AUSL from other sources offer approaches for 
teachers on how to minimize non-instructional time, engage students in higher-order 
thinking, and increase the effectiveness of their classroom environment.  See Exhibit 20 
for documents related to this process:  process overview page, AUSL’s Danielson-based 
observation tool, brief descriptions of our Signature Strategies, and a matrix to help 
coaches and teachers customize each teacher’s development plan to for PD to learn 
strategies in the areas where the Danielson diagnosis suggests it is most needed. 
 
In the spring of 2009, we began integrating these frameworks into centrally designed 
and delivered, paid professional development workshops and coaching for new mentors, 
coaches, lead teachers, and ultimately (beginning in Fall 2009) all AUSL teachers.   We 
centrally manage and coordinate content, PD session scheduling, trainers, and coaches 
at the AUSL network level for the benefit of all schools, in support of our network goal to 
develop all of our teachers beyond Danielson’s “Basic” performance level and to make 
“Proficient” and “Distinguished” teaching the hallmark of AUSL classrooms.  Coaches 
will lead staff development workshop sessions, and will reinforce what is taught using 
observations and one-on-one and small-group coaching.  Intensive, individualized  
classroom coaching is available to all teachers in AUSL turnaround schools for the first 
three years (and beyond),  including extensive support in deepening teachers’ 
pedagogical “toolboxes” through mastery of the AUSL  Signature Strategies for 
classroom management and instruction.   We have already begun the roll-out of this 
process, introducing all AUSL principals and APs to the Danielson and Signature 
Strategies material during the spring of 2009 and at our summer 2009 Leadership 
Summit.   
 
Beginning in 2009-10, coaches and administrators will capture their observations using 
the consistent language of the Danielson observation tool.   We will collect this data to 
enable us to validate the effectiveness of using this rubric and the Signature Strategies 
by correlating CDAS and Interim assessment data on the achievement progress of a 
teacher’s students with his or her level of proficiency as observed using the Danielson 
rubric.  We are also excited by the opportunity to institutionalize more common language 
for the practice of teaching, especially language like the Danielson which sets a high 
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“bar” for good performance.  For example, see Exhibit 21 for a document using the 
Danielson framework to establish expectations for how teachers should set up their 
classrooms for the first day of school.  We believe this framework and will help all of our 
teachers, coaches and school leaders elevate their expectations of themselves, become 
more transparent about their practice, and help one another more.  And, AUSL Class of 
2009 residency program graduates will reinforce this as they arrive in Turnaround 
schools already speaking Danielson’s language and practicing a number of the 
Signature Strategies. 
 
AUSL principals appreciate the centrally provided frameworks, PD, and coaching their 
teachers get from the AUSL network.  Resources are available, but nothing is 
“mandatory” and the costs are borne by AUSL’s central organization, not the principal’s 
budget.  Principals, APs, and coaches received PD on Danielson and the Signature 
Strategies in spring 2009 and during our recent three-day Leadership Summit, and 
principals will be incorporating several hours of introductory Danielson/Signature 
Strategy workshops into their Teacher Institute Days at the beginning of the school year.   
Also, one after-school hour per week, every week, is earmarked for teacher planning 
and PD.  This time is paid for out of AUSL’s budget, not the school’s, and will be used 
sometimes for data-driven reviews by teacher teams and other times for professional 
development. 
 
Summer professional development for new Turnaround schools.   AUSL uses a 
portion of Turnaround school CPS funding for paid summer PD and planning for 
teachers and staff of new Turnaround schools.  For six weeks during the summer (4 
days/week, 4 hours/day), all of the school-based staff (administrators, teachers, and 
ESPs) participate together in PD designed and delivered jointly by the school’s 
administrators and by AUSL home office staff.  The school team uses these weeks to 
get aligned and to prepare highly detailed plans for how the school will operate, 
especially as it relates to ensuring a positive school culture and climate and high 
expectations from Day 1.  See Exhibit 22 for a draft of this season’s schedule and for 
samples of some of the material that will be covered. 
 
Additional summer professional development for targeted teams of AUSL and 
school staff.   In the summer of 2009, we will continue to add to our calendar of PD and 
planning sessions for various AUSL school teams.  AUSL home office staff and coaches 
all work 12 months a year, and are available to design and lead these programs which 
include: 
 

• AUSL Leadership Summit (2 days): principals, assistant principals, all AUSL 
coaches, and home office staff 

• AUSL Signature Strategies training: lead teachers (HS department chairs plus 2-
3 lead teachers per elementary school), all coaches, and school leaders 

• Training for new AUSL UTR mentors (4 days) 
• High School Curriculum Tools training: lead teachers and coaches (HS only) 
• Reading CDAS and Writing Interim Assessments training: lead teachers and 

coaches (Elem only) 
• LinkIt training: “power users” at all AUSL schools 
• Data-Driven Instruction – Policies and Protocols: school leadership teams 
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All AUSL-provided PD is train-the-trainer with attendees expected to train all faculty and 
staff, targeting the specific needs of the school. 
 
 

• What is the organization’s approach to staff performance evaluations? 
o What are the key elements driving evaluations? 
o With what frequency are evaluations conducted and by whom? 
o What is the process for addressing development needs and concerns? 

 
Performance evaluations.   AUSL has developed a process for mid-year and year-end 
performance reviews of all of our principals, based on mutually-agreed goals between 
the principal and his or her Managing Director.  See Exhibit 18 for a sample (disguised) 
review form.    These reviews are reinforced by semi-annual incentive compensation 
payments to principals, with the potential for a principal to earn up to $11,000 in 
additional compensation each year based on their evaluation results. 
 
In addition, all AUSL principals are nominated by AUSL for CPS employment and 
appointed by the CPS CEO as Interim principals; they do not have a four-year LSC 
contract.  Therefore, if the leadership at an AUSL school is not meeting expectations, 
that leader may be replaced. 
 
Performance reviews for teachers and staff in AUSL schools are based on CPS 
collective bargaining agreement protocols, and use CPS forms.  However, the new and 
more structured tools and rubrics for coaching and PD described above will help 
teachers and administrators develop a common language for discussing teachers’ 
professional practice, and will structure and guide teachers’ efforts to master new 
knowledge and skills. 
 
The AUSL UTR program’s residents also receive semi-annual, written formative and 
summative assessments during their training year.  These evaluations are based on the 
Danielson rubric, and include input from the resident’s mentor, principal, and the Mentor-
Resident Coach responsible for the program at their training site.  Residents whose 
progress is unsatisfactory, or who fail to meet university requirements, are separated 
from the program.  The use of Danielson-based observation and evaluation tools during 
the 2008-09 school year at the UTR program has been a good “pilot” for refining tools 
and processes that will be used with all AUSL teachers beginning in 2009-10.   
 
Coaches and other employees of AUSL are evaluated annually by their managers 
with oversight from AUSL’s Executive and Managing Directors.  AUSL’s employees are 
not unionized, and are all at-will employees. 
 
Collective Bargaining Agreement guidelines and CPS policies establish discipline and 
performance feedback protocols for all CPS employees.  Others (e.g., residents, 
coaches, and AUSL staff) receive formal and informal feedback, including written 
warning letters if necessary. 
 
 

o What is the organization’s strategy to retain high-performing teachers?  
 
Retaining high-performing teachers.   AUSL and principals in our schools employ 
many strategies to retain high-performing teachers: 
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• AUSL’s selection of inspiring, motivating, and collegial principals who are 

suited to the Turnaround school leadership challenge.  Our criteria for principal 
selection weigh heavily the candidates’ experience and vision for selecting 
teachers and staff, as well as his or her inspirational leadership skills and track 
record. 

• Extra resources and supports for teachers and students.  AUSL Turnaround 
schools have coaches, tutors, data-driven instruction tools, extra PD, curricular 
enhancement programs, and refurbished facilities. 

• AUSL network career ladder opportunities.  AUSL network teachers have 
some special opportunities.  For example, teachers all AUSL high schools can 
aspire and train to become a mentor teacher (with extra 0.2 pay), since we will be 
expanding our capacity for secondary mentors.  Elementary teachers can aspire 
to be lead teachers (a position which also includes a $1000 annual stipend).  
AUSL’s UTR program Mentor-Resident Coaches are all former teachers.  Since 
the AUSL network continues to add schools, teachers and APs can aspire to fill 
available leadership positions as the network expands. 

• Contractual commitment (AUSL UTR graduates).  In exchange for their paid 
year of training, participants in AUSL’s Urban Teacher Residency program sign a 
contract to teach in a high-needs CPS school selected by AUSL for four years 
following completion of the one-year training program.  If they do not, they are 
expected to repay AUSL for a portion of their training expenses. 

• CPS/CTU school.   AUSL teachers and ESP staff benefit from the attractive 
compensation, benefits, work hours, and job security provisions of the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement. 

 
Separating poor performers.  Ensuring a high-quality school staff also sometimes 
requires separating, rather than retaining, some teachers or other staff.  Not every hire 
succeeds.  AUSL Turnaround schools have a higher proportion of non-tenured teachers 
than the typical CPS school.  This gives principals greater flexibility to separate poor 
performers, including any poorly performing AUSL graduates, who are released from 
their contract if they are non-renewed by an AUSL principal.  AUSL’s ability to separate 
poor performers is also facilitated by the presence of AUSL data-driven instruction tools 
(which help make poor teacher performance more transparent) and coaches (whose role 
in giving struggling teachers coaching and feedback more promptly can help principals 
distinguish which teachers are progressing and which are not willing or able to 
progress). 
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8.  Facilities 
 

• Identify the organization’s core requirements for a facility (elementary and high 
school as appropriate) to accommodate the organization’s stated growth plan, 
e.g., 

o Square footage 
o Number and type of classrooms 
o Amenities, etc. 

• Identify anticipated facility sources in terms of priority and mix, e.g.,: 
o CPS 
o Leases from private sources 
o Purchase from private sources 
o New construction 

• Identify contingency plans if desired facility strategy is not achieved. 
• Describe the organization’s capacity and experience in managing these 

strategies, including required renovation. 
 
As a CPS performance school using the Turnaround school model, AUSL relies on CPS 
to ensure that our facilities meet CPS requirements.  After Turnaround schools are 
identified, AUSL principals and home office staff will work with CPS to identify needs for 
renovations, upgraded furniture and equipment, etc. 
 
As part of AUSL’s mission, we also seek philanthropic contributions to fund facilities 
improvements (for example, new $2.6 million track and field at Orr Academy High 
School).   Such investments are not the same for every school, but depend on the 
school and community needs, as well as the availability of donors.  We will continue to 
seek such opportunities for existing and future Turnaround schools. 
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9.  Financing and Philanthropic Need 
 

• Submit a multi-year financial plan, including revenue and expenditure projections 
that reflect proposed growth and development needs over time.  The projections 
should: 

o Include a separate budget for each school 
o Include a back-office budget 
o Indicate per pupil management fees 
o Incorporate financial implications of facilities plans 
o Explicitly detail major assumptions including, but not limited to, those 

listed in Appendix E 
• How will the organization reach its fundraising goals over the next 5 years?  

Please provide a development plan including staffing needs. 
• What financial controls does the organization have in place at the central- and 

school-level to ensure long-term financial viability? 
 
(all numbers below are thousands of dollars) 
 
Financial plan.  Exhibit 4 is a copy of the April 21, 2009 presentation to AUSL’s Board 
of Directors of projected financial results for FY2009 and the financial plan for FY 2010.   
By way of explanation, AUSL’s financial planning addresses three streams of funds:  
“green box” funding which flows from CPS directly to the CPS schools in the AUSL 
network, based on CPS’s typical per-pupil formulas; “yellow box”  (or CPS premium) 
funds which represent additional funding from CPS to AUSL to support part of the cost of 
its activities related teacher training and to management of Turnaround schools; and 
“red box” funding, which is raised by AUSL from non-CPS sources and which is used to 
invest in additional resources and activities in our schools, as well as to cover all of 
AUSL’s central program and “overhead” costs.    
 
This presentation can be updated with these key facts:  AUSL’s projected operating 
surplus for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2009 shown in the April 21 presentation was 
$947.1.  The current preliminary surplus amount is $687.0.   The difference resulted from 
delays in receiving funds from two confirmed grants. 
 
AUSL’s 5-year financial plan in Exhibit 3 summarizes the financial impact of a possible 
5-year trajectory for growth.  To support the cost of scaling up, AUSL is seeking 
increased federal government funding for our program (e.g., Department of Education 
Teacher Quality Partnership grant) and would also need increased CPS funding.  AUSL 
does not expect funding from individuals and foundations to increase in proportion to the 
planned scale-up of our activities, and we do not receive (or expect) significant near-
term increases in funding from the State of Illinois.  AUSL’s UTR for secondary residents 
was recently approved as an Americorps program. 
 
Financial controls and long-term viability.  As CPS performance schools, financial 
decisions of AUSL principals (“green box”) are governed by all regular CPS policies and 
controls.  Expenditures controlled by AUSL are managed through annual revenue, 
expense, and development planning, with regular reviews of results relative to plan.  
AUSL’s Managing Director of Finance and Administration and our Financial Manager 
have implemented disciplined processes and procedures, including budget 
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accountability for AUSL managers.  Annual audit results have all been satisfactory (see 
Exhibit 5) 
 
As AUSL’s scale increases, and depending on how well other non-CPS sources of 
funding develop, it may become necessary for AUSL and CPS to discuss an increase in 
the historically fixed rates for the fees that AUSL receives for Turnaround school and 
Training Academy activities, including per-resident subsidies.  A significant portion of the 
costs these fees support are incurred as compensation to CPS-payroll employees 
supporting AUSL’s mission, i.e., mentor teacher 0.2 payments, Training Academy AP 
position costs, compensation for Turnaround school incubation personnel, and our UTR 
Director and mentor-resident coaches.  CPS’s recent policy change to increase its 
budget assessment for pension pick-up, combined with normal lane and step 
adjustments, has accelerated the escalation of these costs.  We will need to work closely 
with CPS to ensure that the funding formulas for resident training and Turnaround 
schools are sufficient, especially in light of regular and significant annual increases in 
position costs 
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10.  Risk Management 
 

• What are the greatest anticipated risks to achieving the organization’s desired 
outcomes over the next 5 years? 

• How will the organization develop capacity to mitigate anticipated risks? 
 
Risks.  We are pleased with the performance of our organization so far as it relates to 
driving rapid and sustained improvements in student achievement in the schools we turn 
around.  While there have been a few disappointments, our model (especially for 
elementary schools) seems to be working, and we look forward to building on a good 
start at Orr to continue to refine and extend our impact with failing high schools.  Our 
organizational capacity is also stable and strong. 
 
However, we do see these risks to achieving our goals at the ambitious pace we have 
outlined in our 5-year plan: 
 
Unpredictability and/or inconsistency in the number of new Turnaround schools 
assigned to us by CPS, with resulting adverse impact on our teacher pipeline.   
Because of the need to train residents, AUSL begins to commit significant resources to 
new Turnaround schools 12 to 18 months before the schools are confirmed by CPS for 
AUSL management.   Specifically, we will begin accepting applications for our UTR class 
of 2011 (prospective teachers for Turnaround schools opening in September 2011) in 
September 2009. 
 

• In 2009, AUSL had no new Turnaround high school (despite having been 
previously recommended by ONS for one).  28 secondary residents completed 
our program in the class of 2009, but only 13 of them will join AUSL schools (in 
a few middle school Turnaround positions, plus a few openings at Orr and 
Collins).  The other 15 we invested in to train will go elsewhere (mostly in 
Chicago) and will not serve together in a cohort in an AUSL school.  We hope 
their disappointed expectations will not adversely affect future recruiting. 

• Also, the opportunity to add another high school to strengthen our capacity to 
train high school residents for future Turnaround schools has been deferred by 
a year.  We are now training 28 residents for positions in Turnaround high 
schools beginning in fall 2010.  If we got one high school instead of two, that 
would be unfortunate; but if we were to get no new Turnaround high school at 
all for 2010, the 2-year gap in Turnaround school placement opportunities for 
our graduates would present a serious problem for ensuring and expanding the 
continuity of our pipeline for “turnaround-ready” secondary school teachers. 

• If CPS and/or the State of Illinois put an end to whole-school transformation 
interventions entirely, we would need to reassess our entire organization and 
model. 

 
We mitigate this risk as follows: 
 

• Regular dialogue with CPS decision-makers at ONS and the office of the CEO to 
help ensure that our plans for Turnaround school management capacity stay 
aligned with CPS’s plans to use the Turnaround school model for reform of failing 
schools.  
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• Investments in PR and community outreach initiatives to help the media 
understand our story and to help organize and support the parent and community 
voices that support what we do, to help reduce the risk that organized opposition 
to the Turnaround model will prevail. 

• Contingency placement plans and a flexible contract for our residents.   We do 
not commit to our residents that they are guaranteed to get positions at new 
Turnaround schools.  We do, however, require even residents who are not 
selected for AUSL schools to repay the investment that CPS and AUSL make in 
their development by teaching in a high-needs Chicago public or charter school, 
and we assist them in finding positions. 

 
Insufficient non-CPS funding to keep up with our capacity for growth.   With 
President Obama and Secretary Duncan in Washington, we hope for and expect 
significant federal funding for our innovative model for preparing teachers for high-need 
schools.  If federal funding does not come through as expected, we may need to slow 
our growth plans and/or increase the share of our support coming from CPS; we do not 
think it is reasonable to expect that our support from philanthropy will increase 
significantly from its current level of $6 million to $7 million annually. 
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ACADEMY FOR URBAN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP (AUSL) 
Invited Operator Proposal for 2010 Turnaround Schools 
July 15, 2009 
 
 
TARGETED SUBMISSIONS 
 
1. As part of the Invited evaluation process, ONS seeks insight on current schools’ 
performance and data-driven improvements.  How are your interim assessments 
indicating student progress towards the organization’s performance goals, and what are 
you learning from the use of the Linkit system?  What is the predictability between 
interim and summative assessments?  What is the organization’s process to address 
performance below the target at the student, classroom, and school level? 
 
Building capacity for data-driven instruction has been a critical priority for the AUSL 
network all along.  We have now completed (in Math, for all network elementary schools) 
a full program involving the development and use of standards-based curriculum and 
pacing guides, frequent assessments, and a user-friendly technology tool for making 
results transparent to teachers, schools, and the network.  Work is continuing to 
complete and extend our capacity to do this to other content areas, and to all of our 
elementary and high schools. 

The regular, frequent feedback on teacher and school effectiveness has enabled us to 
undertake a number of initiatives to accelerate student achievement growth.  For 
example:  

• Re-teaching.  AUSL believes that students can only demonstrate mastery on 
summative assessments if their teachers are checking for student understanding 
of standards on a frequent basis.  Students who are below the achievement level 
receive re-teaching.  Coaches and team lead teachers have results meetings to 
get to the quick answers regarding what standards are immediately re-teachable.  
Typically, students who fall between 50% and 70% on a standard are poised in a 
position to receive re-teaching and reassessment in the hopes of demonstrating 
mastery in another check for understanding within a week or two of re-teaching. 

• Feedback to teachers to improve their effectiveness.  Because students can 
be categorized by missed standards, teachers can differentiate quite easily 
based on the LinkIt! data.  Frequent, accessible, and detailed formative data for 
elementary classroom teachers gives teachers real-time feedback about the 
effectiveness of their individual lessons and allows them to reteach strategically 
several times a week so that student misconceptions are cleared up well in 
advance of interim and summative assessments 
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• Increased teacher accountability for student progress.  At the school level, 
the schools are sharing data transparently by grade level and we’re working with 
LinkIt! to refine their system so that all teachers can see how each student is 
progressing on all assessments and standards, to reinforce messages to 
students that their growth matters.  

• Earlier action to address problems.  At Chicago Academy High School, for 
example, we have piloted on-line credit recovery, which we are investigating for 
the other schools as well. 

From using LinkIt!,in our schools, we have also been able to make other discoveries less 
directly related to individual students’ progress. 

• Teacher professional development and engagement.  Much of the work to 
develop CDAS assessments is done by our teachers, who receive hourly pay 
for this extra work.  We have been able to compare student performance of 
students whose teachers who have participated in unpacking standards and 
developing assessment items, versus the performance of students whose 
teachers are not participating in the development of these tools.  While certainly 
many mitigating factors exist in contemplating this data, there appears to be 
correlation, with the teachers who participated in the projects producing student 
achievement greater than their colleagues’ students on the interim 
assessments. 

• Refinement of assessment tools.  We’ve undertaken some realignment of the 
Interim assessments this year to help the assessments give teachers more 
direct information regarding how their students achieved on the standards 
embedded in the curriculum for the quarter.  We anticipate (although it is still too 
early as we have used LinkIt! for only one summative assessment in February) 
that we will see correlations between performance on Interim assessments, 
teachers’ abilities to re-teach skills, and student achievement. 

Linkit! has allowed AUSL to collect assessment results from CDAS, NWEA/Interims, and 
ISAT/EPAS in a single system, thus aiding analysis of patterns and trends.  It is still too 
early to confirm the predictive value of formative assessments, in part because Interim 
assessments are designed to get progressively more difficult (so scores could decline 
even as students progress) and because AUSL has been “tweaking” the assessments to 
better align them with standards and curriculum in ways that could limit their 
comparability over time. 
 
For more information on how AUSL uses data to assess progress at the classroom and 
school level, see pages 7, 8, 12, and 13. 
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2.  Please describe how the organization addresses school level requests for 
programmatic flexibility versus creating centralized supports at scale (i.e. with curriculum 
coaches with multiple math curriculums across campuses)? 
 
As a network, AUSL is still small enough that our senior central program staff members 
are close to what happens in our schools and can adapt our network programs and 
processes in a nimble way.  Also, our PASSAGE framework and performance 
management dialogues provide high-level vision and guidance for what is expected and 
non-negotiable, without micro-managing principals. 
 
As we grow, we expect our schools to be more alike than different.  Many of our schools 
were either newly started or newly turned around by AUSL, so there are typically no 
issues with “legacy” school cultures, curricula, etc.  School leaders and teachers value 
the resources and supports provided by the AUSL network and embedded AUSL 
coaches and tutors, and are willing to accept the standardization that accompanies 
them.   
 
At the elementary school level, we are moving towards increased network-wide 
standardization of the curriculum, with support from principals and teachers.  Our 
curriculum and pacing guides are standards-based, and do not draw from any single 
textbook.  However, standardization of all curricula is not an absolute requirement for our 
approaches to work.  For example, at Chicago Academy Elementary, which has a 
“legacy” school culture and curriculum built up over its eight years of existence, AUSL 
has made considerable progress in moving teachers and schools towards standards-
based curriculum while also allowing some choice in the teaching materials that are 
used. This is especially true of literacy and science instruction, where schools are 
expected to use CDAS to vertically and horizontally align their curriculum to IL 
benchmarks while continuing to use their site-specific publisher materials or teacher-
prepared materials. 

At the high school level, we also strongly believe that standards need to drive the 
curriculum and not any one program, book, or series.  When we initially brought the 
history curriculum that was piloted at Chicago Academy High School to Orr Academy 
High School, even though the curriculum was based in standards, we found that 
teachers had a difficult time seeing past content that they were not personally interested 
in teaching.  For example, while one teacher at one school took joy in teaching current 
events around war, another took joy in developing a unit around the environment.  When 
the content becomes flexible and the standards remain from school to school, teachers 
become responsible for linking the standards to the skill and, therefore, creating relevant 
and meaningful instruction for their students.  The coaches at the high school level are 
adept at coaching teachers around merging the chosen content for that school site with 
the standards common across all schools.  We are confident that teacher buy-in around 
teaching standards through their chosen content will be a key lever to increase student 
achievement. 

There are also a few school-specific variations from the core AUSL curriculum.  For 
example, Orr Academy High School has Education To Careers programming, and 
Abbott Skill-building, while Chicago Academy High School (smaller enrollment, different 
student demographic) does not.  Also, after-school curricular enhancement programs 
are not uniform for every school; for example, a school with its own music teacher but no 
art teacher would use AUSL curricular enhancement offerings more for art, and less for 
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music.  Principals have discretion on how they use a budgeted amount of funds 
allocated to them for curricular enhancements.  In an example from the elementary 
schools, Chicago Academy Elementary provides pre-algebra for all of its eighth grade 
students, Dodge and Tarkington place eighth grade students in either regular math or a 
pre-algebra program, and other schools plan to offer pre-algebra in the future. 
 
Finally, AUSL is able to accommodate different school calendars.  Five of AUSL’s 
elementary schools (Dodge, Harvard, Morton, NTA, and Sherman) will be on the Track E 
calendar beginning in 2009-10.  Other schools may adopt this in future years. 
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3.  Following the recent report by Access Living called “Renaissance 2010 and Students 
with Disabilities,” Renaissance schools are under particular scrutiny regarding their 
services to students with disabilities.  Please provide an update on AUSL’s strategy for 
providing services to students with special needs and its expected outcomes, especially 
at the high school level. 
 
Our schools are staffed with special education teachers in accordance with the needs of 
their students.  The table below, based on the latest data in the CPS CEO school reports 
(2006-07), shows the percentage of students with IEPs in each of AUSL’s schools: 
 
 
School IEP %, 2008-09 
Chicago Academy HS  18%  
Collins Academy HS  21% 
Orr Academy HS  29%  
Bethune*    9% (2006-07) 
Chicago Academy Elementary 11% 
Dodge   9% 
Dulles*   9% (2006-07) 
Harvard   8% 
Howe 12% 
Johnson* 13% 
Morton 14% 
National Teachers Academy 14% 
Sherman   9% 
Tarkington 11% 
 
* Not under AUSL management in 2008-09. 
 
As CPS Performance schools, AUSL schools are subject to the same compliance 
requirements, and have access to the same centralized OSS resources, as other CPS 
schools.  AUSL high schools take advantage of CPS’s school-to-career programs, 
including ETC courses and counseling services for students with disabilities. 
 
None of the schools profiled in the Access Living report were AUSL schools, and many 
were not CPS performance schools.  Nevertheless, we appreciate the concerns raised in 
the report and we are committed to support all of our students.  Each school has begun 
the process of School Based Problem Solving to identify students with special needs 
and to provide additional help for struggling students.   
 
In addition to CPS requirements and resources, we have also added some AUSL-
specific features to help us to identify and support students with special needs.  Some 
examples of initiatives in our high schools, where the special education populations are 
large, include: 
 
• In AUSL high schools, all entering students (and all students for new turnaround 

schools) will be assessed at the beginning of the school year using the NWEA 
assessment.  Since many students arrive with skills well below high school grade 
level, this initial assessment of elementary-level skills will help us place all students 
in the right classes. 
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• High school special education teachers are members of the content-area teams in 
their schools. 

• AUSL has created a new position, a full-time Special Education Coach, who will 
support Orr Academy High School beginning in the 2009-10 school year.  

• At Chicago Academy High School and Collins, we will begin in 2009-10 to offer pull-
out classes for some students with severe needs.  Orr Academy High School has 
had this in place, but smaller CAHS and Collins have not until now. 

• With support from National-Louis University, we have arranged for all of our 
residents getting their M.A.T. through our program to elect course work for either a 
Middle Grades endorsement or an LBS 1 certification to be completed during their 
residency training year.  Thirteen of our 29 residents in the current class elected the 
special education track and will have this important training and credential. 
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4. What are the organization’s most important lessons learned from the Orr experience?  
How are you addressing unforeseen challenges, institutionalizing successes, and how 
will this knowledge drive improvement in future high school Turnarounds? 
 
Orr’s results.  We are pleased with Orr’s preliminary results as its first year ends.  We 
do not yet have student achievement results data for 2008-09; see Exhibit 7 for the 
academic goals we have set for the school and for each class.  However, interim 
assessment results improved between October and March, 95 percent of juniors took 
the PSAE, and 76 percent of Orr’s graduating class of 2009 have been accepted to 
college, earning over $1 million in scholarships (across 150+ college-accepted seniors).  
Orr’s results for student and teacher attendance and for student misconducts (Exhibit 8) 
are all meaningfully improved between 2007-08 and 2008-09, and on all metrics Orr is 
outperforming the two “control schools”  (Crane and Marshall) that we monitor as points 
of comparison. 
 
Successes.  Some of the factors that we credit for this good start are: 
 

• Pipeline of teachers from AUSL’s residency program.  Orr’s 2008-09 staff of 
80+ core classroom teachers included 18 AUSL-trained teachers.  All of them 
have been retained at Orr for 2009-10, and we are adding six more from the 
Class of 2009.   They have been successful beginning teachers and have 
stepped up as leaders in the school. 

• Systems, structures, and tools borrowed from many other AUSL network 
schools.  Through regular dialogue and the PASSAGE framework, principals 
across the AUSL network learn from one another’s experiences.  Orr has 
adopted proven systems, structures, and tools from Chicago Academy HS (e.g., 
bell schedule, Learner’s Life, Small Learning Communities).  AUSL’s elementary 
schools have been the model for many other approaches:  for example, Orr will 
pilot CDAS standards-based assessments beginning in 2008-09; and Orr 
teachers and coaches use AUSL’s Linkit! system for collecting and reporting 
interim assessment results at the student, classroom, school, and network level.  
AUSL’s centralized school performance reporting supports regular “dashboard 
discussions” in which the school’s administrative team and AUSL’s Managing 
Director review results and develop plans. 

• Coaches.  Orr has a team of 4.3 FTEs of embedded AUSL coaches, and will add 
a sped coach in 2009-10.  This team reports to AUSL’s Director of Curriculum 
and Assessment for high schools.  These resources have been hugely valuable 
in supporting and developing teachers and in supporting data-driven instruction 
cycles and in obtaining resources for teachers, freeing up administrators to focus 
on the heavy Year 1 Turnaround school demands for attention to school culture 
and climate and to the design and implementation of new school-wide systems, 
structures, policies, and management processes. 

• Data dialogues after interim assessments.  Each quarter, a 3-hour meeting of 
Orr’s principal, APs, all coaches, and AUSL home office’s Curriculum and 
Assessment Director and Managing Director was held to review interim 
assessment results across the entire school and develop recommendations for 
interventions.  Peter Goddard and his colleagues from CPS’s Office of 
Performance Management observed one such meeting in May 2009. 

• Facility.  Orr’s ESP team has done an outstanding job of keeping the facility 
nurturing, hospitable, orderly, and well-kept.  This has contributed significantly to 
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the important Year 1 Turnaround school priority of establishing a positive school 
culture and climate.  In this respect, Orr is a model for other high schools in the 
AUSL network. 

• Expanded after-school curricular enhancement programs.  Orr has 75 after-
school programs in arts, athletics, leadership, and academic support and 
enrichment, many of which are new this year.  Fifty percent of Orr’s students are 
enrolled/engaged in academic and/or social after-school activities.   

 
“Lessons learned.”  A few unforeseen challenges/opportunities taught us important 
lessons from this experience that we will take to future high school turnaround schools 
are: 
 

• Appreciate the challenge of, and ensure leadership capacity for, designing and 
implementing the many non-instructional systems and structures needed in a 
high school.  In this respect a Turnaround school is like a new start school, 
except harder because the students need to un-learn old ways and because the 
school is full from the start, not building up one grade at a time. 

• Appreciate the difficulty of recruiting the entire teaching staff in one year.  Finding 
80+ highly qualified teachers plus nearly 50 ESPs is overwhelming for any 
principal.  The Orr experience has reinforced the value of the pipeline of talent 
from AUSL’s UTR.  We made a few mistakes with the many non-AUSL staff we 
hired for Orr, which we are correcting, and we are increasing our capacity for 
home office support for high school hiring to give future principals more support. 

• Embedded AUSL coaches have been extremely valuable.  Orr’s five AUSL 
coaches were able to support the teachers while the administrators dealt with 
other pressing matters.  Orr’s administrators have the skills to be instructional 
leaders, but in Year 1 of a turnaround they did not have the time. 

 
Year 2 agenda.  We did not expect Orr’s turnaround to be fully accomplished in one 
year, and it is still a work in progress.  The near-term agenda includes continuing 
attention to culture/climate and management processes, but also increased emphasis on 
strengthening the instructional capacity of our teachers. 
 

• Codifying management and operational processes.  In Year 1 at a 
Turnaround school, dozens of non-academic processes and policies need to be 
reviewed and adapted to the new school’s requirements:  attendance, lunch 
forms, safety and security, backup coverage for staff absences, counseling 
department, etc.  Orr continues to work on these, and has hired a new Director of 
Performance Management as a senior member of the administrative team to 
focus on this agenda.  Also, AUSL and CPS have jointly engaged McKinsey & 
Company to perform pro bono work during the summer of 2009, using Orr as a 
pilot for redesigned systems and structures for managing student attendance. 

• Developing more capacity to address high levels of student mobility.  Orr, 
like many high-poverty Turnaround schools, has high turnover in its student 
population.  Mobility for 2007-08 was more than 40 percent on average for the 3 
pre-AUSL schools.  In 2009-10, Orr will launch a “welcome center” for new 
arrivals.  Each new arrival will spend a full day getting an orientation to the 
school, taking NWEA diagnostic tests in Reading and Math, having his/her 
transcript carefully reviewed, and getting an introduction to the school’s policies 
and norms about dress, conduct, Learner’s Life, etc. 
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• CDAS pilot.  In 2009-10, Orr will be launching the development of high school-
level data-driven instruction tools and protocols modeled after the standards-
based, LInkit!-supported Classroom Diagnostic and Assessment System used in 
AUSL elementary schools.  These will give teachers and coaches formative 
assessment results every few weeks, shortening the teach-test-reteach cycle and 
complementing quarterly interim assessments. 

• Staff changes.  Orr filled close to 100 teacher positions all in the same season, 
and some of them have not proven to be good fits.  Ten PAT teachers have not 
been renewed for 2009-10 (none of these were AUSL graduates), and one other 
teacher was terminated.  As of early July 2009, all but 3 special education 
positions for 2009-10 are now filled 

• Teacher professional development.  Along with all AUSL network schools, Orr 
will be launching a teacher professional development initiative designed to use 
the Danielson framework to assess teacher performance, accompanied by PD 
and coaching related to AUSL Signature Strategies for classroom management 
and instruction.   

• Orr as an AUSL Training academy in Year 2.  Beginning in 2009-10, Orr will 
become a Training academy for AUSL Residents.  This will help AUSL to 
accelerate the development of our capacity to prepare teachers for future 
Turnaround high schools.  By adding Orr as a training site in 2009-10, we start 
now to ramp up capacity for training more secondary residents.   

 
Institutionalizing successes.  AUSL has operated Training academies since 2002-03 
and Turnaround schools since 2006-07.  As of the end of 2008-09 we have accumulated 
27 school years’ worth of experience managing elementary schools plus eight school 
years’ worth of experience managing high schools.  Our PASSAGE framework, strong 
capacity and skills from AUSL’s central program staff, and our accumulated experiences 
have equipped us to continue to add value to all of the schools we manage for CPS. 
 
Orr has benefited from the experiences of all of its predecessor AUSL network schools 
(elementary and secondary), as well as from AUSL home office resources, performance 
management dialogues, and the talent pipeline and professional development leadership 
capacity associated with AUSL’s Urban Teacher Residency program.  Specific lessons 
from Orr’s first year are significant, but are only part of the accumulated institutional 
knowledge that AUSL brings to future Turnaround schools. 
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5. What are the risks to the quality of your teacher pipeline associated with your growth 
plan, and how will you address these risks?   

 
See responses to the Targeted Submissions sub-questions below, which focus on 
teacher retention and recruitment.  AUSL will also address the effectiveness of all 
continuing teachers in our schools through new teacher assessment and professional 
development tools.  For example: 
 

• Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching will provide the rubric for regular 
diagnostic assessments, and will help us “raise the bar” by communicating high 
expectations for the specific knowledge and skills teachers need. 

• Based on development needs identified using the Danielson tool, AUSL’s own 
coaches and UTR program staff will deliver targeted PD to help teachers learn 
and practice proven “Signature Strategies” for Instruction and Classroom 
Management.  These diagnostic and PD supports will be available to all teachers 
in our schools, not just to residents and new teachers. 

 
See pages 22-23 for more on these strategies to improve our teacher quality. 
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Specifically: 
• What is the retention rate of teachers across the portfolio of schools? 

 
A study published recently by the Consortium for Chicago School Research at the 
University of Chicago reported that the average teacher turnover rate across CPS 
schools was 20 percent (percent of teachers who were not at the same school after 1 
year).  The table below shows AUSL’s record on that metric for the percent of teachers 
who were teaching in 2008-09 and who, according to their principals as of June 25, will 
not be returning in 2009-10. 
 
2008-09 to 2009-10 turnover of teachers at AUSL 
schools   

7/9/2009       

 

Total  
2008-09 
regular 

teachers 
excl AP, 

prin 

Not 
returning 
in 2009-
10, per 

principal 

# we're 
disappointed 
to be losing, 
per principal  

% 
turnover 

(total 
departures 

as % of 
base) 

% turnover 
of teachers 

we're 
disappointed 

to lose  
       
CAHS 33 0 0  0% 0% 
Collins 12 8 2  67% 17% 
Orr 96 11 0  11% 0% 
       
HS total 141 19 2  13% 1% 
       
CA elem 29 2 1  7% 3% 
Dodge 31 5 2  16% 6% 
Harvard 28 1 0  4% 0% 
Howe 28 5 2  18% 7% 
Morton 17 6 1  35% 6% 
NTA 28 4 1  14% 4% 
Sherman 30 3 3  10% 10% 
Tarkington 55 4 4  7% 7% 
       
Elem total 217 28 13  13% 6% 
       
Sources:  Oracle pull for teacher lists (March 2009).      
Principals self-reports at summit re non-returning and reasons.  
Note:  1 at NTA, 1 at TCA departed due to budget cuts, departures included above. 

 
All AUSL schools except Collins and Morton have teacher retention that is better than 
the CPS average.  Morton’s overall performance has been disappointing in Year 1 of its 
turnaround, and our decisions to change five of its 17 teachers (plus the school’s 
principal and AP) are part of our strategy to redirect the school.  Teacher turnover at 
Collins, a relatively small AUSL new start school, has also been disappointing this year.  
We will seek to get Collins’ capacity to train new teachers back up to a satisfactory level 
as soon as possible. 
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• What is the current pipeline of elementary and high school teachers from the 
AUSL teacher training institute? 

 
The pipeline of teachers from AUSL’s Urban Teacher Residency program has been 
critical at Orr.  We wish there could have been even more; these teachers performed 
well in their classrooms and were leaders in the school.  See AUSL’s 2008 elementary 
proposal, pages 9 and 10, for a description of our program. 
 
AUSL’s UTR Class of 2010 has already started their pre-residency summer training.  
The Class of 2010 has 43 elementary residents and 29 secondary residents.  A few key 
facts about the class: 
 

• 12 residents already have their initial Illinois teaching certificate, and have 
chosen our program for the extra apprenticeship and mentoring to become 
“turnaround-ready.”  They will obtain an M.Ed from UIC. 

• One resident will obtain her Master’s degree and Type 04 Early Childhood 
certificate through the Erikson Institute, AUSL’s newest university partner. 

• All of the 60 National-Louis University residents will earn either a Middle Grades 
endorsement or an LBS 1 special education endorsement in addition to their 
M.A.T. and initial teaching certificate.  20 of the elementary residents and 13 of 
the secondary residents have elected the special education track. 

• 32 percent of the residents are men. 
• 39 percent of the residents are non-white (28 percent are African-American) 
• Every resident has signed a contract committing to teach in a CPS high-needs 

school selected by AUSL for four years following their completion of our program. 
 
 

• What is best practice for the ratio of AUSL trained vs. non AUSL trained teachers 
in Turnaround elementary and high schools? 

 
AUSL Turnaround elementary school principals are expected to select at least 50 
percent of their core classroom teachers from graduates of the AUSL residency 
program, and in 2008 and 2009 these targets were met or exceeded. 
 
While we are still ramping up capacity to recruit and train high school residents, our 
ultimate aspiration is that in a few years our new Turnaround high schools will be able to 
fill about half of their core classroom teaching positions with AUSL graduates too.  For 
2010, and depending on the size of the school, the cohort could be 15 to 30 percent of 
the school’s teachers.  Orr Academy High School had 18 AUSL-trained teachers in 
2008-09 and will add 6 more in 2009-10 (of a total teacher population of 80+, including 
special education).   
 
Our 5-year plan calls for no growth in the number of elementary residents we train, but 
considerable growth in the number of secondary residents.  Our capacity in the near 
term is constrained in part by recruitment, and in part by the number of experienced 
secondary teachers we have available to be mentors, especially in light of a few key 
teaching staff departures at Collins.  We are working to increase our capacity: 
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• We are exploring new approaches to expand the number of secondary residents 
who apply to our program, especially in high-needs content areas like Math and 
Science.   

• We have decided to have Orr Academy High School be an AUSL Training 
Academy for 2009-10, somewhat earlier than expected for a new Turnaround 
school.    

• Our recruitment of teachers to fill open positions at Collins includes assessment 
of candidates based on their potential to become AUSL mentor teachers. 

• The Director of our UTR program is developing optional PD and other resources 
available to encourage strong-performing secondary teachers who are not 
already AUSL mentors to put themselves forward to be considered for the 
opportunity to perform the mentor role in a future school year. 

 
• What is the pipeline for the support roles like coaches, social workers, etc.?  How 

are these employees integrated into the AUSL model? 
 
Most support roles (counselors, social workers, special education teachers, deans, etc.) 
are employed by principals as CPS employees, using resources from the principal’s 
budget.  AUSL’s central program staff employs two people who work year round to 
cultivate sources, advertise, and screen talent for all school-based positions (including 
AUSL coaches and tutors), including specialized support personnel. 
 
Turnaround schools also have “embedded” AUSL employees, who are employees of 
AUSL (not CPS) and who sometimes serve multiple schools.  These include: 

• Elementary Turnaround Coaches (on average about 1 per school, although they 
are typically deployed to serve a grade level cluster of teachers across a couple 
of schools).  See the business plan pages 22-23 for more information about how 
these coaches support teacher effectiveness. 

• Elementary Tutors (1 per school, supplemented with part-time tutors hired by the 
principal).  See page 14 describing their work with our Power of 5 program. 

 
AUSL only needs to recruit a few such people each year, and we have had a good 
pipeline of candidates including former teachers and even principals.  We modified our 
employee benefits package to make it more competitive relative to CPS’s benefits.  We 
also have some talented individuals in these roles who want to work in Chicago, but who 
do not live in the city and are thus not eligible for CPS employment. 
 
 

• Do teacher and principal staffing plans include any movement from existing 
AUSL schools (or the district)?  What are the corresponding succession plans to 
ensure that there is a net increase in the number of teachers and leaders? 

 
All of the AUSL program graduates are net new teachers to the district via AUSL’s 
program.  AUSL’s 7 graduating classes have produced 312 new teachers.  Of the 242 
graduates of the classes of 2003 through 2008, 80 percent were classroom teachers 
with CPS in 2008-09.  Two Class of 2003 graduates, Andre Cowling (Harvard) and 
Edward Morris (Dodge), are now AUSL principals. 
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We have not compiled the data on the prior employment of non-AUSL teachers and staff 
recruited for Turnaround schools.   They include a mix of talent from charter schools, 
other CPS schools, and teachers new to Illinois. 
 
AUSL principals include many who are new to the district; however, some principals 
have come to AUSL schools from other CPS schools.  We choose the best people from 
the pool of applicants.  One of the three 2009 Turnaround principals came from another 
CPS school, the other two from outside the district. 
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6.  What efficiencies have resulted from clustering of feeder elementary and high school 
Turnarounds, and what have been the benefits of geographically proximate schools on 
student performance? 
 
Clustering AUSL schools is “nice to have” but is not central to AUSL’s effectiveness or 
our operating model.  Decision-making, policies and accountability are at the level of 
individual schools, and at the level of all elementary (or secondary) schools in the 
network.  Membership in a geographically clustered network- within-the-AUSL-network is 
not a key element of the AUSL model. 
 
Nevertheless, there are some advantages to having AUSL-operated schools clustered in 
one or a few contiguous communities.  Some of the benefits: 
 
Elementary schools:  Schools in the same general area turned around the same year 
can plan to share staff when they hire teachers.  For example, Bethune and Johnson are 
sharing both an Art teacher and a Music teacher, with each person at 0.5 on each of the 
school’s budgets.  Also, beginning in 2009-10 AUSL’s elementary coaches will be 
specialized by grade level cluster to support two nearby schools, rather than having a 
coach dedicated to a single site.   
 
High schools:  A potential benefit of having AUSL elementary schools close to an 
AUSL high school would be the opportunity for AUSL high schools to enroll a significant 
number of students who were prepared in AUSL elementary schools.   But because 
schools to be reconstituted are selected based on their historically poor performance, 
not their proximity to other schools in the AUSL network, we don’t count on AUSL-
operated feeder elementary schools when we accept a new Turnaround high school.  
We would like to have an AUSL high school on the South Side, to be available for its 
neighborhood as well as to be part of a K-12 cluster including Sherman, Harvard, Dulles, 
and prospective new Turnaround elementary schools in the area. 
 
All schools:  Having multiple, successful AUSL-operated schools in a community helps 
AUSL become better known, which could help mitigate the initial resistance from some 
communities when new Turnaround schools are announced.  Also, proximity can 
facilitate certain community partnerships to bring resources into the schools.  As an 
example, UCAN is providing grant-funded social-emotional wraparound services to our 
students at Bethune School of Excellence, Johnson School of Excellence, and Collins 
Academy High School.    
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EXHTBIT 13 .  ] .

Orr Academy - Grade L0 Science - sanlple student report

State: t l l irrois District: Chicago At.iSL Distrirt Schools: Orr Arademy High School

Students: Alexancier, Charles t3 7801496)

Grade-Subjects: Gnade 10 Science Tests: cI0-Q1-S(ience 13?3A, G10-Q2-5cien{e 13238. G10-Q3-5(i€nce 1627A.
G10-Q4-5cience 16278

Period covered: All to All Report Date: Mon Jul 6 20Og

Topic Al l GIo-Q1-Scienc( GIO-Q?-Sciencl G1O-Q3-Sciencl G1O-Q4-Science

Evaluatron of Models i o"t 0".; I3 ' io O1*
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EXHIBIT 'J,3.2

Orr Academy - Grade 9 Math - Quarter 3 Interim by Topic

State: ll l incis District: ChicaEo AUSL District Schools: Orr Academy High School

Students: All

Topics: Basic operations & Applications, €xpressions Equations & Inequalities. Graphical Representations, Measureniet

Nunrbers: Concepts & Properties. Probability Statistics & Data Analysis

Period covered: All to All Report Date: Mon Jul 6 2009

n
Basic Operations & APP|ications

Graphical RePrese ntations

ffi
Numbers: Concepts & ProPefties

ffi
Expressions Equations & Inequalities

t
Measurement

I
Probability Statistics & Data Analysis

100'l'..

60--ro

4Qt;r

?0"r,n

Tr- ' ;c{rt .rA Teacher-B TeaclrerC Tearl-rerD TeaclrsrE TeacherF TeachelG Teacher'H Te.acherI
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EXHIBIT ]-3 .3

Howe Grade 4 Math - by Standard - first L0 weeks of school

State: l l l inois District: Chicaqo AUSL Distrirt Schools: Ho,"ve School ol Excellenre

Students: Ail

Grade-Subjects: Gracie 4 Math Tests: G4-Week 01-02-Math, G4-Week S3-O4-Matl"r. G4-Vdeek O5-06-l{attl. G4-Week
0l-08-t lath.  G4-Week 09-10-Math

Period covered: All to All Report Date: Morr Jul 6 2OO9

I I
50-69% Over 7O7oLess than 30q/o 30-49%

lo0r,

40' l i

2Oni

I Ii) ilr,

i0.4.2lr 1.0 trr. ]l: 6. A.2 t r$?a 3A?; E.A.2h 9.4.2a
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School Performance

Principal Incentive Package
December 2008-09 Mid-Year Progress

Exhibit 18

Name. School

***amount earned at mid-year

Pasc I  of4

Meeting targets as agreed upon by Principal and Managing Director, $5,000

Academic Growth Targets (ISAT/PSAE) Not yet applicable - rvill be based on Fall 09 EPAS $2500* $0** $0***

Student Attendance
Goal : 92.5%, curent :91/%
Though the school is not on track to meet its goals in this
area, it has devoted significant time and attention, hclping it
reach its current level.

s1000 $350 $250

Teacher Attendance
Teacher attendance was high for the begiming of the year,
well above the school goal. Recent numbers have been
unavailable.

s500 s200 $200

Student and Teacher Dress Code
The school has set a high standard for dress code
irnplementation and has met it to date. Very irnpressive. $s00 $200 $200

Parent Satisfaction
Other than a fcw disgruntled phone calls, parcnts appear
overall very plcased with thc seruicc provided by the school. $s00 $200 $200

Overall Observations:
The culture and climate at the school appear to be very strong. As we've discussed, the main area for growth is
around Engaging and Personalizcd Instruction, as well as stronger implemcntation of Data Driven Instruction.

$9s0 $850

Areas for Future Focus:
1. Teacher liiring process: XXX will provide a plan for this year by February
2. Continue to develop managcment processes for attendance
3. Continue to develop school routincs for DDI and high quality instruction

l t '

*:maximum possible amount for the year **:maximum an-lount for rnid-ycar
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Contributions and Alignment toward the AUSL Mission

Exhibit 18
Principal Incentive Package

December 2008-09 Mid-Year Progress

Participation and cooperation in aligning
fundamental professional suidelines and practices across the AUSL net**ork of schools, $2500

Participation in AUSL events, such as
recruitment, funding, graduation. etc.

An overall strong commitmcnt to the nctwork and its events
and initiatives has been evident. $1000 s3s0 $3s0

Atteudance and punctuality at AUSL
meetinss

On t inre and in place this ycar.
$s00 $200 $200

Acknowledgc and adherc to AUSL
policies and profcssional practices,
includins assessment svstcms

Overall faithful implementation, though there have becn
some bumps in the road (history IAs, for example). $500 s200 $1s0

Integration of AUSL cunicular
enhancements

Commitment to AUSL curricular enhancement has been
strong, dcspite some low students numbers in music. $500 s200 $200

Overall Observations:
An ongoing commitment to AUSL and its collective success is almost always present, though there are times when
XXX's thorough processing and/or communication style leaves some in thc organization feeling othcrwise. A
more ready acknowlcdgcment with people throughout AUSL that we're all in this together will help engender
even deeocr commitrnent from colleasues.

$950 $900

Areas for Future Focus:
l. Get thc physical space to meet AUSL expectations (based on thc AUSL rubric)
2. Continue to work on meetins dcadlines

Page 2 of 4
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Operations and Systems

Principal Incentive Package
December 2008-09 Mid-Year Progress

Exhibit 18

Structures to drive learning and school culture; compliance yvith CPS requirements, 5250A

Maintain a school facility that is
conducive to leaming (clean, wclcoming,
orderly; displays student work and
reinforces school mission)

Many of the building's deficiencics are out of XXX's
control; however, in the areas that are (lialls, walls, etc,)
there are still son,e areas for suggested improvement that
need to be addresscd.

$1000 $350 $300

Complete CPS documents accurately and
on time; includes SIPAAA, safety and
cmergency plans, ntonthly financial
summaries, etc.

History of delayed communication has improved, but there
are still times when slow responscs havc hurt the school's
situation. financiallv or otherwise.

s1000 $3s0 $2s0

Create dctailed calendars and schedules
aligned to instructional vision

A thorough sense of planning and organization permeates
throughout the school and has the trains running on time. $s00 s200 $200

Overall Observations;
XXX has developcd significantly in the area of cxtemal cornmunications this year, though there are still arcas for
growth. A more gentle communication tone, coupled with increased delegation and follow up, will help hcr rcach
the next lcvel of managcment cffectiveness.

s900 $750

Total $2500
Areas for Future Focus:

l. Continue to work on colnmunication style, with a focus on more praise and cxpressed appreciation for CPS and AUSL staff

Page 3 of4
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Personal Goals

Managing Director Signature:

Exhibit 18
Principal Incentive Package

December 2008-09 Mid-Year Progress

Growth planfor professional capacity as agreed upon by Principal and Managing Director, $1000

Communication Stylc
Greater attention to praise and thanks; increased
opportunities to share the vision of the school with others;be
transparent with others about strengths, tendencies, etc.

s500 N/A

Time Management
Creating blocks of time for thinking, analyzing, etc.
Developing patterns to ensure time is well used and focused
on what will take advantage of your strengths the most and
help increase student achievement at XXXX School the most

s500 N/A

Overall Observations:
N/A

Areas for Future Focus:

Principal Signature:

Date Discussed:

Page 4 of 4



AUDL NetworK Ulassroom bnvlronment unecKlrst

ffixhibit tri
Teacher

Date

Room #

Grade/Subject

The.foI Iowit tgchee:kl ist t lut l incse'upectol iot tsJbral lAUSLietw'orkt : | 'as ' ,sr t . lont .AL/SL
maintctitt intl i t i ttg'alulstitnulo,|ingenv,ironnlentst|tatoreconducil,et()0ptinm,llearnittgtlpportuttit i 'e

Ilgn+ine and Pr:eparatio,J!
il Srudent seats situatcd lbr purposeful lealning including cr'roperative activities
tr Winclow drcssing/lamps visibly pleasing to c:rcate a wann and rveleonring

environnrent
ff Clocks dccorated with creativc lnessage
n Plants positioned throughout roorn
il Additional dccrlratiolrs to crciite an opelr lcarning envitonnrenl
! Furniture arrangcment allorvs frrr clear liues of sight and nroventent
tr lruncliorring classroom technology (e.g-, ovcrhead/LCD proiector, srrrart

board ) Positioned lbr use

- 

Conputcl usage rules/instructions r,isibly posted in student con'rllutel arca
tr 'llextbooks. maniprulatives and other instt'ucrtional nratet'ials unpacked. rvell-

organizei l  aud easi ly accessible
ll Classroorn is neat, orgtnizcd, and overall appcararce in conrpliancr: u,ith

salety crodes anct fi'ec of hazards (c.c.. storagc bo.xcrs. danraged books)
! Rug area lbr whole-c.lass activiiies (K-4)
tl Libraly are.a'"vith a chcck-oul s),stern and books clearly olganized and

labeled bv gcnre

Instruction
tr Wold Wall easy t(r leacl ald visible rvitlt appropliate gratle-level I'ocalrulary
il Cun'cnt s{udcnt wt:rk displayed with grading ruirric r:ellecting high

expccLations for acaclenric achicvenrcnt
n Dill'creutiation is clear and evident (rr.g., \r!,olkstaticlns, guided readiug

rotatior, stndertl \\'t)rk c()iltracts, etc,)
! I-esson plaus/QLls/unil plans arc upclated and easily accessibic
l Siudent-and teacher-gcnerated charts. graphs. ctc. are postcd

Classroom Environment
! Student greeters ate assigned arrd ltroperly greet visitors
[] Daily agenda is posted with <late ald lessons./objectives (MIIC is nleeting

standards)
Classroorn supltlies are organized and accessible (e.g., table boxes. crrps
of sharpencd pencils. ctc. )
Everyclay procedures and interactions are clearly posted. malkod arrd easy
to lollow (e.g.. homework, passes, matcrials. voice lcvels. etc.)
Systems frrr iucentives and crlnsetluences is posted with classrcronr
rulesicxpectations
Student rr.rake-up/ari ssing wt-rrk i rrstluc tions/routincs are clear'
Procedurc for stuclents rvithout supplies is clear
Corrpletcd work-/rvork iu progress systern is clear and accessible (e.g.,
folder-s. studetrt rnail box. binders, etc.)
Studentiparent c()ntracts are filecl and readily availablc
Routine l irr tar<ly students is clear
List of classror.rm jcrbs is posted lrcgularly rotated bctween students)

|l

n
U
U

t: l
tJ
n

Pro{'ession aLResponsi b ilities
U Schocrl rnission/vision/goals/core values/Learner's i,i f'e is postcd
L'r Display sc.ction for inforntatior/rnotivational anntluncemenls that apply t<l

high scrhool and/or collcge alc displayed
t. School inlilrrnation is posted (bell schedules/calcndars. emcrgcncy

procedurcs, newsietter)

-l 
Student/classroorn achievcmelrt dala is posted and updated (acadcurics.
altcndancrr. etc-)

n Studrrrnt interests/persr.rnalities are expresscd and postetl
n Str-rdent piclures arc posted and visible around the classroom
n Updated coordinating bulletin troards (backgrrruud. borders, liameti

di,splays)
College Readiness Standards:l  Col lcge Readrne ss Standards poslcr is visiblc

1 = Unsatisfactory 867a and belorv
2 = l lasic 8'lVa -93Vo
3 = Proficient94Vo -977c
4 = Distinguished 98026 - 100.,6

Kcy: Fliglr School and Eiernentary
Elernentaly School Only
High School Only

Summary il{essage:



**USL Exhibit 22
Elementary Summer Turnaround Training Academy 2009

Sessions last from B:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. (teachers paid for 4 hours)

"'Dites Topics Planning and dclivery

WEEK l :7113-7116
Location: Morton
School of Excellence

OVERVIEWIBig Picture- all staff
AUSL and Turnaround
Leadership Teams

Monday, July l3
8:30-9:30 AUSL mission and track record
9:45-1230 PRINCIPALS: lndividual school mission

& vision, teambuilding etc.

t hour AUSL
3 hours principals

Tuesday, July 14 Teambuilding @ lrons Oaks Principals

Wednesdav. Julv l5

8:30-11:30 - Keynote: Chike Akua "Using Cultur'e and
C-haracter to Close the Achievernent Gap: Culturally
competent teachers for high performing, high poverty
schools"

I 1:30-12:30 -Principals lead missiorVvision building
sessrons

AUSL

Principals

Thursday, July l6 School-driven PD - continued building of vision,
nr ission, and high-funct ioning tcarns

Principals

Friday, July l7
Location: Orr Academv

Lif'e Long Leaming - introduction of curriculum
projects to all AUSL teachers (unpaid day, open to all
network schools)

Steve Rarnirez and Wendy
C'halk, AUSL Cuniculunr
Team

WEEK2:
7t20-7/23
Location: Tarkington

School of Excellence

Literacv Week
AUSL Curriculum Team &

Chicago Literacy Group

Friday July 24
Location: National

Teachcrs Acadcmv

Lucy Calkins Keynote address & networking event
(unpaid day, open to all AUSL teachers)

Lucy Calkins

WEEK3:
7t27-11t30
Location: Tarkington
School of Excellence

Monday - Concluding Literacy Week Session
Tuesday-Thursday * Math Training Sessions

AUSL Curriculum Team

WEEK4:
s/3-8/6
Location: Tarkington
School of Exccllence

*THE AUSL WAY'-All staff
Putting the pieces together before teacher break

AUSL Coaching Team

Monday-Wednesday,
August 3-5

Building your classroom the AUSL way: community,
culture & climate; classroom routines, procedures,
behavior management, divided into grade level
groups

AUSL Coaching Team

Thursday, August 6 Special education & differentiating instruction
AUSL Coaching Teanr

STAFF VACATION
WEEK:

8/10-8/14
Concurrent with start dates for Track E schools



WEEK5:
8n7-8/20
Location: To be
announced (based on
building readiness)

Putting the pieces together - Preparing each school
and school team for dramatic success in year 1

Turnaround Leadership
Teams

Monday, August 17 PBIS Overview and Universal Rules Principals

Tuesday, August l8 Creating the School-Wide Matrix
Principals

Wednesday, August l9
Teaching Universal Rules to Students Principals

Thursday, August 20
Creating a Logic Model and Action Plan - Beyorrd

Discipline
Principals

Friday, August 2l No sessions-building open to all staff N/A

WEEK6:
8t24-8t27
Location: To be
announced (based on
building readiness)

Putting the pieces togcther - preparing to receive
students and scaffold dramatic rcsults from day I

Turnaround Leadership
Teams

Monday, August 24 PBIS Principals

Tuesday, August 25 Student Policies/School Practices
Principals

Wednesday, August 26
Staff Policies/Procedures/Exoectations Principals

Thursday, August 27
Building Walkthroughs Principals

Friday, August 2[i No sessions-building open to all staff

Saturday, August 29 Conrmunity BBQs Principals & leadership
coaches

CPS Institute Week:
8t3r-9t4
Location: Bethune,

Dulles, and Johnson
Schools of Excellence

Institute week (Wednesday, Thursday, Friday are
official Institutc days, paid by CPS)

N/A

Mon. August 3l No sessions-building open to all staff

Tues, Sept. I No sessions-building open to all stafT

Wed. Sept.2
Institute Day I

Principal directed Principals

Thurs. Sept. 3
Institute Day 2

Principal Directed
Principals

Fr i .  Sept.4
Institute Day 3

Principal directed
Principals



FINAL 09-1028-EX3 October 28, 2009

APPROVE THE PRE.QUALIFICATION STATUS OF THE ACADEMY FOR URBAN SCHOOL
LEADERSHIP TO PROVIDE TURNAROUND SERVICES

THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER RECOMMENDS THE FOLLOWNG:

Approve the pre-qualification status of the Academy for Urban School Leadership to provide turnaround
services beginning in the 2O10-2011 school year. Academy for Urban School Leadership was selected
on a competitive basis pursuant to a Request for Proposals for Turnaround Services. lf awarded a
subsequent agreement authorized by the Board, the Academy for Urban School Leadership and the
Board will negotiate a School Management Consulting Agreement. No services shall be provided by
and no payment shall be made to the school operator praor to the execution of the School Management
Consulting Agreement. Information pertinent to this matter is stated below.

SCHOOL OPERATOR: Academy for Urban School Leadership
3400 N. Austin Avenue
Chicago, llfinois 60634
Phone: (773) 534-3885
Contact Person: Laura Couchman
SchoolType and Grade: Performance, high school and elementary

Office of New Schools (ONS)
125 S. Clark. Srh Floor
Chicago, lL 60603
773-553-1 530
Contact Person: Jaime Guzman, Interim Executive Officer

BAGKGROUND:
ln the sixth year of launching the Renaissance 2010 review process, ONS issued a Request for
Proposals on May 7, 2009 that featured an evaluation process (called the Turnaround RFP) for school
operators experienced in successful school turnaround services, The purpose of the Turnaround RFP
is to enhance the District's ability to efficiently employ multiple strategies to turnaround low-performing
schools. By creating a pipeline of experienced school operators and consultants, each pre-qualified to
provide turnaround services, the District will have the flexibility to designate identified school operators
to handle such situations in an efficient and strategic manner.

Measured on academic and operational performance criteria, ONS extended invitations to select
school operators and consultants to submit proposals to provide turnaround services beginning in 2010.
School "Turnaround" refers to a situation where an operator or consultant with strong leadership,
experience, and infrastructure is asked to partner with the District to transform a school that has
been historically underperforming. The school operator or consultant will serve an existing school
population in an existing CPS building with all grades operating in the first turnaround year. The
school operator and consultant identified in this Board Report is being recommended based upon a
review and evaluation of the submitted proposals.

TERltl OF PRE-QUALIFICATION: The term of this pre-qualification period shall commence on
January 1 , 2010 and shall end December 31, 201't. The Board shall have the right to terminate the pre-
qualification status of a school operator or consultant in its discretion.

USE OF PRE-QUALIFIED POOL OF SCHOOL OPERATORS: Award of a subsequent agreement to
a school operator or consultant may be contingent upon the school operator or consultant
participating in community forums and public hearings and providing any other information requested
by the Board. The award of an agreement and the provision of turnaround services is also contingent
upon further Board approval via a Board Report and such other contingencies including, but not limited

OVERSIGHT:
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to, District needs, demographics, the school operator's or consultant's continued demonstration of
organizational, educational and financial capacity, and satisfaction of eligibility criteria. A school operator
or consultant is not guaranteed the award of an agreement, and if awarded an agreement is not
guaranteed any given number of seats in any given year or any community as such matters are based
on community input, available CPS resources, and other such conditions. A subsequent agreement
with each school operator or consultant will be negotiated only after Board authorization pursuant to a
Board Report is obtained.

FfNANCIAL: There is no cost to the Board as a result  of  designat ing the school operator
and consul tant  as pre-qual i f ied.

PUBLTC HEARING: lf the Board decides to proceed with the award of an agreement and the
provision of turnaround services, the school operator or consultant will be required to participate in a
public hearing prior to the award of that agreement. Any additional public hearings required by state
law or district policy prior to the utilization of any seats referenced herein shall be helcl in a timely and
compliant manner.

AUTHORIZATION: Authorize the Chief Executive Ofticer to conduct abbreviated request for proposal,
request for additional information, or similar processes subject to further Board review and approval prior
to award.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: Not Applicable

LCS REVIEW: Local School Council approval is not applicable to this report.

GENERAL CONDITIONS:
lnspector General - Each party to the agreement shall acknowledge that, in accordance with 105
ILCS 5/34-13.1, the Inspector Generalof the Board of Education has the authority to conduct certain
investigations and that the Inspector General shall have access to all information and personnel
necessary to conduct those investigations.

Confliots - The agreement shall not be legally binding on the Board if entered into in violation of the
Provisions of 105 ILCS 5/34-21.3, which restricts the employment of, or the letting of contracts to,
former Board members during the one-year period following expiration or other termination of their
terms of office.

lndebtedness - The Board's indebtedness Policy adopted June 26, 2006 (96-0626-P03), as amended
from time to time, shall be incorporated into and made a part of the agreement.

Ethics - The Board's Ethics Code adopted June 23,2004 (04-0623-PO4), as amended from time to
time shall be incorporated into and made a part of the agreement.

Contingent Liability - The agreement shall contain the clause that any expenditure beyond the current
l?scal year is deemed a contingent tiability, subject to appropriation in subsequent fiscalyear budget(s).
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Approved: Respectf ullY rubmltted :

flo^k^o f^*4//AH*
Barbara Eaeon-Watklne
Chlef Educatlon Officer

Approved ae to Legal fort$A

Ch lef Execullve Offlcer

Wlthin Appropriatlon:

Acting Chief Flnanclal Offlcer
J. Rocks
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